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for this consumption of the
old Falstaff says, ‘the world

remedy

I lie sealer now coasts
along those flt-lils of
ice, observing the nature of the ice and
whether it is suitable for bis
purpose, and occasionally consulting with the captains of the
other ships regarding their chance.- of a
good
cargo. Now and then he will pu-li in among
the broken-up floes to test the nature of 1117ice, or weather any seals are in that direction,
and. it unsuccessful, will push out
again and
continue eoastipg round what he calls the
“cant
of the ice.
All this time, the men arc
bu-dv getting up the tools. Tin <e consist of
scaling clubs—a sharp spike at the end of a
handle three teet
long—long, ,-liarp knivelor skinning the seals, seal
guns suitably for
throwing: ball, Ac. The nights are long and
(lark at tills season of the
year, for the bri'Wil.
continual daylight of the Arctic regions °has
not yet begun to prevail, and
snow'and sleet
are of hourly occurrence.
Altogether, it is
cheerless work \\ henthere are noseals. Keen
body is muffled from head to foot in the wannest clothing and a fur cap, which
only leaves
the tip of the nose, the eyes and the mouth
exposed. Hoar frost and sometimes a miniature crop of icicles
hang from the shag<rv
moustaches of the men as they trot hackly aril
and forward on the snow-covered deck to
keep
their leet warm, or hang dreamily over the
side, di-eti-sing the chances of a long purse
versus a short one.
For every man on board,
trout the captain and the
surgeon to I he cabin
hoy, is directly interested in the result nf the
voyage.
lflings look roughish, the old skipper remarks. “For twenty years I haven't seen
stteh a nasty look-out.
So he coast- along
until he sees an
opening wide and clear between the floes, and pushes in. ('oming from
the open, friendless sc a, it looks
ipiite Inmn
like among the great floes. The “leadopen water look like streams meanderin'''

THE LONDON TRAGEDY.
FALL OF A BRIDGE AT ELGIN, ILLINOIS.
Further details of the London tragedy have
Ki.cin. July ■'>. Another terrible calamity,
With never a word for me;
owes me a living,1 so good morning!"
been published, from which it appears that resulting in serious injury to not less than 30
Hoing away! and I turn my head
Hen Sanford was one of that class of young
In vain, for the sun in the West is dead—
1
Duggan's ill health and dread of approaching or 40 persons startled our community at 10
men, of whom common report goes, they can want—he
All dead on the darkling sea.
been notified by his employ- o'clock this morning. The Truesdcll iron
wing the *• •—t away a-a worthies-thing to he
do anything they please, and who considered er that hishaving
services were no longer required— bridge, completed for the second time, is again
it*.
v.
did
lie
leave
like
I sticks, and
this?
God
Why
this point so well established, that they do were the cause of his
knows;
through tie* paper to correspond: pass
terrible crime.
The in ruins, or at least a portion of it. The
•\
Weary. 1 think of his love;
i- an ordinary family mw-paper1* i>
not think it necessary to illustrate it by doing
the string-through the other stick and tie. When
letter to his brother gives a reflex bridge was tolerably well tilled with teams,
lii left ine a kis>, and a new plucked rose;
following
lii-tor of the passing events of ore *And I—for the fancy's sake I suppose—
anything at all. He was a lawyer of good of his feelings, and states the causes of the men, women and children, standing tlvweon
the next paper come-, take oil'the last stick, put on
talents and would have had an extensive run
and of th world—an epitome ofliterature.
Have him my violet glove.
to witness the tub race.
A rush of the crowd
the paper and the stick, tie as before.
The sticks
tragedy in full:
of business had he not been one of the class
and -I'ieUfo.-: of commerce and navigation :
15 IIosiEit L.vxf., Smithfield, E. C., .Tune displaced the masonry, and the eastern
th>*
book.
stitf
as
bound
and
a
The
sail over the seas, 1 know.
keep
span
papers together
sliiiis
found
of
be
when
never
to
wanted,
v
i•
in all it- moral, social and political a—
people
97, 1809.—Dear Brother: You are aware of of the bridge, 08 feet long, fell with a crash
Too far for a maiden's sight!
Wo preserve a half dozen different papers in this
llis law books and office saw far less of him Mr. Adams's harsh and
"lit.tin- much ttl-o that the streams of
The ships sail on, the strong winds blow.
to the water beneath, which at that point is
hard
course
of
action
way \\ itli no more trouble than putting on and tythen certain fashionable places of resort, when lu‘ heard
And some to the lands of tlie Oriental go.
the 1 n-t have poured into thi- vast receptacle of
my lungs were affected, which about 4 feet deep.
ing tie* shoes.
And—some to the starless nigh!!
where his handsome personal and various ended in
me one month's notice to
The scene beggars description, and the
id
line
'•othat when a new-paper i-ha.-tigiving
Tin iv are two good reason- why we want the
socia i accomplishments always secured to him leave his
1 look, and over the waves afar.
I told him) T thousands of spectators will not soon forget
ad and tin■• w n by.the mo l vaiunhle things by
employ,
knowing
(as
readers of this paper to begin the thing now : One
Hen had some little had no means of livelihood
a welcome reception.
The white sails flicker and gleam,
but the one week’s the heart-rending shrieks of the hundred hu-t. in-1 a- when a few grains of wheat are !
And the ship ride.- gaily over Iho har;
is, it is the beginning of a new volume—No. -I. vol.
property left to him by his father, just enough wages I left with him. Ilis bearing and lan- man beings, of all ages, who were thus sud11"in iln di< at. and th<‘ ivmaindcrgo wlnther |
I’nt the night is hlaek. with never a star.
as he used laughingly to quote “to keep him
•10; and it will look better to begin your book with
have been thoroughly tyrannical from denly piled together in a fearful manner.
And my heart is sad with its dream!
i-l and -torm may scatter them.
Hence some
in gloves and cologne water,” and for the rest guage
the beginning. Any who may wish to do so, and
the first moment he heard that I was struck Willing hands at once went to work and resfor -aving the family newspaper,
ap "iiti is am
with
he
contented
his
seemed
maxim, down, and have been continued
vastely
lost the preceding numbers of this \olumc,
(inly the dim of the sea's far strand.
1 have
up to the last, cued the sufferers; and, although thirty or
totim- reference and reading, would be, as it of“the world owes me a living,11 forgetting that and the cause of it
<Inly lhe dark 1 see:
all is that he had made a forty are known to have been injured, at this
will be supplied gratis ;,i this office, if applied for
For hi- left mo here, l>y the trodden sand.
a
fortune to every -uch person and family. 1
| the world sometimes proves poor paymaster miscalculation in me. He had reckoned he time it is believed that no human lives were
now.
With only a rose in nn little hand.
a oilier and earlier days we held—eonlinned
as the most fashionable young men
going.
had a good, sound, serviceable article in me, lost.
And never a word for me!
Tl.i other lva-on i-: In treating the various subHut to return to Mark. When lie had set- and when he discovered his
r\ day*
experience—that of all public eduft is the second time in less than a rear,
mistake lie was
jects which belong to this department, we have
"I
imiie equal the new -paper.
i tied his accounts at night, he took from a furious, and showed his annoyance as onlv a that, the Truesdcll bridge has fallen, and of
MARK MERIDEN.
found, as we shall in the future, great difficulty in
i pigeon hole in his desk the little book aforeni'
for deej. and thorough -cholar.-hip: for j
hard selfish, narrow-minded man could do. course the event of to-day, which has brought
“Collie, Mark Meriden, don't settle down named. and entered ns
avoiding the u.-e ot -eicntifie term-, with which the 1
follows: “To one After the month
akin, deep at the Pierian spring, all the eo.-tly
into
an
old
before
expired he then allowed me, sorrow to many a household is the subject of
a
grandfather
j general reader i- not usually familiar. To tin* av eryour time;
i real wake up, $10." which being done he after a
nice*, of deep book- and studies are essential: 1
wife's a pretty lliing. Mark, and a pretgreat deal of solicitation, to remain in remark on all sides, it is belived that at
locked his desk and returned once more to the
age farmer and gardener the most valuable book- pretty
house, which is his. a week longer, while least one of the sufferers, Mr. Tourtelot, can'■•i- III' a\ erage .•! people Who have neither the
bouse is a pretty tiling, but one must have
I Mrs. Meriden.
and papers on tliC'C subjects are about useless, ty
I looked for work and a place to live in. which not survive.
One horse was drowned, and inrono-fi a suo\v-<M>Yi*ivtI comilrx.
a little of life.”
In* 1 inn nor tin* taste for tho.-e things, who
A ]
\
Hew
sh
and
the
of
Mark became
on,
Days
'imply because ;l r, w terms as carbon, nitrogen. Ac.,
p
Mark Meriden stood at his desk, wiving a
4 had no opportunity of doing before. T have the incidents of the occasion are too nil ner- seal, with it -■ young at it- side .taring up u it'll
liave, ami must have to accomplish anyand stilt from time«**d Wed hard to
an- not explained :md umlerstood.
To meet this last look at the
increasingly
popular,
a
ous
for
obtain
brief
either or both, but can
books, wliii lien Sanford, the time he was assailed
telegram.
great glassy eyes, also take- a wav IVoiti !li.
•onpelioil know ledge of the myriad events great need, we .'ball
the kind of
commence next week, to be
find no lodging or home, for when
appearance o| utter desolation; and now and
roguish, the merry, the song singing, the Hen lion we have described.by Now it was temptathey know
11:i11g- that io11 o' into ihcir everyday thought 11>1 iiiwet|
“Mark,
veral
a
do1
1
weeks,
short article
through
am out of work and can
Dkmcoh.vtk nvkkasi:. Radical politicians then a lew seals attracted
ot all Hens, wa urging on him the claims of a
give no reference,
li'-iii!' w lie re on earth can sin h help he found.
by die whistling of
dear
do
us
in
a
to
fellow,
my
join
trip
lining tlio>e P-rni'. A c. s.» that by pre-erving tin* projected frolic that evening. Now Hen was
they decline altogether; 1 asked Mr. Adams annually amuse themselvs and llnd satis'ac- the' seamen, peep up above the oo/.v -, a i.>
1 •. iel'1 \ lead Mild Utilized, a- ill '< 'll I* lie W-] »a] »el* :
and
(f--\s,”
now, “come, my old boy. let if he
allow mo to name him as a refer- tion in referring to the democratic party as see what is the matter. Darkness |.: settling
pap.T' you will g< a dictionary of words so neces- precisely the messenger for such an
embassy us have a spree at F-'s;'1 now it was the ence:would
know mam a y.iung !a-l> the pel of the houseIt is true down, but the old
he said he would have nothing to do a dying and all but dead party.
sary to be learned for a thousand purposes; and to —there was fun in the twinkle of his blue eye,
-kipper .till pushes on,
now the oyster supper, but Mark was
club,
i. w h" a- tln ir par-oils fondly dream, are to be
in the matter, as he might have to
which you can again and again refer till they bo- and a world of waggery in the turn of his
1 the corpus exhibits wonderful activity, but trusting to the iron-hod Imw-. and doubling
pay;
and
as
one
others
of
their
invincible:
after
another
!•
ih
mark which
ale 1“ 'iji
gaily re- asked him what he thought I could do”; lie then they affect to believe it to be only the am! trebling of hiurne as familiar as the multiplication table.
For it head, and a pair of broad roguish dimples
ship. A! la-t he liud- th
counted of the scene, he silently committed said T
-t
lie ..lino-— have made in the
I p. 111 a j
could get a place somewhere if T liked, result of death agony. Let us see how rapid iee beginning to form around the \ e—el.
is with words and all knowledge as with our learn- that went merrily dodging in and out of his
he
the account of the expense to his little book. and
the
advance
i. i. |.\
-idiii'g diem to di-iaul schools, here and
of
the
democratic
1
be
that
must
towards
out of his house at the exanchors on to a iloe and wait' for tnorniu
party
ing that table; only by constant repetition did we checks every time he spoke, and he had laid Yet Mark was not
or unsocial,
llis
cynical
js.dfto to s.VXi a year, to study
dissolution
has
been
in the last dozen years. Before
hold ol Mark’s arm to drag him away. But
piration of a week, or he would put my things
daylight is wadi on the captain is shakmaster it—talking it. singing it, crying it: somerefusals though firm, were invariably good into the
In I801I Riiehanan was elected president by en in his bunk
le ilf \ don't know whether France is a
ii.
Mark shook ofl his hand, and finished sumlane; 1 appealed to him for some conby one of the wateh b>bdl him
time' rubbed in through the hack and the palms.
and
he
could
be
not
natural,
drawn
though
a democratic vote of 1,803.029.
In 1800 ihc that they think seals are not far o IV.
n 111<»ii—l- in Kurope or Africa : while the
a column of
tdrlhongh
figures, put the blotting abroad, yet he was unquestionably open hand- sideration for my wife and little ones: the combined
And then when the volume closes, what school ming up
democratic vote was 2.213,927. In the night is so dark that it i;.
ling of a good Weekly newspaper—all its
paper into the book, and the book into the ed at home. No house had so warm a wel- oldest he knew was far gone in consumption.
impo V de ■ o
>o good for a young person, or for
as to
anybody,
none
of
the
I
had
1804,with
southern
also
asked
states
him
if
it
ten
were
his
ahead,
Ml-: pondering upon it- various articles ami
voting
place, wiped
possible that
yards
yet they can hear theerie of
pen, all with an air of thought- come, no dinner table could be more beautitake the book, page it with ink. and make a good
he could go to such extremes after my being and bayonets interfering in many of the north- seal imps. Morning shows, to the delight of
fulness, and at last turning to Ben, said :
i- to
11-: laiking about the mailers so
impress index to it,—so that
ful or more freely open for the behoof of all four or five
can tind any item as readiern
the
yon
democratic
vote
1.
In
in
his
states,
1,8-11,To
“I
these
think [ won’t go this time.”
years
m more fully into the mind, would, for §2 a year,
employ, and the
hardy hunters after piimiped-. that in
gentlemen of the dining-out order—no tea character he had with me. and up to the long
ly a' a word in the dictionary,—besides the other
time ! 1808, with a large number of white men dis- the darkness they have run in among t Inigo
“Why not?” asked Beil.
•rim the mind with far more knowledge than
table
more unexceptionable toast,
presented
of
the
franchised.
great advantage
of my health partially failing had devoted
noting
“Because I fancy that I should like Mrs.
tilings, as you would
Seymour had a vote of 2,700,(it! 1. herd of -cals quietly enjoying the «/. 1 V
•ilu r s.'»imi a year give-. \ -t that we undcrmy
and no evening lounge was more easy, home- whole
half a million larger than the vote for iiii'Hh ot Arctic life.
have to do, more attentively than at the first read- Meriden’s
in
his
nearly
belter.”
lie
Not an hour i- to lie
energy
interest;
forwarding
company
ie female schools and seminaries, but must say
like and cheerful, than on the sofas iii tin1 par- took no
The democratic party may lost, for the iee
notice of that, but said he would not Lincoln in 1801.
Airs. Aleriden—-beg pardon Mark,
ing.
“Hang
may shift ora -torni arise, and
have
hut
lors
of
Mark
one,—these
schools,
or
Meriden.
the
you
costly
They gave evening be trifled with, and unless 1 was out of his be dying, but it multiplies its strength amaz- the fortune at their ship's side nine be nab-hbang myself for saying so—but one don’t like parties where all was brilliant,
tasteful and house he would do as he
-wledge to he gained from a thorough study of
ABOUT GRINDSTONES.
ed out from before their eye-. From the
to see a line fellow buried alive.
said, so not to do-. ingly.
take well-ordered:
Come,
in
fine, notwithstanding coive
\ -paper literature,—let it he the latter.
and,
Few things arc more useful, and mere almsed, than a real wake
m the matter.
Crow's Nosh a -iglit may In seen almost
myselt
tip with us.”
SEALS.
his short-coming, Mark was sot down as a
i r doesn't sound and -how" so well.
Ihil
True, thi* common instrument. Who speaks a
So we have to face the alternative of starv1 hank you l>on, out I haven't been
to be described.
good word
impossible
asleep
There are about thirty species of seals at
lino, open handed follow, after all.
the surface of things, lhu in the groat day of for this
>So I'll go home and see
ing hi the streets, the workhouse, or death.
poor, dumb thing? but what are all your and don't need it.
Far as the eye can rear the spotless purilv
known
At
of
to
naturalists
: hut of these not
the
end
the
Mark
east
the
present
year,
mils when people are to he judged hv what
\\ e prefer the latter.. We might have been
j boasted things of art, from the mower and reaper my wife," and thereat turned a resolute step account in the little hook, and was up
of the snow is speckled liy huge lloek-ol' -sal's
mightily able to surmount the dillieulties, possibly, it' one-half arc ••fur seals.’" The “hair seals" j
> know. tlii> new-paper education will out weigh
to ladies* needles, without the grindstone?
As homeward as a well-trained husband ought. astonished at it. for with all his ideas
are, however, hunted for their ldnbher and reposing beside their escape holes which comof the Mr. Adams had acted less
1 iu-e sort, a- the -mi outshine- the transient
one
of
our
Now, says
well might they he sleeping among their native
readers, “who was
unfeelingly;' but hides, out of which leather is made: thev are municate with the' -ea beneath, ami at their
of numbers, lie had no idea that the he lias shown
scant mercy, and if the same is
;• or.
Mark Meriden ?” You would not have asked, power
For alike in \oiing and old. no amount of ores in their lorn* mountain
beds. Among all
twos and lives, and tens and ones, which on
only foundjin northern latitudes, while the fur side are their helpless young. Long lines ,>f
meted
to
him
in
his
if
had lived in the town
mud and how can take the place of substance. the
extremity, it will go hard seals are confined to the southern regions and hunters are leaving the -iiip. -nine armed
or smaller occasions had found their
hardships of Robinson Crusoe none were so good reader, hisyou
greater
with
tortile
him.
blood of me and mine is on
of-.when
name first appeared on the
\nd mam a lime, with deep regret have we a.lvishard a< the grindstone want: and when his ingeto the North Pacific, no species yielding val- with t itle-, others will) the sealing clubs, and
way into his columns, would amount to a sum
outside of one of the most fashionable
hands, and will cling to him and his. It uable fur skins
1111ir aspirant- for literary fame, of both sexes,
shops. so considerable. Mark looked about him— his
nuity had extemporized one, he found in it a source “Mark
being found in the Atlantic, or other vessels ha\ ing scented the plunder IV mi
is better to meet death as we have, than wait
Meriden," surrounded by those wav- the
!" « \peet success,—hcciiu.-c
while genius had both of life and of
on the shores ot the northern hemisphere. afar are hurriedly making Iasi to the foe. or
world
was
hibusiness
well,
magoing
happiness.
till he comes through want, privation and
ing insignia of grave and fashion that young
ii reasonably kind to them, tjiey had failed to
parties over to the scene. ('rack
chinery moving in exact touch and time—his misery, and would come with equal certainty, There is, therefore, a Northern and a South- despatching
Homely and unpoetical a thing as it is, yet by its belles need to have their
eyes turned off from house—where was there a
so called: but in
ern seal
the c\er-busy pick-axe and shovel deep down usefulnc'< endowed with a soul far
the crack I F.very minute the noise rings through
one
? where for me, Emma, and all the children
fishery,
reality
prettier
above many bein
are
the tasteful estabfar
the clear Arctic air. telling that an old -Val
beholding. Everything
• ;•• llf solid foundations of tiling-.
For we main- |
a place more replete with
home-drawing com- from strong, and must have quickly succumb- seal, though living in tin -ea so far as is nec- making for the water
ings who claim that attribute.—we lift our pen to lishment told of ihe well
has been artv-ted in
arranged business, fort ? had he lost anything
to obtain its food, is not a iisli, but a
that all the (lash ofgeniu* and the glory of in- ask better treatment for so
in pleasure the ed.
essary
a
friend.
We
are
and Mark himself, the mirror of fashion,
good
strongly attached to each other, warm blooded .'tick-giving animal, belonging its career. These are generally the male-,
Mark thought not, and therefore, and
anition itself, without solid information to rest
past
year?
F veil if good ones, mo>t of them, you notice, fail faultless in
separation alone would be as bad as death, to the order Pinnipedia, or oar-looted mam- for the females will rarely deseri their voting
every article of costume, quick, as he walked homeward, he
into a and we love the children
•"ii. i- only the transitory light of burning flax.
to wear evenly on all >M«-one
dearly—too dear- mals. and
sidegrindingaway attentive, was every day to be seen there, bookseller’s and ordered somestopped
until tin' last extremity, and will not unliv
books
of
passes the greater portion of its
ill illg lllel t«» feed it.
sup- ly—to condemn them to utter wretchedness
faster than the other: >o that each time it revolves winning “golden opinions from all sorts of
time
on the shore or on the ice fields.
qiiently remain, and in attempting to defend
erb
for
Mrs.
and
sleeping
Meriden,
engravings
I (• re i- a a-e o| the oiler -oil, and which may
spoke and want. It is agony of mind almost beMark's shop became the resort for
ii rcsemh!'. s the ri-ing and falling waves of the people."
The seals also inhabit the southern coast of their hapless offspring meet the -ante Vale
to the gardener to send her some, elegant
e io
endurance to think that the alternative
give those desiring itv a peep behind the ocean. And many a time does it get badly abused high ton—the fashionable exchange, the
yond
Hu rope and the llritish islands ; but it is only A- for the young which are unable o> efor which he had heard her is so terrible that we cannot
• lain.—From
week to week you read in this pa- for thi> freak, when it is all
of beauty and wealth, who came flowering exotics,
shield from one in
your own fault. For promenade
an admiration some
j
high northern latitudes, among tie ice fields cape, a kick of a heavy sea bool ora blow
before. or the other, break the news
express
evenings
here
to
1.. iters from boston"—giving in brief much
as
to
the
to
enlightened
gently
ways and means
of Newfoundland, Spilzbergen. and (liven- of the sharp-spiked club settle- their lab
That same evening came in Ben Sanford, mother. Tell her it
j h a\ ing it out in Ihe sun and wind, as we generally of
of
under
their surplus revenue—to see
the circum!n.d i< iidorniaiion on a great variety of interest- see. causes the side
is,
disposing
that they are found in sutlieient quan- No sooner i- one killed than it i- tl.iyed.
as he expressed it, “in the
exposed to the heat to grow
very depths of in- stances. the best course—far belter than the latid,
and to be seen.
wriihai in clear, vivacious, and often ele- | null'll harder than
.pi
tities to render then pursuit profitable.
In an operation which does not oceitpv more
the other, thus causing the soft
!’’ foi young gentlemen whose worldly
digo
and want and disease before us,
So attentive, polite and considerate was
language. Of all tin able correspondents who ■dde to grind more
the Spitsbergen, or. as it i- sometimes erron- than two minutes, if so much. A rapid tun.
affairs invariably go on wrong end foremost, degradation
rapidly away, and to produce Mark, so profound his bows, so
which must have ended in the same
••! .Iiihil.-e, none
•
way after
oi ih a
bright his will sometimes be found in this condition, all
(ireenland seal fishery.’’ of the sharp sheath kuif« round the neck, .-mocalled, the
surpassed the ar- this l>:al motion. And twice as fast does this evil
our sufferings.
Prussic acid was the thing eously
!
eyes, so unexceptionable his whiskers, that it however exuberant
-i
if
ia\' been more quoted from—written
the seals which form the quarry of the s, aler ther round each llipper. ami a la-t one down
be
their
stock
of
aniincrease, if, as is frequently done, it stands in a
may
used. Pray, undertake the funerals, if vmi
might have proved a dangerous resort for the mal
a
lew
be author of tlic-c letters; and you would
are chielly four species—the ground seal, the the belly completes the operation;
say trough of water, this softening the stone on its un- ladies, had not a
spirits.
can.
I trust you will have enough tilings to
neat, tasteful house going
saddleback, or harp seal, from the saddle or touches of the knife serving to take oil' the
uthoi
oi,.- of iln boston Literati.
what
is
the
Ben,
matter?”
About a der side still more.
said
Mark,
“Pray,
Oh!
the
horror
Keep them always under cov- up in the neighborhood, been currentlv reof
this
expenses.
pay
;
as the latterstreehed himself at
n
mile- from iln- city, a y-»ung lady with er then, and
harp shaped marking on the backs of the ■•jacket” or -kin. to which is attached a Inver
length May it be visited upon the man who 11'ight.
equally wet on all sides. Don't fear ported as the future residence of an already kindly,
forced adult male: the bladder nosed seal,
in an old arm chair, groaning audibly.
orkiap- of three inches or more of blubber, a w hite
•••> mor .if school advantage- than her little
it!
I can write no more.
that they will blow up. For not long ago a person elected Mrs. Meriden, and in a few months
1 am uearh mad.
| mut>! of the ('outiuental sealers, so called I'attv substance streaked red with the blood
"Oh, a bilious attack. Mark—shoemaker's So, an eternal farewell to
I age a (lords, hui who 1 ink to reading and I rea-ur
the
house,
heard
that
received
a ven
having
large one somewhere, revolvneatly furnished,
you all, and may t from the iutlated bladder or cap on it- fore- vessel.-.
A man has rarely Id slir over a ten
bills! tailor’s bills! boarding bills! all sent for (bid
bless you! Farewell for ever!
up lie informat ion which she everywhere* found
ing with great swiftness, burnt from that cause, as pretty lady who called herself to that effect. New Year's
head: and the Hoe rat. the smallest species led hetore lie stuns or brains another, ami -o
’em alt!”
presents!
hang
The
verdict
of
the
mg around her—olid hooks, newspaper and
She
was
as
coroner's jurv was, that of seal in the Arctic seas.
often happen-*, and killed several workmen—ordertruly refined and lovely a woman
Mark kept silent, and Ben continued :
Spring i- the tin e on he goes until lie has collected ipiile a Iro
Walter dames Duggan and Emma Duggan
as ever formed the center llower of a domesfiif literature,—obtained lor her a position in ed it out oj (lie cellar, and at a safe
distance from
I when the pursuit ol those seals-is followed, 1'liy around him. lie now la-tens the rope or
“Confound it, Mark! what’s the sense of murdered
their children (li), and afterwards
tic boquet, and Mark might justly be pardonj
m calling for the use of that education.
Some all buildings, lest p should blow them all
because at that time tie seals assemble in in- ••rueraildy*' vvilh vv liieli lie is prov ided. lo the
it a fellow is to be so very poor?
up some ed for
themselves while in an unsound
a
r letter- falling under tin* eye of the editor of
having as good again an opinion of living,
credible, numbers on the great iee-il.ie-, u liieh -kins and blubber, and drag- them over 111.
Here are you, Mark, born ifi the same town destroyed
night.
j
state of mind.”
himself for having been fortunate enough to
i- paper, -lie is offered a -uitable salary a- a eor- ;
iee to a place where the boats are receiving
There i- much also in the way of hanging it to
with me, and younger than 1 by some two
: have not yet been b -oken up in the Arctic seas,
secure her.
-"iid' iit from boston.
to produce their voting.
flic young of tilt- them and carrying them to tin -hip. T in*
have
a
house
turn easily for itself and lie* operator.
as
as
man
need
Alost peosnug
Mark
had
an extensive circle of business years, you
\ hd -o all through society : if your Mr-. HeiiiaUs.
to ask, a wife like an angel, peace and plenty
One of the most appalling incidents of the seal is generally of a creamy colored white, man returns to his murderous work until In*
ple have the axle rest simply on wood. 'Phis from and
pleasure acquaintances, for he had been
■If-. S|.»\ve -, and Mi-- l’lielp- make books which
the bushel, and all comes of having a Kansas Ireshets was the case of Mrs brinib- and is particularly tat. and his skin, though lias completed a sufficient number to lie again
il> softness gives large friction and greater labor. one of the
by
social, companionable sort, whose
i- covered with a thick coating of hair. [attached to his “rueraddy" and dragged to
run of luck in the money line:” and augli and her
ilie world, and make them-elves famous and- Some men of large
family, consisting of herself and small,
experience in such matters ad- money generally found its way out of his good
For fourteen or twenty day s after birth thev 'tin* boats. (>11 board the ship they are drop
Ben kicked his boots against the andirons four children—a girl of 17, two
theirs i- ilie hi-tory of this young lady eorres j vi'f t wo methods to obviate this: One is anti-friction
7,
of
and
boys
pockets in. very fair proportions to the rate if most
11 respectively, and an infant of about six are unable to swim: and it often happens j ped into the hold, a tally being io-pt of tin*
•:• 1 • *111.
And lIf slipping editorials of the papers roller.', which consist of two small iron wheels so came.
energetically.
In short, he was given to clubs, oyster
that seals of that age are blown oil" the lines • (Haulity obtained, for entry in tin* lob book,
“What has become of Emily P-” asked months old. They were carried
•I magazine-; the famous speeches of your oraaway house
placed that the axle rests upon and between them. suppers, and now and then a wine partly and Mark. After a
the spring gales and are drowned. The le ery seal which i- dropped into the hold ol
and
all.
and
were
all
pause.
to
a
and statesmen which so astonish the world for As these wheels themselves revolve as well as the various other social
clinging
portion of by
privileges for elevating
sealer,
therefore, endeavors to reach the j the ship i.- something in the pocket of ev on
“Poor
soul!”
said
is yet, the building, which served as a r.il't.
she
“there
Ben,
When
•' w it ami w isdom are largely hut the little shredaxle, the friction is greatly diminished. W'e have one’s spirits and depressing one’s cash, that with all sweetness
North Sea before they have taken to the wa- I body. so that hard as is the work and cruel
and patience, waiting till they reached the crossing the raft
one
partial,
herd from a thousand of these floating sources, seen a small
abound
communities.
among enlightened
eight year old boy turn a large grindsuch a luckless scapegrace as 1 can give her part carrying Mrs lirimbaugh, infant and eld- ter: for then the helpless young fall tin easy tin* sport the men go into it with a gusto all
But nevertheless, at the bottom of his head
■•■fully put hv in little parcels for use when wanl- stone having this lixture. with more ease than a
the more vigorous that it i-a break in the
a home and a husband.
I wish, for her sake, est daughter, the other
the two boys. prey to the hunters.
there
was
a
i: iu-t a- the frugal maiden from her girlhood man could a much
very substantial stratum of a cer- I could ad'ord to be married and have a home 1 heir rail stuck last in carrying
smaller one hung in the old way;
Now-a-davs there are lew whalers sailing monotony of a sea voyage. The captain. IV >m
some tree-tops, within
tain
X"
tin and sorts out the hits of cloths—in
quality called common sense, a trait of
the crow's m*st on the main royal ma-tlie ol.
parcels and as wo go around we have learned by extensive
my own ; besides, I am tired of this ram- a fe w rods from the shore. A raft was then from llritish ports, and most of these a lao colors and
diiikind-—and by and by in- observation that there is in use not one of the for- which, thought it was never set down in any
st earners belonging to Dundee, Hull. Kirk- is not forgetful of his faithful liege- a-is-uliout-at-clbow,
constructed
bling,
the
scrambling,
slip-shod
hastily
and
Mrs
citizens,
by
chart of phrenology, may very justly be called
ti
u-h -1itches together into the
shown by the “tots” of rum, u hi< h
life.”
elegant bridal mer to ninety-nine of the latter. The apparatus
lirimbaugh and her' little son were saved. caldy. Peterhead or Aberdeen. Nearly all of stantially
a faculty, and one, too, which makes a
"fill lo halo the highest premium at the Fair! This
very
these vessels, since the failure of the u hale are now and then served out hv the steward
don’t
o'ls u*s> than a pound of tobacco, and
Mr
married?”
said
Mark.
Samuel
bostick
made
ho
“Why
you
got
a
had
may
desperate effort
striking differance among people.
on the iee.
All day* long this work goe mi
lie w.av ii is about all done, wheiher you call it
;ti any hardware store
“Why don’t 1? to be sure—use my tailor’s to save .Miss dennie lirimbaugh, who with the fishery on the east side of Davis Strait, (to
In consequence of being thus constituted,
until towards evening a change i- -ecu to
• ii* I s, hooks, lecture's,
which
inlet
is
now
almost
enlirelv
bills
for
and
for
lad
board
bills
house
and
whaling
-pci "lies op oration-; and
fuel,
infant
had been on the other raft, but
It you want anything cheaper, and some better
my
when he found himself engaged to a
Mark,
iurnm-. too.
For the men w ho draw—tie* beeohrent, and shoe bills for bread and butter, lining so lost the girl mill boy. lb' saved the confined,) make a preliminary trip to the seal have come over the morning puritv of the
than wood, make a groove to suit the axle in some
very pretty girl, began to reflect with more
and those vessels which pursue the snow.
Kveryvvhere the tloe i- scattered with
Won hi you recommend a poor girl to infant by taking his shirt and
tie bellows.*-, the ( liapills—are 1he\ who feed
tying it to tho fishery:
pieces ,,i hard hone which lit into the frame. This than ordinary seriousness, on his habits, wav s, hey?
all things considered?” said limb of a tree,
whaling do so as a mat ter ot the bleeding carcases of seals, and tin -now
he famishing hosts with the manna which night
being harder than wood, and having a great atlluity and manner of life.
lie also look an accu- try me, Mark,
swimming ashore alone. The Npilzliergen
is dyed scarlet ill the lines of the -luughlcriii*
current was so rapid at this point that it was necessity, because they are unable to peneel day copiously rains from the teeming pres-,— for oil. reduces the friction and saves labor.
rate survey of his future income on the sober- Ben, bitterly.
(In the morrow the sealer renewtrate to the more northern haunts of the parties.
Mark relloeleil a while in silence, and then by the most
efforts
he
succeeded
ad not they who deplore the wickedness oft lie age
est probabilities, and determined to live a
superhuman
whale until the ice barrier breaks up later in his search, and. if siieeessful, he max till hi
out his book, his little book, to which in
drew
the
Tied
EARLY
shore.
to
the
VEGETABLES.
tree
the
little even within that, lie also provided
in-" the people will not throng to he fed on tie*
reaching
the season. There are also a number of tier- vessel in a few days.
we have before alluded,
poor little infant remained for live hours,
The following letter speaks for itself, and shows hiinsell with a small account book, with which
uidy husks of by-gone ages.
“Just
look
at
this
The business is not, however, v. ithoiit il
said
lie;
for
account,
dear
Hen,”
when
Mr liostick man, Norwegian and Dutch ships engaged in
life,
screaming
It may lie objected lo this kind of education, that what farmers can, and ought to do, in Maine—to lie intended to live in habits of very close
the seal fishery—all being comprehended by
“I know you hate figures, but just for once.” again determined to rescue it, and assisted
Some times a sudden gale arise-, and
perils.
and
in
this
book
lie
to
by
into
the
and
n e- to make people superficial, to
market,
not
allow
acquaintance,
gut
early vegetables
designed
the non-political British seamen under the before the boat can get the men collected I
deprave their i
Hen glanced at it impatiently, laughed when some citizens on shore, who held a
which
note
down
all
the
rope
it
to
he
tilled at great prices from Boston. The
and to unfit them for more serious studies;
savings consequent upon lie read over the first two or three items; but lie
name of •■Dutehmen.'’
The French get her the tloe will break up. and while the
the retrenchment of certain little extras, in
carried,plunged inagain. lie made two at- generic
•
we remember once seeing a
had at one time a few ships, but of late years ship is driven out to sea the unfortunate sea
his face lengthened as lie proceeded, and tempts, and
lady of large infor- j articles we had the pleasure to receive from Mr.
reached
the
little
sutferer.
he
which
been
had
in
the
finally
of
habit
indulo-innr
have abandoned the enterprise. The men will be left driving abom exposed lo tin
boiimo-tly gathered from this source, reading | Hall—may lie and all our friends live to send us
Mark detected a sort of whistle of astonish- He then tied him to his back
himself.
by means of a they
1
“Dutchmen” sail directly for the “sealing storm on the swaying iee Held : or a man vv ill
ment when he read the sum total.
illy wh it might he though! the driest of things stieh ample boxes—though harvested early in duly,
and
swam
ashore.
So
was
the
rope
currapid
Upon the present occasion it had cost him
m addivsby I foil. Caleb Cushing to the law tool up in this way: Peas, ripe; string beans too
“Well, Mark!” he exclaimed “what a very rent at this point that, notwithstanding the aid ground:'’ but the British ships rendezvous, suddenly plump through a broken place in
something of an effort to say “no,” for Mark old
toward the end of February and the first days the iee, and before he can attract the alien
• d " ii I s of -ome law
of yours ot those ashore who held the
trick
considerate
college,—and to our inquiry large for use; potatoes, ripe and excellent—some of was one of our
gentlemanly,
rope attached to
easy fellows, to whom the —to sit behind
•ether il was interesting, she said it was as good them three inches in diameter. Going twenty miles enunciation of
your counter as coolly noting Mr liostick, he was carried down stream a of March, in Bressa Sound, oil’ Berwick, in lion of (he eager hunters will lie carried ivv ay
this little syllable caused as
Shetland, the most northern town in Her bv the current utyder the llo.* and lost forex, r.
down the ‘cost and come to’ of all our little ! distance of over WO feet.
1 novel;
f.»r that she had just discovered that all to see how the thing is done would pay bette r. in much trouble as the
gutterals of the German.
'•
Majesty’s dominions. As most of the seamen Storms will even occasionally destory tin* v <
follies; really it is most edifying. How
American, and even the Fngli-h, laws so our estimation, than one mile to the best horse race However, when he came in
-_.__
of
his
sight
parlor much have you enjoyed
are drunk before starling, this halt is looked 'sol, but these
ever indicted upon man or beast.
fit talked about, and boasted of, wore
mishaps are rarer hen* 1 liau in
your discretion and
windows, through which a bright fire was
I'he citizens of Bangor and its vicinity are
only the old
upon as a convenient stoppage to put all in Mailin'- May: and as another ship i- iisua'ly
and he did laugh, but not with
Lincoln villi: C.’kntuk, July 22, I860.
forethought,”
•ma
law- made by du-tinian, fourteen centuries
when
he
entered and found the clean
shining,
congratulating themselves on the openiiig'of order before encountering the tempestuous at hand there is seldom any loss of lit.
his usual glee.
Du. Si monton : Dear Sir—My intended gift of
.. and that we were
only old Home Aniorioanizthe European and North American Railway North Sea. Here are
glowing hearth, easy chair drawn up in front
bought fresh stores of Frost bites are of daily occurrence, but are
“You
“I
this
said
Mark.
mistake,”
a
mis'
keep
ot
on
a
the
and
2Pth
of
of
1: an .1 w hen we recommended to some friends.
green peas
embroidered slippers waitin°*
June, has turnto Lincoln, to which point the road was
pair
open- fish, fowls and eggs at a very low price, nothing compared with tin* condensed frozen
account
had
been
the
1
in
to
see
what
ed
into
merely
the
for
“soar and yellow leaf" as you can see
him quite at their leisure and above all
\v
ill to every (ainily. to gel I he Rust cm Journal
ed on
This portion may be re- vegetables, leather
“sealing caps,” and the vapor of the sea. which pierces the face like a
habit of
myself, and as you and I garded Thursday.
of this year's growth ripe
•i < ’In-inist
as the first great section of the road numerous articles of Shetland
enough when lie read the quick glances of welcome have beenspending
ry. Monthly. .V) c. nts a year.—we afliT- P<‘>* sainph—peas
hosiery, com- shower of needles. The feeling alter being
in
in
it
anhand
in a pair of very bright eyes, Mark
glove everything,
which is to connect Bangor, and the re t of forters, mits,
T'Is found several la.lies reading in it about "The to plant. Please try it. T have planted a short
forgot all swers
guernseys, Ac. Here also subjected lo it for an hour or t wo i-1 hat of In
well for you. It was only yeseipiaHy
about
Ben
and
all
row and hope t«> pick a second
bachelor
friends
Sanford,
mankind
in
that
The
with
in of foriT,” "Spectrum Analyses,” At., with as
crop.
direction,
arrive from the Nor’ Isles slalwarl fellows, ing shaved by* a ragged razor, house th seatravelling
variety and
allurements whatever, and thought him- terday 1 summed up the account, and I as- Halifax and the eastern continent.
i'i
h relish as the other did the law lecture;—ex- i' the new English “Carter's tirst crop," a week
Fifty with very big.sea chests and a small stock of men term il “the barber." Again. In max' be
sure you the result surprised myself?
And
seH tlio
fellow
Oil
happiest
earth.
earlier
than
that
miles
1*-retoldre incomparable sort—the
are thus accomplished, and another
11 di s of taste for the solid that put to the hhlsh
clothing, to be taken on as “green hands" to unlucky* enough to get frozen in with his -hip.
now, Bon, tho mini here set down, and as
The evening passed off rapidly,
Dan O’Rourke. We had our lirst mess the 27th June.
by the help much more as
titty are already under good headway, lead- assist in the sealing. They are shrewd, lazy with the seals in sight through the telescope
ny a (masted student.
you please, is at your disposal,
1 have used them sparingly, saving most of the feu- of music, reading, and the small tales of
to the border, at which point that portion customers, little liked
If then iu the Hunting leaves which the press so raised for seed to
to clear off olil scores for the year, provided ing
by the regular hands, from the mast head, too far otl'lo be of any
distribute for the good of some- which newly married people generally have a
this little book as a of the road which lies in New Brunswick will and poorly paid and kicked about briskly; but use to him. So, Tantalus like, he see- rich
liiscly scatters over the land, lie milch vast and j body.
supply, and next morning found Mark at early you will accept with it
be completed and
ready to pass the trains
nevertheless, come in such numbers es and is unable to grasp them, w hile tin*
1 have thought with you that the Refugee*’ was business hours
ti'wil stores of knowledge, it becomes a
with as steady a hand anil New Year’s gift, and use it twelve months as on their first arrival there. The road, us com- they,
rpies- Itone of the best
that there is generally little dilliculty (breach
early hush beans lo cultivate—hut as cool a head as if there
I have done, and if at the end of that time
e of great moment how to collect and
lucky Duehmun, who hears the reputation ni
chain it for I
hail been no such
pleted, passes through the village ofVcazie, ship in ten days or a fortnight to make up its being the best sealer in the (ireenland sea,
my experience this year with tin* “Early Yellow
as bachelors’ frolics in existence.
you are not ready to introduce me to Mrs.
’iii'- use.
It is with people’s Unite minds as with six weeks" has changed my opinion.
(treat
Oldt own. Alii lord, (Mam- complement of men to from
Works,
(Samplesent things
Orono,
to
forty
seventy filling his ship. I!ul then i- no help for it.
Sanford, I am much mistaken.”
Late in the forenoon Ben Sanford
a
pockets; and we often lind the farmer to herewith). Asa string bean it is of the lirst quality,
The Lerwick is then quite alive.
lounged
It is the annua- So the
Hen grasped his friend’s hand; but just mon, Passadumkcag, and Lincoln.
in my opinion, and as to earliness, we have had in to ogle a few of the
skipper goes down to take his mcridi
do a great rattle with a few dry ligures and dates
and aboviTall
ladies,
amount
of
business
and
travel
thus
far
has holiday of the old Seandinavian-looking vil- an rum and water—the suit
them on our table ten days.
then the entrance of Mrs. Meriden prevented
being oxer the
to rally Mark on losing the
a events, and such
fun
the
facts
as
glorious
exceeded
and
how much the
great
The “Early Ilandsworth" potatoes, of which T
expectation,
gives encourage- lage, which for the rest of the year stagnates foreyard—-growling something about certain
his reply. Mark, however, saw with satisian
had a week for pasturing Nebuchadnezzar, send a few, is the variety from which I grow two evening before.
a
ment of
successful enterprise. The time- in more than Shetland dullness. The crookpersonage taking care of hi- own. and make
carefully in his tables are so arranged that
“Upon my word, Mark,” lie began, “we faction that he put the book
crops two years ago, the second planting, July 4th.
bile va-a knowledge may lie unseen and
cars leave Lincoln ed, narrow streets are alive with hundreds of
unheard; from the lirst
vest pocket, and buttoned his coat with the
up his mind to meet a cold reception front
must have you put up for Selectman,
June
21>th.
I
think
it
is
growth
dug
are
in the morning in season to connect at Ban- seamen, who are
11
''t ,n the days of coin, a
you
fop with a few borrow- one of the very best of the carlv sorts, although
always, more or less, under ••his owners” as he relate- the tale of hi-ill
becoming so extremely ancient and venerable air of a mail who is but toning up a good gor with the early train for Boston, and re- thei influence of rum.
1 'linn's got up more
gingling in bis breeches Jsomewhat irregular in form and’size. When the in your
resolution.
though there is not, or luck, lie has another competitor beside- the
are
to
be
excusways—however, you
ket than a millionaire with his solid wealth seed can he furnished at a reasonable price, I doubt
turning, a train continues on at night to Lin- was not, at the time of our visit, a single li- Dutchman: a grim old gentleman in a shaggy
the
When
for
Mark
said
night,
he
parted
they
ed,”
“circumstances
added,
considered_
not it will become a favorite potatoe.
coln in connection with the Maine Central, censed house in the whole
The price the
sound out ol sight, but where he could
village. But tin- white coat. The sailors call hint “the farm
female influence! ah! well it is a tine affair, with a smile, “In case of bilious attacks, you thus
put his past season has been
per bushel.
allowing passengers the opportunity of people are hospitable, and lialf-a-erown will er;” hut lie is more widely known as the Pohi I upon il when needed.
And precisely as he
know where to send for medicine.” Hen anI have two or three other varieties of carlv pota- this marriage.”
to
and
from
Lincoln
and
Boston
in
a
go as far in producing from private, stores lar bear.
Seals from the greuler portion of
•ris out and labels his various
swered only by a fervent grasp of the hand going
“Better try it Mr. Sanford,” said a
property—one par- toea to call your attention to by and bv, iis also
The “Air Line” stage from Ban- bottles ot ardent
bright for his throat
later sorts.
was too full for him to answer. single day.
spirits as anywhere else in the polar bear’s food, though he will often
bonds; another, notes. At., is the best wav to other
saucy girl, who with her laughing companto
In the hope of having the pleasure of seeing
Calais
is
discontinued, and the travel the world. The boatmen and fishermen seem clear an islet of eider ducks’ eggs in the
Mark Meriden’s book answered the pur- gor
issjfy anil save this mental property. AH loose here with your family the present season, I am you ions, was standing by while Ben was speakto the latter
will pass over the road to to keep open house, and vie with each other course ot a tew hours. I'.verv iee hummock
iiicleson arts, put together and label arts; those
pose admirably. In less than two years, Ben Lincoln, and city
J. F. Hall.
ing.
Truly Yours,
thence by stage to Princeton, in showing kindness to and in
making a har- seiuN torili its bear, and it’ you an* lo nvdil
“Ah! madam! the wherewithal!” said Ben Sanford was the most popular lawyer in ——, about 50
a
agriculture, label with that name, and so on
miles, to connect there with the rail- vest out of the sealers. At last, one liy one, tlie Esquimaux
Don't 8tani> Stilt.. If you do you will he run
and
as steady a householder as you
report, the'she hear makes
his
with
a
might
the
to
rolling up
eyes
'Plough
alphabet, according
subject. In this "vcr.
tragic expression. wish to
road, thus saving about one day's time for cheered in turn liy the other vessels of the tnr seals with her ouh
Motion—action—progress these are the “If some clever old fellow would
see; and, in conclusion, we will ask
hanging uhnul her
lie so obligiv iu a short time vast stores of useful
and the mad.
knowledge words which now till the vaults of heaven with
from
a
and
a
crowd
passengers
demoniacal
nook.
fleet,
Hunters will tell you, among other
yell
by
as to die now, and leave me a few thou- our lady readers their opinion on one point:
Thus
the
which
may he collected.—not to burden the mind by tax- their stirring demands, and make humanity’s heart ing
the
and
ribof
decked
with
great object
traditions of the sealing era 11, how dim Mil
hopeful
caps
If Mrs. Meriden had been a woman who unboys and girls
pulsate with a
ing memory, but to lie on band when the mind aside; do not stronger hound. Advance,'or stand sand—then, ladies, you would see.”
people of Bangor have awaited for a third ot bons, at the landings, the vessels sail out of hoe or Sandy MeWhuddin, a messmate, was
block up the
and hinder the ca“But speaking of money,” said Mark, when derstood “catching a beau” better than secur- a
has
been
"ants to use it. This is the method of close slu- reer of others; there is too way
accomplished, a railroad the Sound, and soon lose sight of Shetland. Housing a seal in the spring of '17, and felt a
much to do now to allow the ladies were
ing a husband—if she had never curled her century, the
busy over some laces he had hair
f ids, authors, statesmen. Ate.: and if done at the ot inaction anywhere, or in
city with the interior of the High seas generally prevail in these latitudes rough hand laid on his shoulder, and eried
any one. There is
for company, and thought it a connecting
thrown
on the counter”—“what did
except
somethin" for all to
just
State and the country lying cast of it. They so early in the year; but if you are in a steam- out—“What the
your
do; tin* world is becoming
bme. when the articles areal hand, a little at a time, more and
Something do you want !
degradation to know how to keep a house now look forward
more known; wider in
to the time when travellers er it will not last long; in about a week little None
magnitude,— glorious tun cost you.”
i"‘ labor of doing il is just enough to be more a closer in
of your skylarking!'’ hut getting no
interest,-—more* loving and more eventful
“Booh! nothing only a ten dollar bill- comfortable, would all these things have Imp- will have the
privilege of celebrating Christ- bits of oozy-looking ice, tossing about on the response, looked up, and was astonished to
than ol old.
Not in deeds of
pleasure than a hardship.
happened?
daring; not in the en- nothing in my purse you know.”
in San Francisco, New Year’s Eve in crests of the waves, will tell that you are
mas
f or the average person and family, saving theen- sanguined field; jiot in chains and terrors; not in
ap- tind a huge white hear with its paw on his
in
“Nothing your purse; not an uncommon
Halifax, and in live days more of feasting in proaching the scene of your labors. In a few .shoulder,
blood,' and tears, and gloom; but in tin* leaping, incident
in its own w ay, w hy he
bri newspaper in volumes as the
are
alter
these
receivpapers
occasions,” said Mark,
vivifying, exhilarating impulses of a better birth of
Friendship is a vase, which, if once Hawed, London, through the agency of the “steam days more larger pieces will appear, and trespassed inquiring,
on his Northern domains':*
I. i- the next best and a very great
Tima,
for iu a the soul. Header.—are you doing vour part in this laughing.
thing;
it
as well be broken: it can never be
Halifax
on
might
the
1 "
arrival of shortly afterwards dreary floes will heave in again, you will he told how dan van der
ferry” leaving
daily
y .u they will ainoiinl to ipiite a library
cost- work';
“Oh hang it all!” said Ben, “too true I can trusted afterwards.
flic ears from Bangor or Montreal.
sight to the northward.
Hruiik, "skipper of a Diitehnian.'' was walk
HOW.

is

fine way to do it for a cent a year. Make two
light flat sticks the length of your paper. Pore four
small holes equally distant from one another, and
an inch from the ends of the sticks.
Pass the ends
of tv‘i shoestrings through the holes in one of the

families imwibivs i:ikt and somewhat read a
•aj" r—on ••rnmn : hut mo-| people extract
mail portion of their juice- and their worth,

m •-!
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long nr a warm mu1, a lime sail
thrown over tlio skins, but gen-111111 ;‘ 11u•
•
-all) tiie weatlier is cold enough for their
preservation in perfectly good condition until
lhc old skipper is in
they are unshipped.
l
igli trim at his success, and over his evening
rug iells all sorts of traditions of the trade.
For in Mir e, he relates how in the year Ml,
when lie was ‘prentice on hoard the Nancy
j»aw on, a sijiiaiv old Idiill-bowed snufl-box
•fa Hull whaler, we were at war with France,
■iiil French erm.-ers liked nothing belter than
in take a mn
up ’h- North Sea and cut out an
Then- wasn’t much in her, no
old whaler
iii ml it. but still die was a prize, and if nothing
boiler she made a good blaze when burnt.
They did'm dare, however, to venture in
niong lb' iee. as their vessels were not forliliod for such work, and accordingly, when
one summer day the Nancy Dawson had just
unhooked from the line, and a FTonch-mano'-Har bore down upon her, she ran immediudy in among the iee, where pursuit was out
i the oiii'-tion.
There she remained until
7lie Frenchman was out of sight, but the
viialer hadn't well got out before the cruiser
healed hi sight again but with ihu same remit. her intended victim running in among
ite iee.
In those day- a convoy used to ae"inpaiiv the whaler-' north, but the skipper
■' tic Nancy Dawson was of an
independent tm a ..I mind, and not believing much in
he judgment o| the whaler's admiral, he used
g. off ,\ here In- chose and run his risk, and
ui In- iiarunning it with a vengeance. It
nii d a- if the Frenchman would
cage him.
At la-1 she cleared "!)'for good, as lie thought,
oid. :11l• r remaining for more than a week
among the iee,
ship heaving in -iglit, made
ill sail towards the Nancy Dan.-on to hear
the iien -. The vessel certainly looked like a
There was her "crow's nest ;"tliere
ivhal.a'.
were Ini' guys: there washer—but
stop! tile
"Id -kipper was at the masthead, shouting in
voire of thunder," Port your helm there !
I;'s tlie Fi Melimi.ii again, lie's got his blocks
boi-ted tin wnmg way. "limit ship!"’so back
l" the iee I In'\
steered.
Tile cruiser's ilisIn his attempt, to
; 'ui-<* was not complete.
imitate a whaler, lie had erred in a few teehw uI
point-, and lindiilg his victim was not
I." entrapped
he steered off for a more
1 lieu lie-tell- id the old
j omi 'oig I'lia-r.
■a!rr who v a-chased by a French sloop-of■a ai'.
off SiiMland, and how they kept up a
mining rhasr. First the whaler tired all his
‘i.ill. tlu M lie tiled broken harpoons, then half
• l eiuntil
at last, in despair l»o fired the
I
and long-. Milling through the Frenchii'
if- rigging,
ii" could hear the men on
b" ird tin cruiser shouting, "he lias chain shot
ii lioa. d
and the cruiser dropped pursuit.
In lho'-e day- marly all the better class of
baler- n Me lifted out asprivatccrs or loiters
f mai'ijiie, and the skipper tells with many
nod-, how it is generally supposed that
:
*■ i■i;ii11
wealth) family of w haling owners
■oade their money more by Die capture of a
i i.-m li mereliantman. which was driven bv
into their course to Davis Strait one
umn.M r's da\. than by their legitimate trade,
J 'Ii.
whaler- in those limes had another
enemy l" (Ire ui nearer home, and that was
1.nil' war ye'These men-o'-war used to
>ie iii the I’, ill land Frill) and oil'the Nhellands,
‘.niching for the return of the whalers, when
they would pre-- every man on hoard except
Du- apprentices and the officers, who were
exempt. Knowing this, when they arrived
otr Da* coast, the men liable to be
pressed
would take t" the boats and work their way
n Die coast,
ilow
in
-eeretly
sleeping ijuict coves
or secreted by Die li-liing folk during the day,
and owing by night until they arrived home,
w lien
they would conceal themselves until
tlicit vt's.-cj was ready to sail again.
Ill the
meantime their snip would be brought into
port by (heir apprentices and officers.
n

in

a

~

■

■

■

■

■

All

ilii' linn- wo

steam soulli with our car-

go. paM the dreary island of Jan Mayen, with
its now extent volcano, and near Iceland,
until we t an see the north isles of Shetland,
like clouds on the horizon.
At Lerwick we
present Hie collector with a bottle of frozen

beer, and discharge our Shetland men, toward-; whom her Majesty's officials have a
kindly feeling, and whom they do not search
over
strictly. Those islemen have a knack,
when on hoard a sealer, of living on oatmeal
almosi entirely (as they have the run of it),
and saving their provisions for winter use.
Even I he medicines are not safe. The doctor
will tel! you that when he gives them a dose
lie makes them swallow it before him, otherwise they will save it for the winter use, supposing ilmt all medeine is equally the same
for ail diseases. The ribbon-capped damsels
at the landing give a cheer, and we steam
-ontli for Dundee. Here the cargo is discharged. more coal and more provision are
taken in, and by the beginning of May the
v essel is off to the Davis Strait,
whaling,
We h ive only spoken of the Spitsbergen
-■ealing; but there arc many more seals got.
The Esquimaux, on tin; shores of Davis, kill
numbers during the whole year on the ice
and in their little ••Kayaks.’’ Front Danish
Greenland alone, there are. exported
every
year Irom forty to fifty thousand seal skins,
besides blubber.
The Newfoundland and
Labrador seal fishery will yield as many as
tlm Spiizbergen. I p to April last year two
hundred and fitly thousand seals had been
brought by the Newfoundland sealers into St,
John’s and Harbor Grace alone. All of these
seals are “hair seals,” and their skins are
only used for leather, of which an excellent
deeription is manufactured. The blubber
yields a good quantity of oil, each ton being
while the skins
worth on an average
are
worth, take one with another, five
shillings apiece in the European market,so

that it may be cousideicd that the European
(i. e. Spitsbergen anil AVhiteSea) ami American Arctic (Greenland and Newfoundland)
seal fishery cannot be worth much less than
three hundred thousand pounds sterling annually. The fine fur seals come as it has already been said, mostly from the South Seas
and the North Pacific; but in both regions,
the former especially, they are getting rapidly
exterminated.
[English Paper.
llnuT.u. MrutiKK at < 'ai.ais. The Calais
of the 27th ult. gives the following details of a dastardly murder which
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place

took
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on

Saturday night last,
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jug along the ice one afternoon, thinking of
the Zuvder Zee, when he became suddenly
conscious of being steadily accompanied,
e.heekliy jowl, by a bear. As Captain Jail hailed so did the hear, and as the skipper walked
-o did the bear,
until Jan's men relieved him
by a sortie from the ship.
The
seal itself is generally harmless
enough ; but it will sometimes endanger the
sealei s peace of mind and “continuity ol tisThe Idaddei-nose will boldly meet his
sue.
sober saddle
opponent, and even the quiet
],:1ek. in the fury of maternal ail'eetion, will
sometimes. when the sealer is Having its
oup. -aretell her head out of water, and seize
iiim 1. \ the calf of the leg. inflicting, with its
powerful tusks, very severe wounds.
A score of such yarns you will hear while
she good ship Spoutin' Whale is filling up with
calls in the “(ireenland sea of the Dutch,” as
Mr. Norris's old chart, which hangs up in the
cabin, styles it. This is about the end of
April, and now the great fields of ice are
broken into fragments, and the carcasses of
i lie iailcovering it are either left to the Polar
hear or sunk to the bottom of the sea, where
tliev must now. with those of whales, form
icli a tied that t would like to hear the theory
u liii ii geologists, say a couple of million years
lienee, will form regarding this deposit, when
pc I., q of the Spit/.hergen sea forms Holds of
u llow grain, and Kngland. perhaps, is a tropical forest.
I'he -ealer- ( are nothing for the flesh, hut
The lasquithe liier- are sometimes eaten.
ati\. however, look upon the flesh in quite
dilh roiit light, and. indeed, when cooked it
I fat from e inteiuptible as the piece dcresistnee of an Arctic dinner, and very much supei'a.i in a burgomaster gull. The sealer,
ii .uever, lliinks it is unwholesome, for now
ml then lie >i es the young affected by a disno
unlike the scrofula ; an inflammation
elands of the neck: and curiously
.i1
n this goitre-like disease inducesdwarf! in
in the -cals, as ii does in the Cretins
..I lie Alps and elsewhere.
Some of the seal.. if
they intend to pursue the Spitsbergen
vhiding in lie ensuing summer, follow the
flocks of -cal', which have now taken to the
northward, and in the month of May
obeli fall in with considerable numbers.
I hi' is failed the "old sealing,” but as the
.11s ure apt to sink when shot late in the
\e.ir, though early in the spring they are so
fit .is to float, this kind of business is not
j
popular with the sealers, and most of them
... to deposite their cargo, and to
;. ; m i.
.-ih f.-r tiie -Straits fishing," Davis Straitjand
billin'. Hay. As they steam gaily southward,
the men get up the seals and pare the layer
If the voyage is
,f blubber olf the skins.

tt.qmb.lkaK

lambs of bis llock. The pair mostly a fleeted THE SIAMESE TWINS IN MAINE AND ELSEdrives in remote and unfrequented roads,
WHERE.
The following truly lamentable state of
through woods and dales. One day an honest
citizen of the vicinity, Holder by name, ac- things is related of Chang and Eng, the
companied by his hired man, was
| curiously linked brothers, by some industri-
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was

otherwise

shockingly

bruised

and

dis-

The (“lit on the hack of his head,
which the doctors in their post mortem examination say was the cause of his death, was
over tin inch and a quarter deep. The people
living in the houses around and near the scene
heard the man's erics of murder, and got out
of their beds, opened their windows and
looked oilt and could see and hear the crowd
kicking the man. One of them said he had
got enough, and to let him alone, turned him
over so as to get to his face, gave him another
kick and said he ought to be in-before
this. Some of the people called ‘police!' from
their windows, and the crowd lied in different
directions on hearing the footsteps of the police coining on the sidewalk, leaving the man
lying on the road. The man made out, by
some means. I" get aboard hi- vessel and fell
down on the deck, where he lay groaning.
The captain got up and sent for a doctor.
Dr. Seymour went to him and examined and
Next
dressed ids wounds and left him.
morning he called again and dressed his
wounds and left him in a comfortable state.
Shortly after he fainted, and the captain, by
the aid of some cold water, brought him to
again, but finding lie was very weak and evidently sinking, lie sent for a doctor again,
but before lie got there the man died. A coroner’s jury was summoned to investigati the
matter."

figured.

The

body presented

a

most

shocking

ap-

pearance. The medical evidence, after examination of tlic brain, was that death was
caused by hemorrhage, from the elfcets of
blunt instrument or stone.
David Rutherford and Patrick and Jerry
Hickey were' arrested and are in the lockup.
blows

by a

In advance, $2.00 a year:
SuKsnurTioN Terms.
within the year, $2.50: at the expiration ol the year $3.00.
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch of
i length in column,) $1.25 for three weeks, and 25 cents for
each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a square charged as a full one.

We do not remember ever to have heard of
a more remarkable exhibition of equine intelligence than was communicated to us a
few days since by Mr. Allen, of this place.
Tlie circumstances, as they were related to us,
were as follows :—
Mr A. has had for a considerable time a
span of sprightly little horses that he lias
In the stable, in the field,
never separated.
in tlie harness, they have always been together. This lias caused a strong attachment
A lew days ago
to grow up between them.
he went with them out to Lake Minnetonka,
on a fishing excursion.
Taking them out of
till! carriage, lie led them down to the lake
and tied them witli stout ropes, several rods
apart, on a strip of grass that grew upon
tlie shore, and left them to feed. Returning
to the shanty, he threw himself upon the lloor
to await the return of the party who had repaired to tlie lake to fish. Not much time
hail elapsed before the sound ot an approaching horses's feet altraeted liis attention, and,
a moment alter, one of hi.-span appeared at
the door. The animal ptu his head in, and,
giving one neigh, turned, and at a slow gallop, yet under evident excitement, returned
to the spot where, blit a few minutes before,
lie and his companion had been fastened.
Surprised to find his horse loose, and, struck
with his singular conduct, Mr. A. immediately followed and found the oilier lying in the
water, entangled in tin* rope and struggling
to keep Ids head from being submerged.
While Mr. A. proceeded to disengage the
unfortunate horse, his noble benefactor stood
by, manifesting the utmost solicitude and
sympathy, and when his mate was extricated
from its perilous situation and again upon its
feet, the generous creature exhibited the
most uiujuestionable signs of satisfaction and

a

gathering

they ran
Of

some

living

linen.

the story leaked out. There was
A
great commotion among the faithful.
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address ot papers church
sat upon the matter, and alter
meeting
must
the
state
Post
Office
to
which
the
changed,
paper,
has been sent as well as that to which it is to go.
a long incubation batched out a resolution deMr.
M. Pkttengill & Co., 0 State St., Boston claring that the pastlor was innocent.
ana 37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized Agents
Holder was assailed by the radicals of the
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertisements.
vicinity, and in the local press, and an at4^S. R. Nii.es. No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court St.,
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this tempt made to break down bis reputation as
paper.
a truthful man.
Mr. Holder, however, does
40 Park Row, New York,
jH^Gko. P. Roweij. &
course

Co.,

will receive advertisements lor this paper, at the lowest
rates. Their orders will always receive prompt attention.

propose to quietly submit to Ibis. He
shows bis teeth, and sends to the Augusta
Standard the following card—
I.kwisthx, July -Jrt, ImI'J.
To tme 1’riit.ie: < ertaiuinsinuations, reflecting
severely upon my veracity in relation to eel-tain reports against a prominent elergvmanuf Lewiston,
have been published in the Lewiston Journal. In
reply I have only to say. every word I have reported is true, ami I ehallcnge a publie investigation of
all the facts amt ill .-tories coming from me.
not

Subscribers are requested to take notice of the date on
the colored slips attached to the paper. It is the only
form of receipt now used.
For instance, 15 May (its,
means that the subscription is paid to that date.
When
a new payment is made, the date will be Immediately
to
and
thus
a
in
full
is
sent
changed
correspond,
receipt
with every piper. Subscribers in arrears are requested
to forward the sums due.
In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE to
which the paper is sent.-i*#

J.

FOR COVERS Oil,

Franklin

M

(toi.pKi:.

We trust Mr. Holder will stand up in tliiniatter, and not sutler himself to lie intimidated. He owes it to bis own reputation and

Smith,

OF WATKRYILLE.

the community. And from the tones id his
card, we have no doubt lie will. At anv rale,
we think tli it pulpit gun is spiked.

In

DEMOCRATIC COUNTY CONVENTION.

jous

and faithful

gatherer

of facts for the

Belfast, July 2'.),

('bang,

since tlie separation, has taken to
provides for the harder Ilian eve-, and
apparently
disestablishment id the church of England in
THE CLERGY AND THE POLITICAL PRESS.
j pretty sleep grade of the downward
Ireland, or its separation from the governThere isn't much hope of him.
We heard, not long since, a really good
mont—the divorce of church and State. From

approval by the

crown.

It

lamenting that the Democratic presses the
days of Henry the Eighth, the founder
of the country should so frequently seize upof tlic eluiroh of England, until about thirty
j
on scandalous reports in relation to clergyyears ago, the .tithes, or taxes for the support
men. and spread them before the world, ac- j
of that church were vigorously exacted from
j
companied by embellishments and ludicrous l atliolies as well as trom ail d;
sontmg Procomments.
We replied that the clergy had
| lestants. <*!' the eight niillions of populabrought this upon themselves. It was not so lion in Ireland
thirty years ago, only one
in the days before the union between the j
tenth were members of the established
churches and a political party, when the
church—yet the nine-tenths were compelled
clergy were content to preach the gospel, I to contribute
regularly a tenth of their inleaving polities to politicians. Then the ; comes to
a church establishment that
support
clergy were held in just estimation, their
In
hated.
lts.'i.s the most obnoxious
they
-acred olllce was respected, and their infrefeatures of the tax were concealed hv the
quent lapses from virtue covered with the substitution of a fixed rent
charge, payable
mantles of charity and silence.
the owners of the land. Hut as the\ in
by
There came a time when the ministers of
turn added this charge to the rent, the popuall the religious orders in till- count’T, save
lation were in no wise bonelilted by the
the Catholic and Episcopal, saw fit to join

drink
on

a

load.

man

j

their fortunes to those of

political party.
They preached its platforms, they exhorted
their hearers to vote for its nominees, they
a

called themselves its leaders, and accepted
to bestow.
.More than

the offices it had

this, the most heated and acrimonious political campaign was exceeded by the bitterness
of the

pulpit, when it forsook the preaching
of the gospel for the promulgation of political hate and the slang of the -tump was
made

respectable by

tile abuse from the

pul-

The most pure, venerable and beloved
statesmen of the land were maligned and
vilified from this source, while corrupt blood-

pit.

thirsty villains and outcasts who had perished
on the sea Hold, were held up as examples of

public
The

virtue!

pulpit undoubtedly exercised a great
Traditionary respect for the
ollice was strong in religious

jam ill/. Divested of that sentiment,
they would have no more influence than any

man

change.

New Y<>i:k, July 5il, bS<i!>.
New York is not so well regulated and
homelike a city as Boston.
It has a larger gentleman all wear small lmipiets arrange t
not exactly a la Dickens, but in small vialforeign population in proportion to its size
water lastened to the eoat w ith a
a tact you will not he
clasp and
long' discovering, there
is such a confusion of
pin—they are something uniipie and origitia
It
is
Babel
tongues.
in their way. Coming back, we see New
worse confounded. The
are

press—
‘■t hang belongs to the Good
Templars, and i- a
hard working and enthusiastic supporter of all
1
temperance reforms. But. to his bitter distress,
buildings
higher
every now and then Kng get- drunk, and. of
i course, that makes ( hang drunk too. This unfortu- and larger, the thoroughfares more crowded,
nate tiling has been a great sorrow to (
for
il
hang,
the streets wider and more regular,
i almost destroys his usefulness in his favorite field
though
A- sure as lie is to head a great temper- not so clean and smooth as those of the i’uii1 of effort.
ance proce—ion
Kng ranges tip alongside of him. tan
:
City. If you walk out in New York,
prompt to the minute and drunk as a lord: lint yet
no more dismally and
hopelessly drunk than liis there is a probability of your stumbling over
[ brother, who lias not tasted a drop. And so the the
rough loose paving-stones, and breaking
ilwo begin to boot and yell, and throw mud and
I bricks at the Good Templars, and of course they
your neck: if you ride, you will he jostled to
break the procession, it would be manifestly
death, and anyway or anyhow there seems to
wrong to punish Chung for what Kng doe-, anil
therefore tin- Good Templars accept th*1 untoward be extreme danger ot
[i -dilation, and sutler in silem-e anil
your soon finishing
sorrow.
They
However, wo remember
have oltirially and deliberately examined into the your mortal career.
matter, and lind < hang lilamele--.
They have that it is well to die in a good cause: also the
taken tile two brothers and tilled Chang full of
Old adage that
there is never any great 1.iss
warm wa'er and -ugar. and Kng full of whiskey.
and in twenty-live minutes it wa- not pn-sjh|,> '[,, without some small
gain"; and so sally forth
| tell whic h yea's the dt'unke-l."
on an
exploring
expedition.
Il is curious to note how accurately this
sin Til sTKEKT
describes tin* condition of the republican
is
our tir-t point of destination, ami here we
file Ilirliborn wing and
parly of Maine.
are.
'ibis is tlie great business centre of
the Chamberlain wing have been
insepara- New
y ork. and one
might say, in truth, of
bly connect eil by t lit- strong ligament
of mutual interest for lo! these many the I toted States; for in this inunedi te viiuiti .arc landed a
large proportion of the
years. With arms reciprocally over each
imported .articles consumed in our vast counother's necks, they have kept step
together
with many of the home producbeautifully when sober, am! unitedly stag- try, together
tions for foreign shipment. Almost untold
gered when Hie Clianiberbliliites got ilrnp.k
—which was pretty oft* u. The radical sur- money represents tin1 wealth of the street.
As a faint idea of it. let me tell
you that that
geons have always ctmlcnded that a '.’partiold building thoiv. which
rickety,
lion id the two, by
severing (lie ligament, looks as itrackety
it would tumble down aLml your
would be fata] to both, lint the Stockton
head, should you enter, and which you
resolved no
perto lie
to

Hill in Parliament, and its

jibe

18t»U.

I he ladies aiv dressed iuli”'hl,
airy euslium
with hu e 'hawls looped up prettily upon tin
shoulders and in the back, and little round
laee hats or vails upon their heads. Tin

Correspondence ol the Journal.

—

1

longer
subjected
infused or vie irimt- drunkenness, nor that evil
The Democrats of the County of Waldo are rrqm :.d
to meet in Convention by their Delegates, at the < mt
« ominnnieatiim which
House in Belfast, ou SATURDAY, AUGUST 21st, a: to
eorrnpl good manners,
o’clock, A. M., to nominate candidates for Senators,
and
after
his brother Eng
vainly
exhorting
A VICTORY FOR IRELAND.
County Commissioner and County Treasurer.
Each town will be entitled to two delegate-, and one
Id repentance and reformation, the operation
The most important event that has transadditional for every 25 votes thrown for Pillsbury in 18iW.
was
A iiRilority fraction also entitles to a delegate.
performed. The knife in the skilful
pired in the history of Ireland for half a bauds of Brother
J. P>. WADI.IN
]
Tallman, al Portland, cut
J. W. MUDGKTT, | Democratic
century, nr since Daniel O'Connell carried (In* bond of
J.F. HAUL,
|
and left the brothers each
ile'li,
<*. E. WALLACE, )County
| triumphantly the measure of Catholic i-niuu- [ In go il alone.
HIRAM WING,
|
Eng, we are sorry to record,
J.F. ELLIOT,
eipation, has just occurred in the passage of has been abusive to hi'
| Committee.
CIIAS. ELLIOT.
temperate brother,
Irish Church

save

SINGULAR CASE OF INSTINCT IN A HORSE.

view to cutting

curious circumstance, the owner of the carriage and his fair friend sprung up from a
neighboring thicket, and made excellent time
for a more distant shelter,
in as

directed is withheld from this paper.

communities, and men were led by it against
him. The parlies
Tl/r rhri/i/ -ire re enabled
their judgments.
concerned are a very bad set of roughs, and
ft) ibt so l.t cause oj their sap/josai hnlif lip
the determination is that justice will lie done
mural it it. pnrihp ami snperiorih/ In tin
in their (•■use,
ordinuri/ b ni/ilations and jailiiie/s of the huinterfered to

a

Coming upon
carriage,
with no occupants, standing under the trees,
WILLIAM
H. SIMPSON,
they discovered it to belong to the reverend
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
gentleman alluded to. While discussing the
-15 V—

Witenesscs prove that a crowd of twenty ov
intluenee.
thirty attacked Lockwood. Some saw a doz- ministerial
en men kicking and heating him at once, yet
no one

woodlot, with

out some trees.

about midnight, by a crowd of young villains
Administrators, Excutous and Guardians dewho have infested the city for some time and siring
their advertisements published in the Journal,
will please so state to the Court, as all advertising not so
whose outrages have been numerous :
“A sailor named John Lockwood of Dover,
New Hampshire, aged about T;>, a steward
on board the Alexander Milliken of Boston,
lying at AA'a't ;’s wharf, was most brutally
murdered by a number of young roughs, between the hours of eleven and twelve o'clock.
It seem there were a number of them congregated on the bridge near Brown's Corner,
and as this man came along some of them
spoke to him, when lie in a friendly manner,
stepped up to one of them and held out his
hand to shake hands with him, and one of the
crowd struck him in the face; several others
struck at him. The man then turned and run
down the wharf to his vessel, the crowd pursuing like a pack of hounds on a trail, and
thirsting for his blood. He got aboard his
vessel out of their reach. The crowd then returned up the wharf to their place of rendezvous and lay in wait for another victim, Imt
finding none came, they sent two of their gang
to decoy this man up the wharf again.
They
assured him that they were his friends and no
lie then returned up
one should molest him.
the wharf, one of these pretended friends on
As he approehed the main
either side of him.
body of the crowd—for part of them had secreted themselves behind AVaite’s horse shed,
between the railroad track and Depot street-—
and was nearly in front of Gilbert Drugan's
house and about half way up the hill, they
sang out, ‘Here he comes!' and instantly the
whole gang rushed upon him from behind
and before. Finding himself thus surrounded
he drew his knife and acted on the defensive.
His cowardly assassins, seeing he was armed,
dodged behind piles of lumber and the corners
of houses, and did not dare to approach him.
At last one of them picked up a stone, stole
up behind him and struck him on the back ol
the head with it and felled hint to the ground.
Then the whole gang fell upon the prostrate
man and pounded and kicked him in the most
brutal and Tmtrageous manner imaginable.
The whole nasal bone was smashed in. and a
cut by some sharp instrument was made near
the left eye over an inch deep—and his face
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ceive is not over

sold
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large

ill

regard

to

si ze,

years ago for the snug little

^ ork with it- many gas

lights flushing in ami
through tin' gathering gloom, the di-tree
light house and—‘•lisherman’s liglit leaps up

out

like

star."

a

We touch tin

o'clock, tired out, and all

body

wharf at nil
to bid evo

ready

I’l

sleepy good night.
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GENERALITIES.
Hasten i- SO sorely afflicted with at' I I >111 :l >
the trees, that tbev bring out tin -b am tire engin.
ami deluge tin- eree|iing |«-l-.
■

The disagreement among the radical -amt b.
extended to Hlltt'alo, win r- the -on el the I n-tom
l olleetor ha- thrashed the editoi .! tin- t lu i-ti n
Advocate.

j

'The new ( ourt lloti«c at Hath ha- been dam

lightning.

¥700 by

;

The amount of money sent through the mail
postal money orders is increasing about one hm
dred per cent, annually. This year the aggregat
loots up thirty million "dollars, against sixteen m
lions hist y ar. and it i- estimated that tin- an.
will again double m- xt y ear.
•Joint * 1 ritlin was hung at llatnillou, uhi...
week, ill a manner verv -ati-fa, ton to tin- -p.-et
tors.
I

I

t I alentia S'lciuit ha- startled India witli thtirmat.-ott that a race of tailed men and wnim n
to l.e found in I tie forests of Itoniee.
1 he t yv
barn- of t apt. 1 Va-b-y in A tibtiru
struck by lightning and burned on tin- -J7th.

w.

was

sum

Par. tits in t 'hina decapitate their tiildren t
of them of opium-eating. It i? an aelin- remedy.
The two prize lighters, in Itangor, hay,- b,
brought before tin- curt -, and hound to t,,ep e
■.

Ho you sec the numberless
piers and the
multitude of ships lying along .-dde? Just peace.
Napoh-on and (irant have been telegraphine
sec how they stretch
away for miles and miles
each other over tin- new eahle. They are boil,
into a dense forest ot masts,
rigging, and pretty well, thank you.
doming pennons' How .pieer those square
When Dan liiee’s first wife ran away will, an
pieces ot canvas look tacked upon their fore- linity, tin bereaved husband said "it is a comb
know
that site went otf with :t gentleman.'
mast, announcing that they are loading "with

despatch” for London, Liverpool, Havre, Aus- Ml. Desert i- to haw- more hotel- end tietb-i in
tralia. &e. Soon the anchors are to be "hove kets,
I’lte Washington correspondents ,:n that <.<-u
up" the yards manned, the canvas hoisted, 1’. Hanks
and Ute lion. it. K. Wade at,- .1 tb In
and out upon the wide ocean they are to sail of a liloyemelit which ha- for it- uhi.-et th
pi-.-y.-n
tion
of
the
-ailing of the gunboats now |,nil.line
for many long and tedious months. You will
the Spanish Government.
never tniss them, for their
places are

The Prog. Ag is getting defiant towards
the temperance men, and reckless regarding
quickly
It is said tliat troubles,,me person- at',- -,-iit t
the future of the parly. Il wants the’’rebels" supplied by vessels coming back from
foreign insane hospitals in New York, on fal-e rlili, at,
punished, eveni if it feels the inllietion a little ports, laden with the productions of every of insanity,
itself. Hear wh it it says—■
clime.
Here are some California
l inAn,I while we are about it. perhaps those who
hold the \ery eimsislent doctrine of hanging Hie
liquor seller by tiie lleek fill lie is dead, but, at the
same lime, are in I'm or of giving (lie murderer tiie
••liberty of the yard." had heller also join the movement.
I. I us sc, if we cannot have the whole
question ,lc ided, and -ee if in tiie delit,crate iud.zniciit of the people, there i- any crime desert ing
punishment eve ,t that of selling lager beer.

Tiie

Age

has

always

been

shaky

on

the

temperance id -a. and favorable lo having
enough rum furitsclf and special friends. But
litis i- lairiy knocking out the Intng.
We understand that at the recent meeting of Bodges
a!

Stockton, Mr. Kcmlell. representative from

that tow u, hauled the Age and its editor over
Alien O'Connell bad taken his seat in the
the coals very lively, for his recreancy to the
House of Commons, after the emancipation
act. or repeal of the law forbidding a ('atlio- prohibition principle.
The kind of the talk we have quoted from
lie to sit in Parliament, lie at once began
the Age places that paper and the Fhaniheragitation lor the further relief of Ireland. I:iin
men in a dilemma.
For tlujy either acA repeal of the legislative union, and an
dial (lie prohibition resolution of
abolition of tithes, were among his schemes. knowledge
the Bangor Convention means nothing and
The former, by far the more important, in a
was intended to mean nothing, or else that
political sense, is still in the future. The
they mean to ignore it altogether. How can
latter i~ but just realized.
t hat honestly stand by pn hi bit ion, ridiA c in this country, who enjoy the right of papers
cule the principle in this manner'.1
for
the
contributing
support only of such religion as we believe, can scarcely imagine
Hon. Isaac Toiieey, oft ‘oil licet ir lit, died on
the feelings with which the Catholics of Ire- the doth. He
was best known as the able
land, outnumbering ten to one the members
Secretary >f the Navy during Buchanan's adof the established Church, have been comministration. He had previously been Reprepelled to contribute of their little substance sentative ut Congress, Cubed States Senator.
to the bloated cutlers of the latter.
Two Governor of
Connecticut, and Attorney Genarchbishops, twelve bishops, and oyer three eral of the Foiled Slates for a short time. He
thousand of the inferior clergy were supwa s a W big until the dissolution of that part v.
ported by this means, together with the im- w hen lie joined the democracy.
Although
mense endowment of the church.
It was an Mr.
I’ourey was studiously abused l>v his
unwieldlv. obnoxious and bated institution,
political opponents during his tile, the future
with no power for goinl. and receiving only
will do j istiee to his memory as a sagacious
the maledictions ofniue-tenths of the people.
and conservative statesman and a true patriot.
With an income of one hundred millions
from rents, lands, parsonages, &<•.. it wrung
l'he little difficulties in the the radical party
over three million
by tithes trom an unwill- continue, not only in the limited

clipper
ships, how large and handsome they are, and
just beyond some immense ocean steamers.
Are you good at navigating your way
through
piles on piles of merchandise, boxes, bales,
barrels, hogsheads, and everything else im-

Kllsworllt American make- an un-ism'ii
upon .Mr. Itii-hlmrii, in w hi.-h it eltarges Imn nimnt
other tiling-, witli having been an I niy.-r-ab
clergy man! it is news in this region.
t 'apt. Hi.'lvtord and others of 11 on 1.1-It, ,r,>. re, i,
ly eatigiit a w hale 70 feet long, and low.-.l tiini it.-

aginable—across a crowded streel and among that harbor, ttie Atueri.-ait
I lit1 < M't in. < us tom II.. ii.-i is tm. In_•
innumerable teams? If so, let's go over to
the deck ot this vessel, where We ran watch
m
Kitty dollar p.-tra-oN, with wnidn
dies, are 111'1 iaP't ag mv
th<> unlading of that Swedish barque. site i.rite Hichhorn nu n have all. d
mill
loailed with rich wines, hrandies, and other
tion in Cumberland

>:i if

|,.-j

I.-

..

,n,\,

<

ounty.
liquors, and the Custom House ollieers out
I he war-cry ot the \\ stern < ongres.siin-u t,
inspectors are busy—so,is some one else. fall will he. \way w itji th tarill on eoa!
Don't you see that man with the long rattan ?
I h« Democrats of Waldo will notice Hi .-ai!
He watches his chance and when the way is a < ounty < 'onvention.
August *JNt.
clear, quickly inserts the unsuspicious looking
I he Gospel Banin r is
publishing sonn at I ie|.
stick into the bungholo of a brandy cask, ihe political situation in Maine. which indn-at.

claps the other end into
quick strong pull, turns a

his mouth, gives a preference tor liiclfflnrn,
hamherlain.
delicate little screw,

draws out the rattan and walks

away.

I he

Pres-

1<

-ertainl.v i-n'i

amidinn authorities fear another I

<

■

an

v asion.
you espy hint turning the contents into
I here is genuine pluck in tin* Dexter lia/. r<
a bottle concealed in the inner
pocket of hicoal.
Two or three times he repeats the op hoists IIielihorn's u-inn and opens its halt*
tin- Bangui Whig in gallant sfvlr. \\ ,■ Hi a
eration, and lias a nice Hash of rich and lin\\ hig was Waking up an e.d\ <Ustonc r.
adultrated brandy, lie does it -o openly and
A Boston hank w a- v i.nni/. d h\ an 'ss.mhii
dextronsly that you are surprised into an e\- cheek last week.
tarnation of admiration, though you know

ently

At

lie is

rah

<

<

Malta id. K y.,

few

a

da\s ago.

stealing. There are a number of these jumping from a mowing machine heeam* mi
the sickle, when tin- horses took fright an.
men at work, and the
probability is that many in
was so terribly mangled and ml bchuv lie
of
be
will
stolen before tint rescued that In survived tin- accident <mlv
gallons
liipior

>•*

a

cargo is safely stored.
dust beyond this pier

| hours.
Look out

lhr your waierfaiis, girls.
A \ m
in Lngland died of I.-pro-v e.minuuh. at
from the stulling of tin- lixtiuv 'h. \\ >iv on !•.
head. Th-- makers put into them all Kind ..f It*
rihli trash.

of
loaded with

are rows on rows

canal boats, huge and unwieldy,
the productions of the far away west.

woman

They

each provided with a cabin, which forms
the limin' of the Captain and his family the
A young Lad\ at Troy N. 'i
ha a photo-rap!
year round. 1 f you go on board one of these all.iini containing male fri mis, laU-led -Book
hints.
boats, you will possibly learn a lesson of eon\t a til tie 1 a| in N.t'll villi the
1 i k ihe li*
.|-p
leiilmenl, and something of real life. One
old Irish .gentleman. Vt> Up alnlplo iaim.-i hint'
boat is
now
her
are

..

just

discharging

treight, and not dead.
along side. It is a ipteer
other class of educated men—not so much as
In Albany, V V. a woman whose dan. hi*1
atmosphere box-shaped looking thing, id'gigantic promarried against Ih* in.-th.r'. wish.some.
vv.ii
getting
ol‘ the Carolinas, but in the temperate North. portions, which turns out the
ing people.
grain so fast to the elnuvli and- ngagetl in
free light with li
When, therefore, it was found, and is still
The power which has overcome and ban- The lales manifestation i-- among the radical that one wonders how
they can supply it with bridegroom and all
mvined. It broke up
found, that glaring instances of immorality ished this
great wrong, is that progressive newspapers ol New York. The ('ommereial work. Are you tired of seeing the sights proceedings.
were becoming frequent among clergymen—
and liberal spirit which linds its voice and Advertiser having said that Greeley went lob- here ? Let'- go round', then, to the world reA lady residing in at Memphis shot and kill.-d
when the public was almost daily shocked effective action in tin*
negro, who was trying to enter her room thnm
House of Commons. bying to Albany to make liioncv. Horace de- now ued
the \v iudow.
by the discovery that gross sin, secretly in- The House ot Lords was the opponent of the nounces the editor thereof a- ••an habitual
WIUTRII M.r..
Ihe Baltic Insurance
\• v\ V
ompanv.
dulged, was breaking out with alarming measure, until convinced that it would he .self-proclaimed liar." The < 'ommereial rallies
l
has failed
frequency—what more natural, and even beaten by tactics, when it yielded and ac- and stigmatizes the philosophernf the Tribune iven body that has heard ot New York, has
A lady in Lillsli.-ld. 'I
r
-Mi
h:t- nia>t>
undoubtedly beard of Whitehall, and perhaps
proper than that the press, which had been quiesced. Mr. (iladstoue. the great liberal “a miserable
pretender and a canting hypoT,ooo vest, within the past t w enf v-ii\. v.-afs,
will be surprised to lind it a medium handvv
you
assailed by the pulpit, and whose party and
aloin
orK
leader, began his attack on this establishment crite.'' How pleasant it is to In-hold this
sized building, that reminds one of an old
friends had been assailed, should call atten- in
lie- pm -1 ion i the Maine >*'nat<»rship toi p
April, INCH, by the introduction of a reso- bnillu-rly lo\ e !
fashioned meeting-house, with its white paint, has broken out
tion to the fact that the political clergy is Ixit lution that the Irish
|
.among tin republican papers.
church eHablishmeiit, as
It
blinds, porches, wings and tower
I’ortlaitd Advertiser has
hum art iele adv«■. uniA real estate auctioneer in Boston
human and lallible after all. and strive to dekeeps a green
such, should cease to exist. His attack
serves the treble purpose of custom house, \ Mi*. lessrnden's claims.
Tin-d. mo. t afs ha\* noth
stroy an intluenee founded upon a false as- brought down upon him a torrent of denun- poet to describe lots olfered for sale and throw
carlv in tin- eaiiv
house and lerry-wav.
Tin- boat is here mg to say ahoiit the matter
light
It
is
but
not
it
is
about
them
the
natural,
of
and
sentiment
sumption?
only
witchery
ciation
the
a

grain

elevator is

a

1

■

so

from
friends of the church. The
of ••Xo Popery" was raised, and ail

fair and legitimate political warfare, 'flic
old cry
pulpit having thrown down the glove, the
attempt made
press could not avoid picking it up.
We hold that the smaller sins founded upon the relations of the sexes, are not ordinari-

ly legitimate subjects

of newspaper comment,

when disconnected from legal proceedings.
We are all human and subject to temptation.
A

political opponent,

because he is

an

oppo-

He cm ads. we think, in shore lots when,
STATKV 1S|.\N|).
like Byron, lie lay s ids hand upon the ocean's
to create the belief that (Hailmane.
If nothing happens to set him hack, Suppose we step on board and take a trip
stone was in the pay of the Pope, and that
he will excel the author of Childe Harold. •lown the harbor. The afternoon is pleasant,
this measure was but the entering wedge for
for instance, is a sample
and with fair wind and tide, and plenty of
Here,
of
the destruction
the whole established
'l'he view from tin1 highe-t jn,ini i< truly e\ei(htg steam, we are not long in reaching the iptarauchurch, lint lie persevered, and passed the re- :il times, when the waives
c!:ish iqiiin tin reeks, and
tine ground-. Here are two ocean steamers.
solutions through the House ot Cotonons. The the clanging 'mi bird- arc dipping their u ime- in the
:ibillow
they
roll
bust ol ship-,
and a
foaming
ii|>uu Hie
barques, brigs ami
House of Lords being strongly opposed h>
“Sltr/I j„n; -I simivy
with
their
red
schooners,
liags living to warn
u tin• hounding
the measure, and not disposed to yield ex- whihithrough tile sioriny gaze ionward with the gules. oil' intruders,
sweeping
dust
below
ship
fiercely
these lies a large
cept to the strongest pressure from the Com- Terms Lihi-rnl.
licet of pilot boats. Ou past these we quickly
tacit
an

right

Parliamentary

agreement,

sense

appeal

of the country

election of November,

was

the

in

ll

re-

pulpit reproach and denunciation up- sulted in an increased
majority for the
on those who cannot see with his
eyes,—and Liberals. That election virtually decided die
when the professed morality and sanctity is a
1'lie bill goes
fate of the proposed reform.
sham and a
of

delusion—the case is altered.
into efleet in 1871. And thus is removed
is not only a right but a duty—it is
That this intelligent animal should have
from the people ol' Ireland a wrong under
noticed the misfortunes of his mate, that he due to the party, to the community, and to which
they have groaned for centuries.
should know where to apply for rescue, morality.
and in his efforts, should sunder a threeSince the clergy neglected its proper callThe leading radicals and their newspapers
fourths of an inch rope, and finally that lie
should exhibit so high an appreciation of the ing for the arena of politics, the devil has are having much to say about the decline of
event, are circumstances to astonish 11s and been pretty busy with flocks, and in many American shipping, and are endeavoring to
commend themselves to the thoughtful con- instances with the shepherds. The tree of tind the causes which underlie the fact. Mr.
sideration ot those who would limit the pow- evil has borne its fruits
abundantly. And Pike writes a letter from Kttrope on the suber of reasoning to the ogenus homo.”
[St. the Democratic
in pursuit of its legiti- ject, Mr. Ilichborn writes about it. and all
press,
Anthony's Express, Minnesota.
mate business of diminishing the influence the radical papers have comments on the mat“The Pennsylvania coal operators, who are of its opponents, has made prompt exposure ter. Mr. Pike thinks steam is to do all the
plundering the people by their scoundrelly of the eases that have come to the surface. carrying trade, and that we must turn our atcombinations, may as well ‘make bay while
We see nothing but justifiable retaliation in tention to steamers. Mr. Ilichborn, on the
the sun shines.1 We give them due notice,
in this fact.
kind
chance.
The next session
contrary, is of the opinion that the day of
this is their last
A recent ease of this kind in (he religious wooden sailing ships is far from being past,
of Congress will attend to t heir ease, and, by
abolishing the tariff oil imported coal, knock and radical community of Lewiston has ex- and that a letting up on taxation is the panathe pins from under their villainous structure.
cited much comment. A clergyman offici- cea lor our failing marine.
There is not a protectionist outside the Stale
These suggestions all fail to touch the root
of Pennsylvania who will not unite in the ating there exceeded probably till others in
determination to end this system of deliberate the State in the malignant abuse which lie of the trouble. Put the Democratic party inrobbery of the public by the surest and most heaped upon Democratic leaders. When the to power again, and the country can once
summary means. The war-cry of the West- lamented
Douglas died, he coarsely assailed more have the magnificent merchant licet op
ern Congressmen next fall will be, ‘Away
with the tariff on coal!’ So play out your lit- his memory, charging that he died the death former days. It grew under tlm fostering and
It perished when
tle game, gentlemen; it is almost ended. of a drunkard. Hut retribution has come at liberal care of Democracy.
[Chicago Republic,
the party went out of power. It will be relast,
This clergyman, who sported a line horse stored when the broad and conservative ideas
The Hotel Pelham in Boston, weighing ii.nno tons,
and
carriage, was this spring in the habit of of democracy arc again recognized by the
and bavin" walls nearly a hundred I'eei !ii"li, is In
lie moved by iron rollers a distance of fourteen feet. taking out on drives a widow
lady, one of the administration.

Exposure

fancy.

who drew the big prl,
in tin- < r.. I■
opera House lotten i' dead, and no heti. t ai
hahly. than the rest of it'.
A

man

chap in Chicago courted th*

mo
of hi
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I th*
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tin- funeral, and i- imvv
i,*,
court' for inhuman In a inn nf **f the last. h.um

wife, who
man a
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nent, should not be held up to public exposor ridicule.
Hut when he claims and
limns, by
exercises an influence because of his supe*
taken to the
l'ior morality and sanctity, and assumes the
ure
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mowing machine, and thinks h
lot ipede.

ak*n
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I In* Bangor \\ hig say-. 1 p tunm is in. it.-nlnt •
that a light and fog signal mav he p|.„ -. *1 upon V
Loint Island, in tin* Muscle Bid/- .ham. ! 1
ed.)

*i

and in the due order of events, make
The comity of States requires tlml < >hio 1 hmocral- glide,
i«- papers should until all reference to the “bloated lour first landing at Staten Island.
We pro.Joseph Katun, a prominent eiti/en <*i \\m I e
bondholders," lor fear of wounding the feelings of
farther up the island, there- died very suddenly in his hed on the *iv.*in»n
the Democratic candidate for governor of Pennsyl- pose to go ashore
from an unknown -.iim
A number of hotels, the.’ldth,
vania who is “bloated" with several millions of dol- fore remain on board.
lars of that sort of pr q>oriy. [ It.01:401 Whig.
While
beautiful
resibathing at Long Bran L ;1 M u.| ,\ |
houses, and many
Then it is greatly to his credit that in* is boarding
lady lost a slou'n diamond rin-.
dences are to be seen here, together with a
willing to bo taxed on thorn, and will labor distant view of the Sailor's Retreat but the The Bangor \\ big cwuvrys a wrong
;
in stating that the defaulter Ballard w as ...
to have :ill bonds taxed.
It is a kind of fairobject of attraction is a shot .ower, poudent from New York of tin* Boston
principal
ness and honesty that radical bondholders do
post. ||which is a novelty. It stretches up to an im- has not writteu for the Post for several
\.ms, and
not exhibit.
mense height, is built of brick, and ha- some while he 1 id was an honest man.
kind of inscription upon its side which at
A savings bank in Boston lias oof |o>i
dollar in
U\ twenty years.
the distance the eyesight fails to read.
Our readers will renumber we reported
!,w
what manner of means the melted lead is
weeks .since, the sailing of a verv in\st<rioii look
I'he above item will indicate lo consum- conveyed to the top of this tower, or through
ing craft called tin "I 'nHe Billings.’* Last saturdax
ers ot coal the amount of taxation which is
what process it goes when there, i know not, morning she made her appearance again in our h.n
lu»r, an-l it is reported she has experienced In -\levied on them by tin* radical administration. only that il is dropped down this giddv
height winds as her how are pretty well i,. \. tM. Ini
st- rn badly shatter*-I, an-l her si,in imi-i
(’oal now costs s 10 per ton here- or a lax of and picked up at the bottom in the
..n
shape of
am-l- n 11-raid.
one hundred
and fifty per cent ! Will the little hard, round shot. At the pier where we |<
Cti’t it more likely that the damages d<
people never realize how they arc being land a train of ears has just arrived from might liave happened to Aunt Billing
lleeeed ?
across the island with a gay party of excurLli** Maine Central Uailroud is issuing excursion
sion ists on board.
We remain here one tickets tr*un Portland to Moos, ln :nI l.ak-*, via l>. \
The sells. Ada A. Frye and Shooting Star, from
ter.
The return tickets are go-id till o- t.-b;:| .i
Po<-khud. Me, arrived some time since at San Fran- trip and walk leisurelv through the principal giving a ehan-a* Ibr sportsin- n t«» spend the
on
at
cisco, being the advance guard of a colony from Me. streets. The houses are all
the
Lake.
little
cotcozy
who intend making a home and lishing station on
olive Logan, tin* actress. is the best swiuiun r a»
Puget Sound. The Shooting Star sailed from San tages of beautiful design and elaborate finish
Francisco for Port Townsend, on a lishing voyage, —the summer houses of
New York- Long Branch. She is, in fact, a perfect dm k :-! u,
wealthy
and the Ada A. Frye was chartered for a cruise
\n apothecary's clerk in Boston killed a child
Nestled in here among vines, trees and
North, and will proceed to Washington Territory ers.
in the fall. The men have their families with them,
last week by putting up the w i-mg medicine.
look
Toshrubs,
very
they
pretty.
and it is thought that they will locate at Port An- llowering
One -*t tin* m-*u employed on the
Acvim \ i.
geles, which combines all the requisites for a lishing night the air is vocal with the music of feathsteamer Cambridge met with a singular accident
town, and has the furl her advantages of wharves
ered songsters, and redolent with the perfume yesterday afternoon. A large bar,
which In* w a
and buildings, and plenty of room for flakes for dryan-l struck a cotton hook w hi .-h In
ing which the colony can have for almost nothing. of many (lowers. Many ladies and gentle- handling slipped
I he Pietou coal dealers ami miners say that if
the l nited Slates will abolish the duty on coal, they
"ill land a plenty of it in Poston and the seaport
towns at 81 a ton.

s

■

hel-l in his hand in m-h a manner as t-» dri\- it in
to his |»*g. cutting a large artery w hi* h bled
n
I*. AN hit-*, .Jr., was called, and
w a
as good an opportunity of seeing the fashions lythat lb'.
i obliged to tie the artery and sew up the wound
as upon a fa hionable promenade in the
I
city. [Boston Herald, Saturday
men are

A strong point against Chinese immigration is
made by a victim whodon't want any of “the cusses
who invented tire-crackers" around him.

out

riding and walking, and

one

has

A correspondent at Stockton writes that some power of removal, these corruptions were as
1'ln power ul‘ language is great. It is astonishlew as in any government on earth. Would
w hat a diliercnt phase the happy use of dosorip- I rowdies who accompanied an excursion of Good
\<
w«.r«ls will put upon an obnoxious art. Thus Templars from lhieksport to that place on the even- not an Imperial head be responsible to the
Boston, a broker, arraigned for pulling a law- ing of the 27th. behaved in an outrageous manner. nation lor the permanence and security of his
\- r's nose, t. -r itit•( 1—”1
took hold of his nose and They brought liquor with them, got “set up,” and position, above the usurpations of Congress,
On the road to Fort lint not above national opinion, as Napoleon
were driven from the hall.
mo d it in a moderate and quiet manner!**
ing

\im ng other
b. lore the

where the steamer lay. they committed
various depredations, such as tearing down fences,
cutting vessels adrift and breaking into their cabins.
Point

charges against Rev.

s. p. Rian, on
are. l>t. that lie

Ohio Presbytery,
.wiled one of Hr. ( ampbcil's sermons as bis
and ibid, that lie forcibly kissel Miss-.
.iring her dress in doing so.
■

pi

\u.

If the brethren fell from grace to that extent, there
i" need of missionary work among them by moder-

I'etary Rout well lias confirmed tlm nomination
\ Holden to be Inspector at Tremont,
M avps tn b Deputy Colic tor and InSouth West Harbor.'

ni" *n

**

I>. P
to: at

i XT Kitts'a L Hkvt:\t k.

Gen. Webster, who has
subdivision of the district consisting of
Belfast and thirteen other towns, makes hismonth,
! 1} return for July amount to sl270,o4.
The Bel-

••

i'T'

ate drinkers; and if not, the Templars should be
careful what company tin } keep.

1

■

Rang ii Wnig
>rreep some typographical
in its late U*ues. Perhaps in time it may see

I ll

charge of

another kind.

of

errors

kind physician, living m ar Boston, wishing to
•ii" >tli the
last hours of a poor woman whom he
attending. askc 1 her if there was anything lie
old do for her before she died. The poor soul,
'king up, replied. **l >octor, 1 have always thought
at I would like to have a glass butter dish befon
1 died !**
A

l ie

Belfast

pany. monthly, *23,29. The three paper mills in
Belfast pay, for the quarter. $78.03. Tax on legacies for the month. $83,00. Gen. Webster Is highly
complimented by the officials for the business-like

tLi

forced.
\

l

under am*st in Nashville. Teiin.,
nine wive-.

i"

1 with

!

having

of Messrs. A
L liint A ( o.,ofRo<-k‘iilered on Thursday night last, and the
au open and robbed of £100 in cum nev.
!- became alarmed before tln v had eomjob and lied leaving £2M0l) in bonds in

-ion

ii'

•

!

aoeura<’\

of bis returns.

F. M. Lancaster N building a very handsome
house at the lower end of Church street, adjoining
rue residence of < apt. Gammans. S. S. Lewis i<
also erecting a line residence on Court street. If.
N. Lancaster is making extensive alterations and

1

n.gro

a

National Bank, fertile half-year, pays $085,08.
Savings Bank, half-year, 100,92. Gas-Com-

last

>kowhegnn Reporter reports a dog tight au style and
front of it- office, ami wants the dog law

a
a

< ove.

improvements in liis house on Cedar street. Josiali!
Mitchell i> making an addition to the house adjoining th*- If a} ford Block, so that the whole will make
three handsomely finished tenements.

file -ate.

w da\
-inee a Waterhurv lawyer returned to
Wliii* Mr. Uulus P. Hills, of this city, wa< riding
ailroad ticket agent at that place one dollarnver! him in making change.
For a moment the on Sunday afternoon, with his wife and little girl,
: -lood "peeehiess, then as the tear- poured
the horse was stung by bees, and ran away.throw.\s ii hi" eheeks, he gra-ped him hy the hand and
t!i< in all out. Mrs. Hill was severely hurt,and
IMea-e stand -till one moment, "ir. ing
homed
j the child injured «o seriously that it died in a tew
1 1 I lie- look at sou—and a lawyer, too!”

v

*i

■

*■

\

!

iu \ vs Orh all- ha- been arrested for
Ihr
of J». tiling water over a man.
iliai -he mistook him for her husband.

o.uau

a

hours.

these evils?
Are the french less corrupt than the people
of the I'nited States?
The Constitution of 1787 having been abandoned—retaining nothing hut its forms—the
government is a popular despotism, the majority having no limit to its discretion. The
majority being sectional as yet has not felt its
evils. In time new discoveries will arise,
Western or Northern minorities may then
discover that it is safer to be the fellow subjects than the slaves of a sectional majority.
This
feeling prevails extensively, and is daily
increasing in the present minority section.
Do the records of history give a solitary instance of any popular depolism having surrendered its power back to the constitutional
authority? England took shelter from popular despotism under Cromwell? France under Napoleon 1.
Is not the proposed Fifteenth Amendment
to the Constitution the corner-stone of
Imperialism? Did not its mover and supporters so
it?
and
design
Intelligence, virtue,
patriotism have ever been deemed necessary in the
masses to preserve and
protect liberty. Jefferson, leaving France in 17,ss, at the commencement ot the lie volution, expressed t he
upinii >n
be cured of Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia.
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
that a judicious training of one thousand
Catarrh, Canker, Ulcerated Throat, unless the liver and
Monday, August 2.
stomach
are made healthy.
would
not
the
French
conto
years
qualify
BUTTEh’—We quote choice lots of New York and VerIf a person has consumption, oi course the lungs in
duct a government like ours previous to the mont
dairies at 35a3Gc per lb; common do at 2»a32c; some way are diseased, either
tubercles, absesses, bronlate revolution. Will the Asiatic, African choice grocery lots 37a3Sc, and select family tubs at 3‘.*a40 chial irritation, pleura adhesion,
or the lungs are a mass
the idealistic (lerman, the outpourings of na- per lb; choice Western 30a3i; 32a33 for tine grocery lots ; ot inflammation ami fast decaying. In such cases what
common grades sell at 25a27c per lb.
must be done i D is not only the lungs that are wasting,
tions merged for thousands of years in despoCHEESE—We quote line factory at 15 l-2c per lb; but it is the whole body. The stomach and liver have
factory 1 ial5c; Vermont and New York dairies lost their power to make blood out ot food. Now Lite
tism, lie the safe custodians of American libertv. commonWorcester
10aMe;
County J2al5 i-2o.
only chance is to take Dr. Sehenck’s three medicines,
It is scarcely possible to suppose the Fifteenth
EGGS—The market continues steady at 20a27c per doz which will bring up a tone to the
stomach, the patient
Amendment so verdant. The present govern- for good lots of Eastern and Northnrn.
will begin to want food, it will digest easily ana make

111.—mitigate immeasurably

ment of (he Cnited Slates is revolutionary.
At Snndy Point, Stoekhfti, from the
Colcord, Berry A Co., 28th ult., brig Flor- The election of l.silil was but tlieeulmination of
a great revolution in the
public mind North
ugh' a clerkship in a Washington De- cuee I. Henderson, of.*»10 tons, owned by the build\ • ;d\
lu. .ii. Monday,
basing her application upon a ers. Boston panic", and < apt. Henderson, who w il1 and West in favor of popnb.r sectional despo•'omiU'-ndat i« m from the spirit of \hralid
tism over constitutional liberty. Its verdict
command her.
u!i Lincoln.
tiitt't be that
history ever repeats itself.
<.*•! your smoked glares ready and look out for
• »a Satnrdav a >- i/.m*e Wa- mad- on the Steamer
No
on
on
the
ot'
Saturday.
postponement
big eclipse
uubridge and in the -ion-lion-" on le-r wharf
SS til V-iiv e barrels mi*l keg-, of which live or
cue
a-', omit of the wcat her
THE COMING ECLIPSE OF THE SUN.
a. <• i.
of various kinds of -pirihious li'piors, and
Belfast Bonds an selling well. Fort} thousand
*f ill
!"l vs a ale.
111iii11■ 1
Rangor H llig.
On
the 71 h iiwt., will
un-

in

w ug

(• ii

L

pail

a

v\

dollar" worth

M. R .bin- >n. f Stunner, ha- two acres ot
to ‘ 1-2 feet in height.
0 n that s|a:i 1- from M 1-2
I.. R. Ri-beo. ofSiinmcr, has a lot
igiii 1 !, t
ueU loam that a lew sears ago cut some 400 or
and dressed it
.o.i
ii..! t.i ii,, 11■ re. ll>
Now it cuts from two to three
,ih r.ip dr.*--ing
>o much for top div--ing, say.i.
oxford Democrat.

city,

and lied the country, lie took up his residence in Mexico, ami but very little has since
been heard of him in a public way. The
New York Sun has some particulars of his

&c.

Rt tUMv; !\

Riti.i Asr. In the yard of
vi. A Mctiilvery a pair of twin -hips are buildThere i- not intended to be the
side by side
.-i perceptible ditleivnee in them, from keel to

'•

Thev are 2oo feet long, Mb feed wide and 21
deep, will ton about 12<» each, and an- built
m tin* model of the
hip Rhinea- Rendleton, of
are of Maryland
u
white oak.
-pori. 'Plie flam
k.

in

oak.lod/uig knee- ofdia«‘km:itaek. Ret ween
a
have tliagouai hanging knees. They

nit*-

a

hanging knee- of lower hold

of hard pin

mil'

11-

L-

in

!;•

.'Ii

heavv

12

!••

1

inch*with ridel* of 12 inkeelson 14 inch 's sipiare. Tlu-y

••!sons of p;

-i-ter

.ii

w.-rd

e

white oak -trap- from bilge
k b ams. They are thonmgh-

d (<1| ||, stock's with Liverpool rock salt.
mdin/ rigging will all b. of wire rope, ini•. t•
i dir.-ci from Liverpool, a- were also the
ufactory buildings and all the out-buildings
.n- and anchors, -alt, Ac.
They are built under were
enlarged and improved. An elegant
d inspection ofthe Freneli Lloyds. for a nine
:
was constructed for Mr. Fowler's
ii
eliThese -hip- will be launched, one in mansion
■

<

I

The grounds were beautifully laid out.
use.
find ornamented with trees. plantsand tlowers.
mmandcd. "lit By < apt. BoBert II. Coombs, The natives, instead of
harboring jealousy at
of ship I.ivt < »ak, and the other By < apt. his
enterprise, industry and taste, on the con'ilinens (iritlin. late of the ship <
\Y. White. The
Two years
trary made him their exemplar.
ta'i' T Nvorknnui of these ships are II. II. Carter.
Mr. Fowler’s arrival in Teipco, the In; *•,r\ M. Bean and Horace Perkins.
William Pot- alter
M ister Fastener. <ieorge W. ( ottrell. doiuer, dian monarch Lozada, who had heard of the
innovations and improvements springing up
iet .BisepB 1 Burnett, Bigger.
pl> ml-i and ile other in October. They are
i.1
I 1'V parties in Relfast and Searsjmrf, and will
■■

P. Carter A Co.

•

have in hand a ship of MOO
feet long, o.s feet with*, and *_M» feet deep,
I B\ parties in P.u« hspnrt, Belfast ami Boston,

100

i'.
u

l

il

(
apt. BoBert T. Kmery,
S!u* has a splendid white
frame, w ill he ceiled with hard pine of extra
kiteleu extra fastening of copper, iron, and

Be

i-»

commanded B>

«»f ship

re

Living Age.

Buig treenail', she will have Beams for a lower or
ii
‘1 deck.
Her 'tainting rigging will Be of wire,
she i' Built iiiulei special 'iirv< y of French Lloyds,
thr nine wars class.
1’

N1

( al

'.

ter

IB. Sihlev

net|

w

—

ided

*.

-i

it.

•

have also •> Brig of fiO(l Ions
and others, and to he eom-

t»lson, ahout read\

irgt

f..

launch.
t his

llu-ir

w

firm has i- eeiitiy s title red the loss f»\ tire td'
.rk hops, machinery, and a portion of their

to.-k, w Im ii w ill probably delay the completion of
'■hose vcs'fls. But they are putting up new works,
"nl will soon Be again in full working condition.
Bui.noil) Aki \tt:s. BeuBen SiBIcy having Been
"pelh d By the pressure of private Business and
"
ah* of his nealtli. to resign Bis position as l)i.ur n the Belfast and Moosehead Lake Bailroad,
■

II. Herriman

Monday elected to
for 70 per cent, being
iho remaining stock, was voted, 'fhe
'■til' do not expect to make immediate coitions of tie whole of this amount; But the Treas‘rer w ill ;i'k for siieh sums as
may from time to
he needed.
1 ii 1 hose eases in which suhseribto stock have paid none of the assessments, immediate steps will Be taken to sell the stock for such
.mi' a
it w ill Bring, and hold the subscribers for
Hi.
remainder, as provided By tin- charter. This
ill
done in season to Bring the actions at the
«). mb- rierm.
There will Be opportunity for men
w iihave faith in tinenterprise and in the laws

■

i.

11a.

n

n-i.tilling it,
ili«

-<•

I

w.i'on

An assessment

ancy.
to- whole of
n

to

make

a

dollar

or

two

B\

taking

chances.
.i\M

Pm»t<MrKAi'Hs.

Mr. K. !i. Weston, of

photographer of rare skill, who is for a
a
days operating with Mr. Kilgore, is delighting
•nr people with the productions of his camera.
In
positions of his sitters, the management of light
md -hade, the arrangement of accessories, ami all
that goes to make up artistic skill, we do not be1
«• ve Mr. Weston has a
superior in the country. In
•hut" of shading, delicacy of outline and general
11raetiveness, his pictures are not excelled by
produced any where. We are not surprised
ii it the
i|o.»n i* besieged by sitters, or that our atItangor,

a

ira<ii\*‘
"

young ladies are anxious to see their feamiiioivd by his wonderful skill. Mr. W. will

main but

h

day* longer. Should any of our
able to call while he is here,
they will
• in.I
Mr. Kilgore able to make most excellent
photo-

i"-op|r

a

w

not he

graphs.
Next winter’s supply of coal is being laid down at
the doors of our citizens, who procure it by the club
>stem of buying several cargoes. It will cost this
dollars per ton higher than the last, or
ipwards of $10. Consumers of coal can realize.
Mien paying the hills, the amount of tribute that
Maine pays to Pennsylvania through the operaar some

tions of the tariff. Only two days sail from thi»
port, are the coal mines of Nova Scotia, from which
oal can be landed here at $4 per ton, exclusive of
luty. A family or business, that consumes ten tons
"f coal, pays just $00 yearly into the pockets of

people
IVunsylvania monopolists. How do
like this state of things, and the party that sustains
it V
our

occur,

only

cover

even

this will

live-sixths of the

present

a

specinterest to thousands of

astonishing
For the grand effect of a total eclipse
on the surrounding
scenery, the following description by Mr. Hind, the celebrated English

people.

astronomer, of that which he observed on the
career in exile which are not uninteresting to
-tftli of July, ISol, may he taken as a sample,
those who knew the generous Ike in his palmy lie
says:—•
davs. as thousands did. Leaving New York,
The aspect of nature during the total eclipse
the ex-postmaster bent his footsteps in the di- was grand beyond description. A diminurection of the city of Mexico. lie had not tion of light over the earth was perceptible a
of an hour after the beginning of the
been there long before Messrs. Ilarron, Forbes quarter
eclipse, and about ten minutes before the exA Co., solicited him to go to Tcpico, to take tinction of the sun
the gloom increased very
charge of a cotton manufactory there. Mr. perceptibly. The distant hills looked dull ami
Fowler accepted. At that time it. was ex- misty, and the sea assumed a dusky appearance, like that it presents during rain.
The
tremely dangerous for any foreigner to venthat remained had a yellowish tinge,
daylight
ture out among the barbarian tribes of the inand tin azure blue of the sky deepened to a
terior of Mexico. It is a journey of fifteen purplish-violet hue, particularly toward the
hundred miles from the city of Mexico to north.
Hut not withstanding these gradual changes,
Tcpico. and every league of the distance was the observer
could hardly bo prepared for the
infested by murderous brigands, and other wonderful
spectacle that presented itself when
outlaws. Mr. Fowler, attended by an escort lie withdrew his eye front the telescope, after
large enough to cope with the brigand bauds, the totality had come on, t*> gaze around him
tor a few seconds.
The southern heavens
hv whom lie was likely to he attacked, made
were then of a uniform
purple gray color, the
tie
and
in
in
arrived
journey
twenty days,
only indication of the sun’s position being the
the city of Tcpico in September, 1 sGt•. He luminous corona, the light of which contrasted
has resided there ever since. The cotton strikingly with that of the surrounding sky.
in the zenith and north of it the heavens were
manufactory lie found in a very poor condi- of a
purplish-violet, and appeared very near
tion, but as all the water necessary to run the while it; the northwest and northeast' broad
mill was accessible, his lirsl measures were bands of yellowish-crimson
light, intensely
New bright, produced an effect which no person
to improve the power and the place.
who witnessed it can ever forget. The crimson
machinery was ordered from New York, and
to run over large portions of the sky
appeared
The man- in these directions
machinists were imported with it.
irrespective of the clouds.

South Nashville a few eVe-im to vi-it his attiaueed. Miss Rarnos. 11,'
iml her sewing and looking s<» pretty he tried to
her. Sin* repulsed him gently, but in -one- unei lit able
manner her
needle penetrated his
rt: he turned ashy pale, tell to the floor and
1.
Mis- Rarnes wa- so overcome -he look laminin. Iml had not expired at last account-.
The
1 >ral of thi- eertaiulv
seems to be, that attiaueed
-uilg ladle- -li'UiId Hot If-, lit being kissed.
Roll Rost.

"ini*

Saturday,

less astronomers err, a total eclipse of the sun,
and will lie visible along a track of about
1 In miles wide and more than (iliOo miles
long.
In most parts of the I'nited States the ob-

nine years ago Isaac V. Fowler, scuration will
popular Postmaster of New York sun’s disc, but
proved a defaulter to the government tacle of

About

went to

ITEMS,

of

then the

Democrats of Missaehusclt- will hold their
< onveiition at
Worcester, on tiie 24-th hist.

LOCAL

sold iu Portland in two da\

ISAAC V. FOWLER.

<

loseph White

were

last week.

11 .rn rd deal*a in furniture and coffins lost a
Ustomcr lately, who happened to patron111\c
a 11 s.11 undertaker upon the death of his wite, hy
ug him on the street with: **you buy your fitrut r-of‘me, hut what's the reason you don't give
mr funeral business?*’

a

w\\< m:i>.

}■ :ini of

Min

A great many side hits are being made at the
Schenck’* Pulmonic Syrup,
Plantation Bittebs by a score or two of disinterSeaweed Tonic and Mandrake Tills will cure Consumpested friends, who are endeavoring to imitate or
tion, Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, if taken
eounterfeit them. It is all of no use. The people 1 to directions. They are all three to be taken ataccording
the same
won’t Ik* imposed upon. Plantation Bittkks arc time. They cleanse the stomach, relax the liver and
j
put
increasing in use and popularity every day. They I it to work; then the appetite becomes good; the food
and makes good blood; the patient V»egius to
are in the same sized
bottle, and made just as they I| digests
in the lungs,
grow in flesh; the diseased matter
were at first. They make the weak
strong, the and the patient outgrows the diseaseripens
and gets well. This
languid brilliant and are exhausted nature's great is the only
way to cure consumption.
restorer.
The recipe and full circular arc around
To these three medicines Dr. J. U. Schenck, of Thila!
each bottle. Clergyman, Merchants, and
persons delpliia, owes his unrivaled success in the treatment of
whose sedentary habits induce weakness, lassitude, pulmonary Consumption. The Tulmonic Syrup
ripens
palpitation of the heart, lack of appetite, liver com- the morbid matter in the lungs, nature throws it off by
plaint, £<\, will find immediate and permanent re- I an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is
lief in these Bitters. But. above all. they are re- ! ripe a slight cough will throw it otr, and the patient has
rest and the lungs begin to heal.
commended to weak and delicate females and | To do
!
this, the Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Tills
mothers.
must
bo freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver, so
j
that the Tulmonic Syrup and the lood will make good
j
M agnolia Watkil Superior to the best importblood.
ed (fermau Cologne, and sold at half the price.
Schenck’s_ Mandrake Tills act upon the liver, removing
all obstructions, relax the ducts of the gall bladder, the
A< giim n r. There was ail
explosion in I)oct I bile starts freely, and the liver is soon relieved; the stools
Ayer’s Laboratory, yesterday, which caused some will show what the Tills can do; nothing has ever been
excitement in the vicinity. Ayer’s Pills arc manu- invented except the calomel (a deadly poison which is
factured under an enormous pressure, in cylinders, very dangerous to use unless with great care,) that will
like cannon, which sometimes prove too weak for unlock the gall bladder and start the secretions of the
the compressed forces, and burst with terrific vio- liver like Schenck’s Mandrake Tills.
Liver Complaint is one of the most prominent causes
lence. Fortunately the pieces do not 11 y far. so that of
Consumption.
no one has ever been hurt by them.
The action i>
Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic is a gentle stimulant and
more like ice than powder; but it makes Pills which alterative, and the alkali in the
Seaweed, which this
all the world acknowledge are Pills. [Daily .Jour- preparation is made of, assists the stomach to throw out
the gastric juice to dissolve the food with the Tulmonic
nal. Lowell.
Syrup, and it is made into good blood without fermentaA want has been felt and expressed by Physici- tion or souring ot the stomach.
The great leason why physicians do not cure Conan'. for a safe and reliable purgative; such a want
is now supplied in ••Parsons’ Purgative Pills.”
sumption is, they try to do too much; they give medicine to stop the cough, to stop the chills, to stop night
Henry K. Bond, of Jefferson. Maine, wa- cured sweats, hectic fever, and by so doing they derange the
of spilling blood, soreness and weakness of the whole digestive powers, locking up the secretions, and
stomach, by ihe ii'<* of ••Johnson's Anodyne Lini- eventually the patient sinks ana dies.
Dr. Schenck, in his treatment, does not try to stop a
ment.”
cough, night sweats, chills or fever. Remove the cause,
and they will all stop of their own accord. No one can

At

higher alitmles the predominant color
was purple.
All nature seemed to lie overshadowed
hills were

by an unnatural gloom; the distant
hardly visible; the sea turned lurid

BEANS—We quote mediums at 82 25a2 50 per bush; good blood; then the patient begins to
gain in liesh, ami
Western IVa Beans at 83 25, and choice liaml-picked at as soon as the body
begins to grow, the lungs commence
$3 5oa.3 75 per busli.
to heal up, and the patient gets
and well. This is
fleshy
VEGETABLES—Norfolk potatoes are out of the mar- the only way to cure Consumption.
ket, and good lots ot natives are selling at $2a2 25,per
When there is no lung disease and only Liver Combbl. Tomatoes are not plenty, and are selling at 81 50a2- plaint and Dyspepsia, Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic and Manper bbl for Norfolk and .Jerseys. Bristol Onions are sell drake Tills are sufficient, without the Tulmonic
Syrup.'l ake the Mandrake Tills freely in all bilious
ing at 85 per bbl.
complaints,
EltUIT— Good eating apples are wanted and sell read- :.s they are perfectly harmless.
ily at $5i(» per bbl, while Norfolk fruit sells at $2a4.
Dr. Schenck, who has enjoyed uninterrupted health for
Peaches are hi lair supply, but as the quality has improv- many
years past, and now weighs 225 pounds, was wasted, hotter prices are obtained. We quote good Delaware ed away to a mere skeleton, in the very last stage ot Tulat $3aG per crate.
monary Consumption, his physicians having pronounced
11AY—We quote cargo and railroad Hay, in good con- tiis case hopeless and abandoned him to his fate, lit*
dition, at $l«a2l per ton; interior and wet hay 812al5. was cured by the aforesaid medicines, and since his reStraw 8;»la.32 per ton.
covery many thousands similarly alllicted have used Dr.
1
Schenck’?. preparations with the same remarkable success.
Full directions accompany each, making it not abHFLFASX P1IK K Ci llHEYT.
solutely necessary to see Dr. Schenck, unless patients
roRRF.CrKH WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
wish their lungs examined, and for this purpose lie is
professionally at his Principal Office, Philadelphia, every
Belfast, Wednesday, August4, 18(19.
Saturday, where all letters for advice must be addressed,
I3i Bound Hog,
14 to 15 lie is also
$7 to
Flour,
professionally at No. 32 Bond Street, New
1.20 to
Corn ideal,
O.OOiCleur Salt Fork, $35 to37.<)0
York, every other Tuesday, and at No. 35 Ilanover street,
0 to 00
2.00 to
O.OOlMuttou per lb,
Bye Meal,
Boston,
every other Wednesday. He gives advice free,
12 to 11 but for a
1.75 4o
O.OOlLamb per lb,
Bye,
thorough examination with his Respirometer
00 to uO the
1.15 to
1.201 i'urkevs, per lb,
Corn,
price is $5. Office hours at each cily from 0 A. M. to
00 to 00 3
1.25 to
l.35!Chiekens, per lb,
Bailey,
T. M.
oo to 00
3 5o; Ducks, per lb,
2.75 to
Beans,
Trice of the Tulmonic
and Seaweed Tonic each
85 to
90! Hay per ton,
Oats,
$12 to 15 $1.50 per bottle, or $7.50 Syrup
a half dozen.
Mandrake Tills
New Potatoes, 1.25 to
$1.50 to 0.00 25 cents a box. G. U. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover
|Lime,
38
13
Washed
to
40
Dried Apples,
to
151
Wool,
Wholesale agents. For sale by all drugStreet,
Boston,
00|Unwashed Wool, 28 to 30 gists.
Cooking, do. 00 to
ly2«5
45 to 00
33to
37,Pulled Wool,
Butter,
9 to oo
18 to
20;Hides,
Cheese,
20 to 00
24 to
00;Calf Skins,
Eggs,
75 to 1.20
22 to
Lard,
24[Sheep Skins,
MARRIED.
12 to
G.OotoS.OO
15; Wood, hard,
Beef,
0
to
4.00
tou.Oo
0.00
00:
soft,
Wood,
Apples, Baldwin,
In Islesboro, July 27th, by Simon I). Sprague, Esq.,
s to 10 | Salmon
25 to 30
Veal
8 to 10 | Dry Pollock
5 to G Capt. l’bilip (I. Pendleton and Miss Sarah A Pendleton,
Dry Cod

principal Wharf
Inquire ot

Knox

in

the harbor, at reasonable
W. II.

MIMIMOI.

Democratic

County

Con-

vention.
THE Democrats of Knox County, are requested to
send delegates to a County Convention, to be held at the
Bay view House, Camden, Saturday, Aug. -1st, 18»9. at 10
o’clock A. M., lor the purpose of nominating candidatvs
for tin* lollowing oGlees : two Senators, County Commissioner, and County Treasurer.
The basis of representation will b as follows: Each
city, town and plantation will be entitled to one delegate,
and tor every seventy-live votes or Iractional part thereof, cast for the Democratic candidate tor Governor, in
! 1 sft•. an additional delegate.
E. K. O’BBIEN,
1
i
ED WIN SMITH, J It,, | Democratic -*
.1. FRED MERRILL, |
GALEN KEENE,
}• County
E. 1*. WALKER,
|
I Committee.
E. C. FLETCHER,
S. H. JACKSON,
j

Lincoln

County

SHIP

NEWS.

United /
District of Maine.
j In Bankruptcy.
HENRY E. CARTER, Bankrupt.
riAHIS IS TO C$l\ E NOTICE that a Petition
JL been presented to the Court, on the fourth having
day ot
December, A. D. lb<», by Henry E. Carter, of Kobbinston, in said District, a Bankrupt, praying that lie mMit
bo decreed to have a full discharge from all his debits
provable under the Bankrupt Act, and notice thereon
having been ordered in the Machias Republican and the
Republican Journal, returnable on the first Monday of
May, A. D, 1-SdO, which order has not been complied with
States,

In the matter of

I^il4

second Tuesday of August next, at ten of the dock bel'm.*
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of said petition should not be granted.
ASA rHL'KI nrtill. Judge.
:
Atrueeopy. Attest—B. F. Fiki.p, Register.

and it having been shown to the Court that the failure so
to comply was through accident, or mistake, and not
through the fault or neglect ol'the Petitioner—upon now
reading said Petition anew
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the first Monday ot October, A. I).
1S0U, before the Court in Portland, in said District, at
ten o’clock, A. M..and that notice thereof bo published
in tlie Machias Republican and the
Republican Journal,
newspapers printed in said District, once a week for
three weeks, and that all creditors who have
proved
their debts and other persons in interest, may
appear at
said time and place, and show cause, it
any they have,
why the prayer of said Petition should not t>c granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
•Uvd
Clerk of District Court lor said District.
District Court of the United
States. District of Maine.

lN

\

At

S‘mi

persons

Bankruptcy.

JOSEPH W. EYELETH, Bankrupt,
IS TO OIVE NOIICE that a petition having
npms
X been presented to the Court on the sixteenth day ot
February, A. D. istitf, by Joseph W. Eveleth, of Winterport, in said District, a Bankrupt, praying that he might
be decreed to have a full discharge from all his debts
provable under the Bankrupt. Act, upon which notice was

,

ordered in the Rockland Free Press, and the Republican
on the first Monday of June, A. L>.
and it appearing upon inspection of the record in
said matter, that said order has been complied with
only
in part, and said Bankrupt having shown to the satisfaction of the Court, that the failure to comply
therewith,
was from no fault or
neglect of his, but was in consequence of inadvertence or neglect on the part of others,
and having now, on this twenty-second
day ot July, A.
D. IStV.*, prayed the Court lor a now order of notice on Ins
sai l Petition, upon reading said Petition anew
It is Ordered by the Court that a
hearing be had upon
the same on the first Monday
ofOctober, A.D. I si u, before
the Court in Portland, in said District, at ten o'clock, A.
M.,and that notice thereof be published in the Rockland
Free Press and the Republican Journal,
newspapers
printed in said District, once a week for three weeks,
and that all creditors who have proved their debts and
other persons in interest, may appear at said time and
place, and shew cause, if any they have, why the praver
of said Petition should not be granted.

Journal, returnable

WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court for said District.

JwJ

Distknt CuiritT ok Tin-: Usiit.I)
STATES. District ol Maine.
In the matter of SAMI EL

/

T„

lN

...
1,ANK'!"P'‘'

T
lx

t

VMfrBt'ft' Or UELIMMT.
AHH1VED.

July 2Sth. Sell Abbie S Oakes, Hideout, New York.
20th. Schs Custellane, II art, Poston; Jack Downing,
Patterson, do.
81st. Sell Fannie Plake, Packard, Philadelphia.
Aug 1st. Schs Adaline, Hyan, Postcn; Ida Morton,
Cottrell, Fishing.
•id. Seta Hattie Hnssell, Pendleton, Portland.
SAILED.

July

.‘Hst. Schs (Jen Meade, Cunningham,
Abbie S. Oakes, Hideout, Pangor; Convoy,
Calais.

Poston;
Smalley,

Democratic Con-

THE GREAT CAUSE

vention
The Democrats of Lincoln County, are requested to
send delegates to a County Convention to be held to the
Court House in Wiscasset, Tukshay,tlu* 17th day ot
August, 18G9, at 10 o’clock A. M., lor the purpose of
nominating candidates for the following of-lices, viz :
Senator, Count y Commissioner, and County Treasurer.
Each town will be entitled to one delegate,and one addit’.onal delegate for every lorty votes cast for the Dcinocratic candidate (or Governor in 18GS. Per order.
COUNTY COMMITTEE.

m.’

"human

misery.

Liverpool
ii

Salt

H Ill'S. Liverpool Silt, now diseharein g
V 9* f \
from Bark
John S. Ilarri-,' and I
.ne u
bond or out, In
AV B SAV W \ < *
f.wr.i

^9

Mortgagee’s Notice.

\yilKKKAb
V
County ol

S.

.N.

SOI

Waldo,on the

I II A I.M», ol
Winti-n-r!
lirsf davof May,
tid \t intcrporf, by deed
following des ribed j*:irt-,-:

William Tre-tt. ol

conveyed
jl mortgage ot that date, tin
>1 land situate in said
Winterport m 'inning <t :
jouuty road at the south-east corner ot lot former!) owned by Kzra Mauter: thence
west»rly by said Mauter land
about one hundred and thirty-two feet to the uorihw. -i
eriy corner of said land; them:, northeasterly parallel
with the county road live rod-: tin neriy paralh
with westerly line of said Mauter land to the count
road; thence by tin* county road to pi..-o of beginning
And whereas said Treat, has been hen tofore adjudge*.:
li inkrupt, on his own Petition, under tin- act
: «
A.D. ImJ; and all tingross, approved .March
real and personal ot which he was posse.-e.l or in vvhie!,
he was interested on the eighth da\ ot .1 u 1 v. is,;;, habeen heretofore conveyed ami assigned to tn und,
r.-igu
ed, iis Trustees, umler and by virtue ol tile piovi-ious
to

CAMPBELL, Bankrupt.

»

THK subscriber hereby gives public notice to all con
X cerned. that she has been duly appointed and taken
upon herself the trust of Administratrix ot the »
tate of George AV. Drinkwater, late of Lincolnvillc. in tin
County of AA aldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all persons who are indebted
to said deceased’s estate to make immediate
payment, and
thosfc who have any demandthereon, to exhibit tin*
saim for settlement to her.
2
ISA DOR F AV. DRINKAVAT1 R.

»

rililis IS TO (JIVE NOTICE that a Petition has
A. l oon presented to the Court this tenth day of .July, A.
1).
by Samuel Campbell, of Chern tield, in said District, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to have
a lull discharge trom all his
debts, provable under t 10
Bankrupt Act, individually and as a member ot the tirtn
ot Campbell & Burnham, composed ot the
petitioner and
Hiram Burnham, and upon reading said Petition
It is Okdkkkd by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the tirst Monday of October, A. D.,
1
before the Court in Portland, in said District, at
10 o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published
in the Machias Republican and the Republican .Journal, newspapers printed in said District, once a
week for throe weeks, and that all creditors who have
proved their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at said time and place and show cause, it any they
have, why the praver of said Petition should not be
W.M. P. PREBLE,
granted.
o\x'->
Clerk of District Court tor said Districr.
District Cot nr ok tiik ILsitk.o
STATES. District of Maine.

Frobate Court held at
Belfast, withiu and for tlie
on tin* secoml Tuesday of .July
in
our ,orl eighteen liumln d and
.-ixty-nim
lObtOIi u. AA KY >1( il .'I'll, named Fxccutor
ill a
X certain instrument
purporting to he the Lot wi 11
and testament of
(ioorge Weymouth, late of Morrill, in
AV aldo, decc.ased, having
rou!!
^,°
pre-ented sail
will for Frobate.
Ordered, That the said Rescue give notice 10 all
interested by causing a
copy of this order to
be published three weeks
successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Frobate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the second Tuesday of August next, at ten ot
the clock before noon, ami shew cause, if any
they l,a\.
why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
ASA THLKLOUGH, dud?.
Atrueeopy. Attest—B. F. Fiki.p, Register.
a

County of AA aldo,

In the matter of

■

«

the act atoresaid.
The condition ot said mortgage has be, n broken b
failure ot said mortgagee to pav the hr.-t two named
notes, aim the interest on all the notes mum d in-aid
mortgage; by reason where-,t we claim a lorcelo-ure ot
the same according to the form ol the Statute in m-h
cases made and provided.
WM. <.. CKOSUY.
W.M. 31. < 111. V I in

*.

Belfast, July 14,

A

... Vl.

Si a 11;

WILLIAM I*. CUI.EMAN, liimkrui>t.
THIS IS TO filVI-JNOTICK that a Petition has been
A. presented to the Court this twenty-second (lav ol
.July, A. D. IN’.1.*, by William P. Coleman,of Lincolnvllle,
In the mutter of

in said District,
full discharge

a

praying

troiu

all

DlSTKlPT Cot RT OK I Hi: I'NTil.l-/
p
I.\ bASMturin.
(
States. District of Maine.
In
the
matter
of
8AMUEL
<1.
THURLOW,
Bankrupt.
I
IS TO CIVE NOTICE, That a Petition Ins
/piIIS
A. been presented to the Court this twenty second day
oi July, A. D. lSft't, by Samuel li. Thurlov, of Belfast, in
said District, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to have a full discharge from sill Ins debts, provable
under the Bankrupt Act, individually and as a member
of the lirm ol s. O.Thurlow & Company, composed of
said Thurlow and James White, ami upon reading said
petitio n
It is Oi:dki:m» by the < our! that a hearing be had upon the same, on the tirst Monday ot Nov., A.D. I SOIL before
the Court in Portland, in said District, at u) o’clock. A.
M., and that notice thereof be published in tin Rockland
Free Press and the Republican Journal, newspapers
printed in said District, once a week for three weeks, and
...

„>%r

that all creditors who have proved their debts and other
persous in interest, may appear at said time and place,
and show cause, it any they have, why the prayer ot said
W.M. P. PREBLE,
Petition should not he granted.
Jwt
Clerk ot District Court lor said District,

To i/o

Sheri]}' oj our reaped in
Deputies, -. ukktim

<

ot 3Iai.ni..
Waldo, ss.

auntie*

x

either t>r tin

or

command you to attach the goods or estate ,o
STKl’llKN It. ITBBKl l', to Jin value ol one
hundred dollars ; and summon t he said defendant if he
may be found within your precinct, to appear betorc ntu
Justices of our Supreme Judicial Court, next to be hold
en at
Belfast, withiu ami for the County ot Waldo, on
the third 'Tuesday of October next, then and there in outsaid Court to answer unto Andrew' J Frohock, of Soar-mout, in a pica of the case, lor that tin Deft, iu the dav
of the purchase of this writ, being indebted to the 1*1 m
ti;l in the sum of sixty dollars and sixty cents, according
to the account annexed : then and there in consideration
thereol to pay the Plaintiff the sum on demand.
Y
though often requested, the said defendant, the same has
not paid, but neglects and refuses so t > do, to the damage
of said plaiutilf as he says, the sum ,>t one hundred do!
lais, which shall then ami there be mad to appear w ith
other due damages. And hove you there this writ with
your doings therein.
W in t ss, /-> .V I /7/.I.Y a. D11 A'/'/»>« > \
at
the year a cur ] <>•■,/
adjust, the ■Jn'h day oi" May,
one thou* tnil cif/ht hundred aiu/ si ■ty•<
ifjht.

WK

S.

L. 3111 1.1 KI N

rk

i.

i Account annexed.
•Stephen It. T’ibbett, to Andrew J. Frohock.
Tn cash paid Coombs for labor on barnTo s 1
days labor at l..»"p. day,
Boards,
Nails,
Timber,

Dr.

\ ron,

lloop poles

and slave -lull out

S

oil

laud,

M \
Waldo,

r A i'K m

n

,,

ss.

)

Court, April Ten.•?,
Supreme
OltDKKKD, that the Plaiutilf give notice of the
pendency ot his writ, by causing an at ft1.-led copy ol
the same, with (his order tlmreon. to be published tin-. <•
week. successively iu tin* Bepubiic.in Journal. a public
newspaper, pruned at Bella-!, iu tin- Conn:y of Waldo,
the la
| nMication to I- thirty day.- at ! -i, before the
next ! rm of our -aid Court, to be holden it
ml Belfa-t,
within and tor the County of Waldo ab-iv-• ml tint t!..
Judieiul

A.

D. I'd1.'.

lx Banky.
Price si.c cents.
Di-triet ot Maim*,
4 IiC*etui,<» ou tin* 4'aluro. Tn>iitm<>iit ami
At Hfi/uxt% th>■ •.*_'// rf'if/ of •/ill//, I. /).
Radical Cure ol Seminal Weakness, or Spermatorrhea, i
induced by Seli-Abuse; Involuntary Emissions, ImpoI XDERSIONID HEREBY
HIVES NOTICE
teney, Nervous Debility, and Impediments to Marriage ! JL
ol hi- appointment a- A->ignee ol JOSEPH E.
generally Consumption, Epilepsy, and Fits; Mental' HAl.i., ot Lincoln'. i;l<\ in tin* County ol Waldo, uni De/Ci'dant may then and there app ir, uni take upon
and Physical Incapacity, Scc. -By KOI*. J. CUE\'Elt-j State ut
Maine, within said I >i 'frier, who lias hecn ad- himself tin detence ot this suit if he shall -e<- eati
WE El., M. D., Author ot the
Green Book,'' &c.
judged a Bankrui.i upon hi- own !*• t olon, by th- District
Atte-r. S. I.. Mll.I.lK IN. Clerk.
The world renowned author, in this admirable Lecture. [ Court of said District, indiv .m.i.iv. and a a in anber of
A f: tie c
Ytti-:
>. 1.. 311 Ll.l Iv LN r'cik.
clearly proves from his own experience that the awful t he firm ot McClure & Comp n;> Johnson, 1 lall X Comcouse«iuenc s ot Sell-Abuse may be effectually removed pany. McClure, I.oihrop
.imp :nv, and Mali. I.uthwithout medicine, and without dangerous surgical opera- rop &. Company.
11 f AN I Kl>—Agents, especially
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON,
Lath*•-, lor a new
work by < atln-rlm* K. Beecher and li irriet Beech
tions, bougies, instruments, rings or cordials, pointing
JwJ
\Y
Assignee, Beltast, Maine.
out a mode ot cure at once certain and effectual, by which
«*r Stowe, r.dled ‘The American Woman s Home,' which
every sullerer, no matter what his condition may’bo,ma)
every girl, woman and w ile who has, or desires to ha-.
District Cokut ok tiii: IMti.n i Iv
cure himself cheaply, privately, and radically.
This lec,N
an economical, healthful, heautilul ami « hristian If.-tne
t
Status, District ol Maine,
ture will prove a boon to thousands and thousands.
should pos>ess, a book which h i- m> equal among Lady
In the matter of* Jolt X 1*L<>\VERS, Bankrupt.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address,
Apnlv to II. A. BIMWN A CO,, Puldi-le-!on receipt ot six cents, or two postage stamps, by adTIIIKD («!. X E UAL MEET I NO ol the Cred- I ol Illustrated Books, for circulars, terms, and exclusive
dressing the publishers.
X. itoisofsaid Bankrupt will be held at Beltast, in territory in New Kuglaml, '.School street, Bo-ton. *w
Also, DU. CULVEUWELL’S “Marriage «luide,” price said District, on tile <rth dav ot August. A. D., lsG‘.>,
til) cents.
at. :> o’clock, 1*. M.,at tile otiice of Peter ihacher, Es«|.,
Address the publishers,
one of the Registers in Bankruptcy, in said District, to
CHIAN. .1. C. HUXE A CO.,
wit : at the otiice of the Register ot Probate, for the pur141 Hmiery, lT«‘w l oth. Post Ollice Box
poses named in tlie gsih Section ol the Bankrupt Act ot
March g, lhG?.
::w:
lyr3U
\VM. II. POOLER, Assignee.
Just

Puidisfied, in

a

Sc,tied

Envelope.

; and persons standing near the obsen it
|
had a pale, livid look, calculated to produce I:
the most painful sensations. The darkness,
if il can be so termed, had no resemblance to j
OIK KI'A HE KM
that of night. At various places within the i
will iiml in our columns the advertisement ot the “Peathe
Venus.
and
Mars
shadow,
planets
i] body Medical Institute,” which now publishes Dr. Hayes’
Mercury
j
and the brighter stars of the lirst magnitude, I new work entitled “THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or
SELF-PRESERVATION,’1 which treats upon all the
were plainly seen
during the total eclipse. disorders that result from the errors of youth, in a
Animals wore frequently much affected. Cocks masterly manner, and which should be in the hands of
crowed at llelsinhorg, though the sun was every young man and every person suffering from a decline of the physical powers. Ths Institute has also pubin the Valley of Tepieo, descended from his
only hidden there do seconds, and the birds lished an invaluable treatise entitled “SEXUAL PHYSmountoin home to gratify his curiosity, lie sought their resting-places as if night had IOLOGY OK WOMAN, AND HER DISEASES.” Don’t
5wl
fail to read the advertisement.
In his opinion there was no come on.
was delighted.
An astronomer writes to the New York TriMANHOOD.—IN THE YOUNG AND RISING
other man in the world like Mr. Fowler, lie
bune that it would not be surprising if many generation, the vegetative powers ot life are strong, hut
lew years how often the pallid hue, the lack-lustre
prolonged his visit and conversed with Mr. of the phenomena, which are usually peculiar in a and
emaciated form, and the impossibility of applieye
F. about American manners, customs, laws, to the partial phase, should be generally ob- cation to mental effort, show its baneful influence. It
evident to the observer that some depresssoon
becomes
The American citizen served even in the partial phase of the eclipse
manufactories. Are.
ing influence is checking the development of the body.
the United States, anil Consumption
is talked ot, and perhaps the youth Is relarge
very
throughout
and politician did not fail to impress on the
the clients of the sun’s obscuration will be moved from school and sent into the country. This is
Removed from ordinary
one ot ttie worst movements.
Indian mind our superior strength and civili4 1K41IE <HI A4TE!!
very much aided by the lateness in the day at diversions of the ever changing scenes of the city, the
In a short time Mr. Fowler had no which the greatest obscuration will lake powers ol the body too much enfeebled to give zest to
zation.
sold
at the Barn of the subscriber, in W AL1'17’lLLbe
and rural exercise, thoughts are turned inwards
stauncher friend than Lozada, and that polen- place—about (i o'clock in the afternooifat and healthful
T'V
DO, (if not previously disposed ot,) on SATURthemselves.
upon
AUGUST
near this city.
21st, at 9 o’clok A. M ., the following arDAY,:—50
Possibly something of the co- If the patient be a female, the approach ot the menses ticles
late has remained his friend ever since.
Acres ol Meadow and Wood Land in 5 or lo
rona may be seen, especially if we take
is looked for with anxiety, as the lirst symptom in which
pains
acre lots; 30 Tons Hay, together or in lots; 1 Barn, .30x
I'lie Dislrieto de Tepieo is the Eden of
in diffusing the cirto screen olf the remaining bright crescent of Nature is to show her saving power
1 do, 30x00 ; 4 Oxen ; .'» Cows; 1 Yoke Steers, 2 years
culation and visiting the cheek with the bloom ot health. 30;
1 bull, 2 years old; 1 Steers, 1 year old; 3 Heifers, 1
Mexico.
It is bounded on the west by the the sun.
Alas! increase of appetite has grown by what it fed on ; old;
old : 2 Calves, and 10 or 20 Sheep; 1 Horse, 0 years
year
the
and
whole
Where nothing better can be had, a bit of the energies of the system are prostrated,
L.ie'nh ocean, and is separated from the State!
2
Colts, 3 years old; 1 Colt, 2 years old; 1 Clipper
and wonderful old;
economy is deranged. The beautiful
smoked
DoubleMachine; 1 Whttmoro Horse
over a candle or lamp, in
Mowing
plain
glass,
of Jalisco, which claims it, by an amphitheaperiod in which body and mind undergo so facinating a seated Wagon; 1 Ox Wagon; 1 TruckRake;
Wagon; 1 Set
some parts more
child to woman, is looked lor in vain; the
deeply shaded than in others, change lrom
(’art
1 Set Ox Sleds ; 1 Set Horse Sleds : 1 sleigh :
Wheels
;
tre of rough mountains, the Aliens. It contains to suit
heart bleads in an xiety, and fancies the grave
varying intensity of the sun’s rays dur- parent’s
Ploughs, Harrows, and other articles loo numerous to
but waiting lor its victim.
mention.
E. A. CAI.DERWOOD.
tilled) thousand .square miles of the most fer- ing the progress of the eclipse, will enable
Helmhold’s Extract Brciir, for Weakness arising
5w 1
Waldo, July 31, 1800.
with the
tile land on the face of the globe. Every the observer to see most of the phenomena. from excesses or early indiscretion,toattended
Exertion, Loss of
symptoms: Iudisposition
In the city it will be easy to procure pieces of I following
l’ower, Loss of Memory, Dittiulty of Breathing, General
llower, fruit, vegetable, shrub, plant, and the red or
BUY
ruby-tinted glass, of different Weakness, Horror of Disease, Weak Nerves, Tiembling,
Horror of Death, Night Sweats, Gold Feet,
tree of every known zone can lie grown there. shades or
depths, from most of the glaziers, Dreadful
Dimness of Vision, Langour, Universal
No frost ever visits this region. No fertilizer which may lie used with advantage instead Wakefulness,
Lassitude of the Muscular System, Often Enormous Apwith Dyspeptic Symptoms, Hot Hands, Flushing
is required for the soil.
Its deposits of min- of the smoked glass. Those who can com- petite
the body, Dryness of the Skin, l’allid Countenance
It is a MostWonderful Thing i
mand a good opera-glass, or small telescope ot
and Eruptions on the Face, Pain in the Back, Heaviness
erals are inexhaustible.
There are gold, sil8w I
of any kind, provided with a shade glass to of tin' Eyelids, Frequently Black Spots Flying before the
iron and coal fields.
ver. copper,
The ltio screen the
with Temporary Suffusion and Loss of Sight, Want
of
Eyes,
will
course
have
a
better
eye,
ot Attention, Great Mobility, Restlessness, with horror Belfast
& Moosehead Lake RailLerina spreads out into the majesty ol a nav- view.
of Society, Nothing is more desirable to such paticuts
for
more
Fear
and
dread,
ot
road Company.
than
Solitude,
nothing they
igable river, as it winds way toward the
Themselves ; no Repose of Manner, no Earnestness, no
one
from
a
Transition
but
hurried
question
This beautiful territory is ruled by
ocean.
ErjM’HMKNT. Not many days agon widow Speculation,
to another.
Manuel Lozada. It is here that Mr. Fowler of prepossessing appearance/ the mother of
These symptoms, if allowed to go on—which this Medtwo children, one a lovely girl just budding icine invariably removes—soon follow Loss of Power,
a meeting of the President and Directors of said
has made his home.
into womanhood, was missing from her home Fatuity, and Epileptic Fits, in one of which the patient
Company, held at their Office in the City of Belfast
may expire.
on the 2d inst., it was voted, that an assessment be made
at the South End, whither she had removed
of
Dr.
Wilson
at
the
the
Superintendence
During
seventy per centum on each and allot the shares in
(IMPERIALISM.
from the Highland District on the demise of Blooiningdale Asylum, this sad result occurred to two of
said Corporation, and that the same be paid to its Treaspatients; reason iiad for a time left them, and both died
The Imperialist boasts of its prosperity, her spouse, a well-to-do merchant whose goods of
urer, at his office in said city, on or before the fifth day ol
epilepsy. They were of both sexes, and about twenty September
W. T. COLBCUN, Treasurer.
next.
ami of a growing sentiment in favor of its and chattels and sundry swell-front houses years of age.
Owd
Belfast, August 2, lStHh
Who can say that these excesses are uot frequently folwere left solely toiler and her children.
AcIt appeal.' to bond-holders to sustain
■eanse.
lowed by those direful diseases Insanity and Consumpcustomed of late to long absences, her friends tion i The records ot the Insane Asylums, and the melthe cause of Imperialism as a security for and relatives
bear ample witness to
GRANITE STATE
ancholy deaths by Consumption,
permitted some time to elapse the
the
truth of these assertions. In Lunatic
their bonds, ft says it would imprison any before they thought it. nessary to make in- most melancholy exhibition appears. The Asylums
countenance
editor who should advocate repudiation, and ipiiries as to her whereabouts.
Becoming is actually sodden and quite destitute—neither Mirth or
alarmed at length, search was instituted, and Grief ever visits it. Should a sound of the voice occur,1 HEED’S FERRY. N. 11., on Nashua Sc Concord R. It.
is rarely articulate.
his
One
of
its
corresjournal.
suppress
it was not long before the terrible truth came it
With woeful measures wan Despair
REV. S N. HOWELL, A. M., Principal.
Low sullen sounds their grief beguiled.”
pondents submits the following argument, out: She had sold her house and her lands,
of
location, yet easy of access; No
the
existence
above
Advantages,—Retired
the
diseases
Whilst we regret
which shows where the hopes of the Im- converted the proceeds into ready money, and and
prepared to offer an invaluable j saloons, or places of idle resort; Full corps of teachejs;
symptoms, we are removal
of
honor,
Hiclmhome, mother, children, all gift of chemistry for the
j
forsaking
consequences.
instruction, &c.
perialists lie:—
that could make life pleasant and profitable, boliPs Highly Concentrated Fi.rno Extract ok Thorough
l'upils received at any time. Send for Circular. 2mo3
HtJCllU. There is no tonic like it. It Is an anchor of
Under, the constitution of 1787 the whole tied in
company with a married man, a resi- hope to the surgeon and pati°nt, and this is the tcsiimuny
Executive power of the nation was vested dent of the
all who have used or prescribed it.
Highland District and the father of Sold
in the President, with two exceptions, viz., of two
THE PATENT
by all Druggists and dealers everywhere. Prick
children, to parts unknown. Both
lor $0.50. Delivered to
the treaty-making power and the appointper bottle, or t» bottles
have heretofore moved in circles of —$1.25
parties
Describe symptoms in all communications.
any address.
ment to office, when the Senate was asso- the
Address II. T. HELM BOLD,
respectability, and the thought of
ciated with him. The object of the Consti- suchhighest
Drug and Chemical Warehouse,
Which was in Belfast last, spring, will return here for
a result was never
entertained
504 Broadway, N. Y.
remotely
Orders left at
one week.
tution was to hold the President solely rethe
relatives
or
friends
of
either.
Their
by
are genuine unless done up in
for
the
of
execution
the
law.
Could
sponsible
with
BEAN’S
facsimile
A.
D.
of
was
not
even
so
wrapper,
Store,
cautioussteel-engraved
my
suspected,
he have discharged with his own hands all intimacy
and secretly had the liasion been carried Chemical warehouse, and signed H. T.
Or at the shop opposite l*MENri.V HOUWE.will
ly
UELMBOLD.
of
his
various offices he would on.
the duties
receive prompt attention. Work called for ami
[Boston Herald.
returned without extra expense. As we have
have been bound to do so; but as this was
more work than we can do, we will sell four
Counties. A good chance lor the right
impossible. Congress had to give him assisRemember we
man to make money.
At Princeton, Kentucky, a few days ago,
tants.
These were but his eyes and his
ask no pay unless we give satisthe
See
that
of
And take no other.
Dr. Clarke
portrait
hands, and if the officer did not conform to while a man was conveying two immense is
faction.
upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
the judgment of the President, in tin' dis- mill-stones up a steep lull, one of them, They
BEAN & CO.
arc purely vegetable and will not intoxicate, tfsp
1800.
tf3
July
28,
Belfast,
it
was
his
to
reof
3000
his
rolled
from
duties,
weighing nearly
charge
duty
pounds,
move him; Congress having no executive the wagon and started down the
imc. a. o-cJXji-.i>a-jaLKr,
declivity
duties to perform could have no executive with terrible velocity.
It went crashing
House and Land for Sale.
officers. (See Debates 1st Session, 1st Con- through a fence and into the yard of a farmer House &
subscriber otters for sale the very denamed
to
the Senate’s amendment to the bill
gress,
Darnell, upsetting a number of bee- PAPER-HANGING, GRAINING, GLAZING, WHITE
sirable place at Brown’s Corner, in Northport,
now
hives.
Three children were playing in the
occupied by her. The house is a story and
organizing the Treasury Department, requirWASHING, ENAMELING AND VARNISHING.
a half, in good repair, having a kitchen, sittinging their assent to the removal of the Secre- yard, and the enraged bees stung them hi a
Front
and
Parlors
and
SitEntries,
and
bed rooms on the first floor. There is
Painting
Papering
room, parlor
a barn and a good well of water on the premises, with a
tary.)
frightful manner. One of them died in a ting Rooms made a specialty.
but
small
orchard
of
thrifty
GRAINING WITH “MACHINE,” IN OIL.
apples, pears and plums.
During the. existence of tin1 Constitution, few hours, and the other two lived until the
There are seven acres of good land, running from the
and before the powers of the Executive were next day.
All work done in the best manner. Orders left on
The mill-stone, after passing
to
the
road
shore
of Belfast Bay. The shore affords
stage
to.
Shite
attended
promptly
a good fishing privilege.
The whole will be sold at a
usurped by the Senate, and the responsibility through the yard, bounded into a stockShop in next building north of New England House bargain. Apply to
Mrs. S. W. YORK.
ot the President released
by limiting his pasture and killed two horses and a oalf.
HIGH ST., BELFAST, ME
timsp33
3w3
Northport, July 27, I860.

ml

At a Probate Court heM at Belfast, witliiu an.l for the
County ol Waldo, on tin* second Tuesday of July, in
i^*l,e.,n hundred and sixty-nine.
«“r
SADOkh AY DRINK AA A I FR, widow of (F
orge AV.
Drinkwater, late of Lincolnvillc, in .-aid County ot
J AV aldo, deceased, having presented;! petition for an ■•!lowancc from the* personal estate of said de.va.-ed
Ordered, That the said Isadore give notice to ail persons
interested by causing a copy of this order !.. be publish* d
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
print
ed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Frobate
Court, to
be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the

the

DIED.

Wharfage and Storage,
On the
terms.
13tl"

District Court of

that lie may be decreed to have
his debts, provable under the
Bankrupt Act, individually and as a member ot the lirm
of William P. Colenlan
Company, consist ing ot .-aid
Petitioner and Jacob !>. Tu 'deer, and upon reading said
Petition
i r is Diii>KRi:n by the Court that a hearing be had upon the same on the tirst
Monday jt November, A. 1>.
lstl'J, before the Court in Portlan 1, in said District, at 10
the
name
and
must
A.
that
uotice
o’clock,
thereof be published in
[Obituarynotices, beyond
M.,aml
date,
aye,
be paid for. 1
Republican Journal and the Rockland Free Pres.-, newspapers printed in said District, once a week lor three
In Cushing, July 21st, Miss Nelly Parsons, aged 72.
In Knox, Aug. 1st, Mrs. Sus anin Plood,aged tY> years, ! weeks, and that all creditors who have proved their debts
y months and it days. (X. II. and Mass, pcipeas please and other persons in interest, may appear at .--aid time
and place, and show cause, if any they have, why the
copy.)
!
In Waldo, Aug. 2d, Mrs. Sarah, widow of the late Ira prayer of said Petition should not he granted.
WILLIAM P. PREBLE,
Whitcomb, rged SO years and 2 mouths,
Jwl
Clerk ot District Court for said District.
both ot I.
In Waldoboro,21th ult ,.Jas. II. Welt.of Wuldoboro aud
Frances E. Kelly, of Thoinastou.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

PROBATE*'NOTICES

BANKRUPTCY NOTICES.

AUCTION!

Gr T.

rpiu:

[Agents.

rpilE

F. S. NICKERSON,

In the matter of JAM ES

A Counsellor nt

Attorney

Distuk t Corin' ok tin-: Exited/
s
States. District of Maine.

in

hanklli it *.

(.’ENERAL MEKTINC of the Cn dBankrupt will he held at Belfast, In
said District ,on the seventeenth day of August, A.D..
at three o’clock, P. M., at the office ol Peter I hacher,
Es«p, one of the Registers in Bankruptcy, in said District, to wit : at the otiice of the Register <>t Probate, lor
the purposes named in the gs-ili Section of the Bankrupt
Act of March g, lsiir.
\YM. 0. CRDSBY Assignee.
hv::
Belfast, July J'5, 1mid.

Otlice

X_
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IIA Y Ft >BD\S llMH'K,

POND & CO.’S

MAGIC FURNACE.
Warranted to Give Entire Satisfaction!

WEED!

WEED! WEED!!
THE WEED

SEWING MACHINE
•JP3CX33 IBZESSSMl*.
o

Mr. Pond lias had 17 ye.u< \perirnei in the Sim c m I
the Ia si
Furnace Business, and is confident that tin
Furnace for heating Dwelling House-, th. t he <v* r Lei :i
put in the market.
It presents a larger amount of eUVct c lladi A ing Surface Ilian any other, and the peculiar arrangement of the
Flues is such,that the product'.>1 Combo- ion >r.
completely Betained and B. .diated. a- tn x hail'd all the
heat hrom the coal; the Funnel becoming comp.tr.itivel\
cold before entering the Chimney.
It has l.ii; Five Packing Joints, and those so adjusted
as to prevent the escape of (hi.-, and renders one. Pack
ing sutlicicnt lor years.
and very hca\v.
1 his Furnace is made of Cast In;
making it more durable than th, nstrurted partly
.Sheet Iron, and a careful examination ot thelorm m
fitting of the Castings, will show that all Li.ihi'ib
heel
Crack is obviated by the ample provision, which h
made lor Expansion and Contraction.
The Fire Chamber ot the Second Size i- over two !
in Diameter, and 1" ing l ined tlier* can he no Bed 1C t
Surfaces, rendering tin* air Impure and Poisuii.ri-.
Tin- Smoke Funnel can be adjusted on cither side *1
the Furnace, tints oftentimes saving a large aiin.init
-••

Pipe.

Every Furnace Warranted Perti ct, and to
Sati-laction.
Mr. French also oilers for Sale,

MTHE

:•iv*

■

ntin

jE*OIXri3'S5i

DOUBLE RADIATING FURNACE
—ANd—

MILITARY AND COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.

Ship Painter,

linos.l

No Rod Hot Surfacos! No Impure Air

AT

None

Maine.

BELFAST,

LANCASTER, Bankrupt.

SECOND
rpilE
itors of said

XTjOES nxr E5

Feather Cleanser!

Liu,

..

IMPERIAL FURNACE.

HERSEY & WOODWARD,
54 Main

Street,

have just received another lot. of
tla« lkill4**1

equally good tor tine

those Ol«»l»rat©«l

or

heavy

work.

Sewing Machines are too well known to require any
detailed essay on the great advantages they are capable of
rendering to all classes of people.
There
ers

at

present many styles ot Machines, at vu
market, making it important that buyshould understand the qualities of each, thus becom-

rious

are

prices

in the

ing intelligently prepared
to their wants.

simplicity

ot

to

secure

the

best

one

adapted

The merits attached to the WEED

construction,

convenience of

using,

are

neat-

of

arrangement, &c.
Full instructions given and satisfaction guaranteed.
HERS ICY & WOODWARD.

ness

4®*Ilemember that at .>-1 .flain ntro©t, you can buy
Family Favorite Kcwing .Htuliiiip.

aWfieil
for

cash,

on

its installments

or on

the work

plan.

Terms

easy and the Machine the BEST.
Belfast, July 28, 1800.

are

T

TT

■

l*i"i

tfd

Bouse*.
For Iirutiug
CliurrlieM. •*« liool
HalD ai d other large Buildings.
We append a few Letters and Name-; of Parti.•> n
using these FDUN ACES in Belfast.

Belfast, Augii't, l*'."..
I have used the Magic Furnace one winter andhaxe
found it convenient and easily managed. It b simple hi
c. P \ l.l* BI A
its construction, and a good heater.
Allen French, Es«». : Dear Sir—The Magic Furnace
I had of you proves to be everything I need. It (•urnless coal than my old one, and gives much more heat
-o
very little cure to tend. It can be perfect ly regulated,
WM. O. POOH.
ns to keep the lire lor months.
J. I*. WIIITK,
WM. O. ROOK,
Mus. FURBKK,
M. K. DODGE,
Du. MOODY,
WM. II. BUKRILL,
Mi:s. I.OWNKY,
WM. MARSHAL!.,
WM. M. RUST,
Du. I’ALFRKY,
.1 OS 101*11 BEAN,
W. II. SIMl’SON,

OAKES ANGIKK.
11. 11. JOHNSON,

KOBKKT WIIITK,
WM. KKI'.DKIUi 'K,
A. (L JKWKTT.
8PKNCKU MATH KWS,
JAMKS WIIITK,
W. 1*. II AKKl MAN,
CALVIN III .KYIV
WM. II. KOKLKK,
L. A. KNOW LION.
WM. II. M< LLLLAN,
(iKO. SLKKI’KK,
NKUKMIAII A BIB Ml,
II. II. CAKTKK.

HAYKOItD 1IA1J,,
UNIt'AUIAN CIII H' U,
MKTHODIST cm lit II,

"fTj

MENDS EVERYTHING.
Needed in House, Office and Work

UONtiKKC.ATII).N A I. CHI' KCIi.

Job Work, Pump Work anJ Plumbing
Done In the Best Mannor,
at Short Notice.

Shop.
3wt

tfi

A. ■». t'HKXl'H,
o.Custom House Snuare.

y

A SAD TALE OF REAL LIFE.
[From the Chicago Times, July 24.J
Society, with its daily hustle of business
and swift, smooth flow of everyday commonplaces, carries beneath its bosom romances of
the most startling interest, to which the most
dramatic conceptions of Pumas and Pickens
furnish only faint analogues. These sharplywrought, concentrated acts of human life are
for the most part buried in the obscurity ol
individual experience, and it is only occasionally that they are brought to light by some
accident, and thus reach the eye ot the public. to enlist the sympathies, or shook the
sensibilities, of the reader. In lion of ability
to sound the depths of that mysterious stream
of thought and action that wo call society,
and reveal the wonders that glitter beneath
I lie. surface, many journals are cursed with
the, morbid habit of fabricating extraordinary
novelettes, and giving them to their credulous readers as bona /hlc romances of real
life, when the material of stern fact lies
about and beneath them superabundantly,
only needing the penetrating and thoughtful
A petition for divorce,
eye to discover it.
tiled within a few days in the Superior Court
of this city, covers a heart history of the
most fascinating attraction to the imagination,
and in giving some of the details of this
striking episode, it may be stated that they
are most substantially true, and may be relied on as drawn from the best authority. In
the year 1859, when this country was heaving
with the impending throes of that revolution
which deluged it with blood, there lived in a
fair and smiling Swiss valley an interesting
family of wealth and culture, named ,Tunod.
A few miles from the city of Xeufehatel.
where the romantic river Seyon makes its
embouchure with the beautiful lake, stood a
chateau embowered in trees, and possessing
all the attractions that art and nature could
contribute to make an enchanting home.
M onsieur Junod found his sole pride and
happiness in a lovely daughter, who had just
shot up into a superb womanhood, that made
her the most admired belle of that portion of
the canton. The father, a man ot stern,
solitary nature, the descendant of a long line
of seigneural proprietors, who had exercised
the rights ot lordship over all the beautiful
vineyards that bloomed beneath them, though
somewhat fallen from the slate of his forefathers, still nourished the feelings of ancestral pride wliicl had been always characteristic of his race. In the lovely Lucie, his
daughter, his nature found a free expression
for the deep emotions of fatherly tenderness.
Living in daily communion with the most
sublime and picturesque revelations of nature, the lofty heights of the Jura, that lifted
their frowning brows into the clouds, the
wilderness of vines, rich with fruit and
blossoms, the waving grain fields, and the
sparkling waters of Lake Xeufehatel, set like
a gem in the hoary hills, the young girl had
grown up. absorbing the influences ol' nature
in her development, till she stood the fairest
exhibition of all that nature bad done. Thureared in all the leuderesl influences of nature and affection, with every grace of culture and accomplishment that lavish wealth
could lend, what wonder that troops of suitors frequented the chateau.
Many fitted by
family and wealth to aspire to her hand,
vainly offered the tribute of affection. The
lady’s heart was untouched : and the father's
love and pride in the only scion of ids house
dictated to his ambition a choice far above
an\ that had yet sued at the feet of his
daughter. But the heart that failed to yield
to addresses from an equal rank and station
wasted itself, as it not rarely does, on what
In some of the merrywas beneath it.
makings, peculiar to the wine-hearing districts, in which, by the time-honored requirements of tradition, all ranks meet together
in a common jubilee, M’llc Lucie met with a
young man named Gustave Flotrou, of person handsome and attractive, and by trade a
watchmaker. The abnegation of everything
like social distinction enabled Flotrou to approach the lady with a familiarity to which
lie would otherwise never have presumed.
The vagaries of Cupid illustrated themselves
in the mutual impression- they made on each
other, in a very remarkable degree. The
lady forgot her rank, her pride, the expectations which her doting father had formed for
her future, and fell blindly in love with the
humble watchmaker. He Haltered hy the
preference, dazzled hy her beauty, and, not
improbably, still more strongly attracted by
her fortune, ardently reciprocaled. The lirst
meeting was followed by many others, of
ller incourse clandestine in their nature,
Hamed fancy, united to the innocent inexperience of girlhood, gave him every opportunity to press his suit, and he became her accepted lover. The father -till supposed that
ids daughter's heart was of virgin freshness,
knowing no love hut the pure and lovely affection of a daughter to her father. The day
of awakening came at last, and his wrath
and agony of spirit, wounded both in its
pride and” its love, can be better imagined
than expressed. The daughter was forbidden, under the severest threats, again to see
the audacious aspirant, who had thus smitten
the family peace. The conlliet between love
and duty ended as such warfares commonly
result—Cupid carried the day. The lady's
determination was, perhaps, stimulated by
another condition of the imbroglio whice was
She was possessed
not yet been mentioned.
of a" fortune of $75,000 in her own right,
which made her comparatively independent
of those elements of choice which would
perhaps otherwise have influenced her decision. To condense a long story, she one
night made a moonlight Hitting with her devoted swain, and ere 12 hours had elapsed,
the twain became one. To avoid the unpleasant circumstances of living in a country
where all the facts were known, and where
she might any time meet her oil'ended father,
the couple determined to come to the land of
freedom, where money is the principal condition of esteem and respect. Nine years
have elapsed, and what a change has come
The man for
over the spirit of her dream?
whom she gave up all,—left a doting father,
and the splendid prospects to which she
might reasonably look forward,—instead of
being the devoted, affectionate husband
which her young love, in its ardent imagina-

octrii.

TO ROSA.
\<»t in the (irccian isles.
Not w here the brigh flowers of Ulysus shine,
i .'t r moved a breathing form whose beauty’s wiles
< mild match wiih thine.
Not whore Hie golden glow
Of Italy's Hear *ky is pure and Hear.
Not where th beauteous waves of Leman flow.
U.-i*l tliou tiiy peer.
Not wh«

o

tie* sunlight falls

on bright Cireassia,
Noi- in old Stambours
Dwells one so fair.

through the perfumed air,
oriental halls,

Xo fabled form of old,
Not hers who rose* from out the foaming sea,
i ho* deeiiu-i 1 more fair than
aught of cartnlv mould.
Transcended thee.
! ii tli} dark eyes

a spell
beauty lingers, but their glance of fire,
When t hy proud spirit is aroused, might quell

of

Tile lion's ire.

Thou uiovi 't fiauntingly
As the ligli Huud that to the zephyr yields.
lhti w itli a* step proud as a queen's might be
< >' r
«•!mqueivd fields.
\i,d thou hast that strange gift,
i ll, gift of genius. high and proud and strong.
At who- l»eh» >t thoughts, beautiful and swift.
Ar--mill tlice throng.
thee from far.
Frmn aii and earth and ocean's boundless
The} ii'li in glory from each shining star
Hi ib-avon's blue steeps.
I !i,

v

rulin'

to

deeps.

from earth's far bounds—
the red volcano's depths they start—
I V-m bow and Houd they float—and gather round
Thy burning heart.
V

l,

v

!

ip

i;

t

V

at

n

H orn

thy high command

ud a I marshalled in thy peerless lay
V
"in' great warrior marshals his proud band
I ii bright arra>.
lli,

v

!i> hand has power to trace
U ord
endearing as yon planet's flame,
W■
l> that forever, mid our changing race,
U iil ke.-p thy name.
l

Linked with bright song alone.
That name o'er lime's wild-heaving waves will
s\\ cep,
A o'er ilc- water's sweep the bugle tone
At main ight deep.
-ii-ains will make
ihin 1.,ti oi' earth's living music. heard
i. like til-- cadence of lake
l*iij'i■
Ami ItriT/t■ ami bird.
i'Iiy
A

hit

i,

'i'hf woi'kl of nature glows
In ih
!'right page inure lovely to the eye,
A- when, "'er bill ami plain, the sunset throw-

It-golden dye.

And thou ait very dear
To many In arts, thou bright and gifted one.
\>. nn n adore thee, a- the Persian seer
Adored the -nil.

SUMMER EVE.
1* dr summer Eve', sweet as the purling-t ream
I " palvhcd lip-, amid Arabian sands,
t aim a- tin -ilent eelioe- of a tlream.
I hat v. all- the exile to his native land.
I\ ml sunniier E'. ! life's hard realities
Are nn lieu by thy spirit-soothing breath.
1 In1 -ti n ken heart forget- it- miseries.
The d\ ing dreams not hopelessly of death.
•! summer Eve! Tliy gentle murnntringTell me of happy moments, ever tied,
Vur 1.. the stubborn course of Saturn's wings.
Put dare the footsteps of the past to tread.
summer Eve! I've sat and watched thee
die,
And one bv one the timid starlets shine.
i-le-tial rival- of her glistening eye.
IV hose loving hand was fondly clasped in mine.

sure!
(

I'ear summer Em ! we sat and watched thee die,
from twilight -liadows into gloom of night,
Nor recked how l'a-t the
happy hours could fly.
When lnv. had lent hi- pinions to their flight.
Pi -.1111i11ei- 1A'■! tinni hast full many a talc;
K.iin would 1. lingering, hearken yet to thee;
'banner of grief, though other loves may fail.
A we a line thou wilt ever meet from me.

"i

HOLDING VANDERBILT’S HORSE.
A young man from an

litul

adjoining State, who

recently been rescued
hungry creditors, and who

from a score of
still has a credit
;ii hi- banker's of 51100,000, but who, not long
in reduced circumstances, and
wa
ago,
obliged io live in retirement on Staten Island,
makes the following solution of his sudden
:iei|ttisil ion if a competency. The gentleman
I loll by name— was residing in one of the
fashionable hotels on Staten Island.
This
was the reason of his low spirits: About two
wars ago In had married a very handsome
At that
woman, on whom he fairly doted.
time lie had trkTi.ooO in cash. Soon after the
nuptial ceremony. Holt removed to Mew York,
and became a broker on A Vail street. He
wa- too honest to succeed there.
The bulls and bears gored and tore him—
financially—and in less than a twelvemonth
lie bad no! a dollar left.
Disgusted, he retired with as good a grace as possible, leaving
hi- cash to fulfill Us mission.
With wife and
child he went to the country, and finally, as
IieIin*i■ stated, settled down ill a hotel on Stalii- wife had some means, anil
ten I !and
die gave it IVeelv for the support of the fam-

ily.

About two weeks ago, late in one hot afternoon. a gentleman drove tip to the hotel
where Holt was living, and gruffly asked
whether there was a boy there who would
bold his horse.
■I will do it, sir.” said Mr. Holt, and he
did hold the animal during the time eonstimd by tin: lilorly gentleman in obtaining his
dinner.
A lew days later, the same gentleman, drivitttin -ami' horse, slopped at the same hotel. and hunted lbi' a hoy again to hold his
No ],o\ being present, Ilolt again
horse.
i■!linti•!-r<‘il.
ile in'ld the horse until the
ho-l ler eaiuii to take the animal to the stable,
and then retired within the hotel to dress for
dinner. Mrs. Holt had :i way of making her
husband get himself up very respectably at
least once a day, and that was for the dinner
hour. Usually he had been rather negligent
0
his costume, and since his financial
Jiasco
had really become seedy.
When Mr. and Mrs. Holt entered the hotel
dining-room that evening, Mrs. Holt was resplendent. Her husband was at least dressed
in gentlemanly style. At at. adjoining table,
-at the elderly man whose horse Mr. Holt had
mi two different occasions had the pleasure
of holding. The eyes of the elderly individ- tions, expected to find, proved, according to
ual were observed to dilate considerably. In her allegations, to he a brute and a sot. llis
fact, he stared at Mr. and Airs. Holt, lint ho lavish expenditure and reckless pursuit of all
said nothing at that time. After dinner, how- kinds of pleasure gradually dissipated the
Valuever. he sought out Mr. Holt and bluntly noble fortune she had brought him.
able silver plate which she had also possessed
asked his name.
was conveyed by him to the silversmith's,
Ilolt, sir, at your service.”
and converted into funds wherewith to pamAnd who do you think I am?”
•You tire‘old’ Vanderbilt! I know you, per his inordinate appetite. The wife’s wardand the horse 1 have held is Mountain Hoy, robe, and private jewels even, were not
an animal any man might be proud to draw a sacred to him, but appropriated with brutal
rein over.”
disregard of the feelings of her who had sacInstead of taking otl'ence at the epithet rificed cvcything to his pleadings, and who
“old,” Mr. Vanderbilt—for it was the Com- should have been as the apple of his eye.
modore—seemed to like it, and he made some One stroke of ill-treatment, followed another
iinjiiiries about Holt's antecedents, took a in swift succession, until Mrs. Flotrou, outfancy to hint, and peremptorily ordered the raged beyond endurance, and fearful of peryoung man to make his appearance at his up- sonal violence to lierselt and her child, a
town olliee on the ensuing forenoon at pre- lovely little girl of eight years, was forced to
eisely 11 o’clock. Holt promised to obey, have recourse to the final remedy. And thus,
did so, and bad an interview of oyer an hour’s on yesterday morning, only a day or two
duration with the millionaire.
What was after the anniversary of her marriage, nine
done or said on that occasion no one has ever | years ago, a petition for divorce was filed in
been able to learn. Hut a few days later this city. The magnificent brunette beauty
Holt made his reappearance in Wall street that still distinguishes her person, despite the
and speculated strongly and successfully in a harassing toil and anxiety of her latter life
to support herself
certain line of stocks known to be
mostly (for she has been obliged
controlled by Commodore Vanderbilt. So and child), gives some conception of the surwell did be. work his cards with the instruc- passing loveliness which must have marked
tion undoubtedly obtained from the Commo- her in her happier life of youth.
dore, that in a few weeks he cleared over
“How much money have you?” saida rich
SIihi,tMin in cash which he deposited with a
old curmudgeon to a gay young fellow courtprominent banking house whose vaults are
ing his pretty daughter “Oh! T haven’t
protected by burglar proof locks, and who much
of anything now, but I have a rich
keep day ami night watchmen expressly paid
prospect bcforc'me.” The wedding occurred,
to see that no unauthorized person
tampers and the old chap learned from his fine sonwith those safeguards. A few days ago Vanin-law that the rich prospect was the prosfor
ilolt
sent
and
derbilt
said to him:
again,
pect of marrying his daughter.
Young man, I hear you have made some
“Yotrr handwriting is very bad indeed,”
money. I am glad to learn it; Now just
take my advice a .second time. Never put said a gentleman to a young college friend,
foot in Wall street again. You are not suited who was more addicted to boating and crickfor that atmosphere. Shun it as you would eting than to hard
study: “you really ought
the devil. You’ve got enough. Keep what to learn to write better.” “Ay, ay,” returnhave
ed the young man; “it is ali very well for
and be contented.”
you
Hull now shuns Wall street as lie would a you to tell me Unit, but if \ were to write better. people would be findingout how I -pell.''
1pestilence.
1

■
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THE NEXT APPORTIONMENT.

jlfli)

Loss of Political Power by the New England
States.
(from

the

The next census of the United. Stales will
solve an interesting problem regarding the
political power of the several states, as upon
the result of the returns the apportionment of
congress for ten years will lie made. Thus
far in our history, while no state has declined
‘in population, the thriving slates of the west
have decreased the number of our representatives in congress, and by some persons it is
anticipated that New England will again be
called upon to part with a portion of her political power. This loss involves a diminution
of the number of her votes in the electoral
college and several minor privileges, such as
appointment of cadets, etc.
The apportionment of members of the house
of representatives has always been a subject
of considerable difficulty, arising mainly from
a difference of opinion regarding the proper
number to constitute that body. The fear
that it would prove unwieldy has actuated
some minds in the past to keep its number as
small as possible, while others argued that
the larger the body the more wisdom there
would be. After the first census was taken a
bill was reported in congress assigning to the
different states the number of representatives.
The decision was somewhat arbitrary, more
regard being paid to influence than to population. It was proposed to have one hundred
and twenty members. President Washington
returned the bill to the house of representatives, where it originated, w ith his objections.
He argued that it produced an inequality in
representation, and that the constitution provided that the number of representatives shall
not exceed one for every 80,000, they had
violated that proviso by giving to eight of the
states more than one for that number. Fisher
Ames voted to pass the bill, notwithstanding
the objections of Washington; but the bill
failed, by a vote of yeas twenty-three to nays
thirty-three, and the apportionment was finally
made, upon a ratio of one to every 38,000 inhabitants, which gave a house, of one hundred
and six members.
The comparative representation of New
England in the house of representatives, since j
1790, is shown by the following table:
r

j l

11

y. y.

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,

\ y_ /

l

Massachusetts. 14 172013 12Toil 10
Connecticut. 7. 7 7. 0 <i| 4. 4 4
New Hampshire. 4' 5 0 6 51 4 3 3
llliode Island. 2i 2 g 2 2, 2 2 2
Vermont.j 2 4 (i 5 51 4 3 3
Maine.i 0 0 0 7
7, (i 5
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WEST AMD SOUTH.
Via

CLEVELAND, DETROIT, &c.

I

THROUGH TICKETS
For sale at

Greatly

Reduced

Rates, at

WASHBURN’S
(Opposite

Vegetable Soap-

BOOKSTORE,

29|Main St.,.Belfast.
—TU'KKTS KHOM

England, Ireland
If A-STLRi.IXG LXC'l! ANG
sale in sums to suit.

Delicate Skin of Ladies and Children.
SOLD BY ALL imiTGCilST#.

For the

SHOT GUNS

Scotland.

and

L, payable -;t sight, for
:\r,u.!

II.l.I A.M

!

1’.. SWAN & CO., having purcha\d tiie
\\T
IT
Stores, Storehouses and Wharf uf U..I. ANDERSON .J it., are now opening an entire- new tock.
consisting in part of the following articles.

To shoot close and kill <>0 yards.
50. CORN,
Price,
GRANULATED SUGAR,
Wanted—Army Guns and Revolvers. Scud stamp for ! FLOUR, COFFEE
price list of Rifles, Shot Guns, Revolvers, to .JOHN- !
HAVANA
1-uRK,
STON’S GUN WORKS, Pittsburgh, Pa.
ST. .J AGO
BEEF,

I,ARD,

$«> A Bay for all.

Address A. J.

FULLAM

N. Y
A

$10.00 PER DAY GUARANTEED
tilk Sewing Machine. |
It makes the Tax k vriTcii, alike on loth silks, has j
the under-ieed, and is equal in every respect to any Sew- i
ing Machine ever invented. Price &J5. Warranted for!
5 years. Send for circular. Address .Johnson, Clai:k
& Co., Boston, M iss., Pittsburg, I’a., or St. Louis, Mo.

Vor

pa//.<.
particular-,
gi dress S. M. Si*en'ci;k & Co., Brattleboro,
]7V?ai»fl.O'a

>

/.jp

3

Dm-tiis'
or
for
it
BY£KT ‘tin
t|mils (bitter) nsiiniuo.
manTd by STEARNS, FARR & CO., Chemi-ts, X.-v

;

/'i>

o
-s

[

York.

YE.lfiS’
E
ill 111**
of ( inonic asxl M<*\cial 182%-!
I'iew
of
eiiHCH.—I'hysiotoyituil
cheap ;
cst book ever published—containing nearly 3uu pages, ami
j
130 line plates and engravings of the anatomy o( the human organs in a state of health and disease, with :< treat !
its
tinise on early errors,
deplorable consequence upon
mind and body, with the author’s plan <4 treatment—tne j
only rational ami successful mode of cure, as hown by a ;
report of cases treated. A truthful adviser to the married and those contemplating marriage who entertain
doubts of their physical condition. Sent free of postage
to any address on receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or postal
currency, by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. .‘IS Maiden
Lane, Albany, N. Y. The author may bo consulted upon
any of the diseases upon which his books treat, either
personally or by mail, and medicines sent to any part of
the world.
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it is
excellent remedy, producing many truly recures, where other medicines had failed.
Prepared by Dr. .?. C. Ayer a Co., Practical
ami Analytical Chemists, Lowell, Muss., and sold
all round the world.

©

on

receipt

<d Price.

For sale

Address,
EATOX & <

For
tfS7

O.,

Bowdoin

by

College.
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members, (Maine became an independent also middle aged and old men, who, from the follies oi
or other causes, feel a debility in advance ol their
state March lotli, 1820); in 18:50, twenty-four youth,
years, before placing themselves under the treatment of
states and two hundred and forty-two mem- any one, should first, read
The Secret Friend.
Married
will learn something ol importance by perusing
bers; in 1840, twenty-six states and two hun- ladies
The Secret Friend.” Sent to any address, in a sealed
dred and twenty-three members; in I860, thir- envelope, on
receipt of *.'5 cents. Add res; DR. ('ll A RUES
lyr-Fl
ty-one status and two hundred and thirty-four A. STUART & ( '<)., Boston, Mass.
in
and
states
and
members;
1860, thirty-four
two hundred and forty-one members.
West
UNKLEE’S
Virginia was treated an independent state in
180:5, and Nevada and Nebraska were admitted to the union subsequent to the appointment, making a total at present of thirtyeven states and two hundred and forty-three
representatives, distributed as follows:

Golden

Alabama.6
Arkansas.3
California.3
Connecticut.4
Delaware.1
Florida.1

Georgia.7

Illinois.14
Indiana.II
Iowa.(I
Kansas.I

Kentucky.9

Louisiana.5
Maine.5
Man land.5
Massachusetts.10

Michigan.0

Minnesota.2

JmcslS

OLFFS AT

IT. L. LORD’S.

Call

amendments to
the constitution will very naturally affect representation. States which exclude any portion of their citizens from the right of sufI fra go. will have such number deducted from
j their basis of representation. The freedmen
of the south will increase the representative
basis in that section, and the result of this
whole
new condition of affairs upon the
country will l)e a problem which the next
Mr. Kennedy, the
census can alone solve.
superintendent of the census of 1X00, estimated that the population of the I'nited
States in 1870 would bo 42,328,432, but the
war will no doubt somewhat diminish the estimate, and if we show a population of 40,000,000 it will he a gratifying indication of
growth under obstacles which would prove
destructive of such progress in a nation of
less vitality. If we should have a representative population of say 38,000,000, the. basis
of representation would he about one member of congress for 100,000 people.
This would reduce the number of representatives in every state in New England, and
many of the middle states, and the result
would not he productive of good to any section of the country. A house of representatives of 300 members would not he an unwieldy number. In a country of such varied
interests, 300 would scarcely represent the
important interests of the country, There
will undoubtedly be additional legislation before the apportionment is made, and the question promises to he interesting and important,
especially to New England.

High

St

LOOKH!
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advance with new plans, following strictly by natural
laws, however simple they may bo. Viz :
By exposing a very large surface directly t o a small

cannot be

My Portland Buggies
matched lor pattern, style and finish.

amount ot fuel.

Business Wagons

By making a large amount ot atmospheric air impinge
directly upon this large suri ice, so as at once to take the

that will suit any one. All warranted Work and best (
stock, and made by MLN, not 1»(>YS. Thinking
of making a change in my busim s 1
advertise as above.
NATHAN M II lTTIvN.
Ib lfast June 22,
ti50

to be warmed.
oi comparative expansion and
construction ot metals in the combination ot its parts,
so as to prevent the escape oi gas.
By prose rving lire day an i night, by the modern mode
ol mounting doors and regulators.
By rejecting all fire-brick, and non-conductors, sub-iitutinga very heavy tire pof, 1-:.’ inches thick althe
points of combustion, thus saving theheat hithero absorbed by brick, and as melted coal will not adhere to
iron, it can never clinker nor requite new lining.
By easy manner and convenience in tending Furnace.
By additiodot eight radiators upright around the blaze.
rooms

By taking advantage

rp*->
1

illK

l.APIKS.

—

The celebrated

Pit.

L.

PI\

particularly invite.- ail Ladies who need a M><>icul or
Suryirol adviser, to call at his lb>om>, cl Kudicott St.,
Boston, .Mass., which tie
-peeiai accommodation.

y

will Imd

Tweiity-fivo Square Feet
I

si/e

can

where it •iiaotild be.

boating apj»;ai*atu<*. to restore humidof water should be evaporated, where only

are now.
is a law ot

it
nature that the b teher the temperature,
the more water air will and must contain, ll Furnace
air be not supplied by proper apparatus, the supply will be
drawn from any and all sources. Hven fron the lungs of
those respiring it. It they happen to be weak so much
the worse for the lungs.
It is a well known fact, that the Sirocco winds of the
Sahara and Arabian deserts, become tin* balmy air of Italy, by passing aver the Mediterranean sea, after !m*iug heated, and taking up a proper and healthful per
cent, ot humidity.
Hence we claim this Furnace to be the most powerful,
as well as the most economical heater at present in existence, and will warrant our No. seven to do the work of
any No. eight of any older pattern ever ottered to the

!

X«. £1

the

Ktnlicoit

Mu-H.

Stostoi*

All letters requiring advice must contain
insure an answer.
Boston. .Jan. 1, lsb<>—lyr

B. L-

Has the

Phthisic,

Ileiicvos

one

dollrr

to

asigli ±i.

Ba;»sit*

account

can

a

ami

line assortment of

will be sold at the luitcvst cath prico*.
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Remember the Place—
2mosGl

AUGUST 18th,
and continue 14 weeks.
The high reputation which this school has won during
the past two years must commend it to all who desire to
become efficient teachers.

.V«». 7

any person

No. 4 BULEINOH

of foreign and native
in Boston than in other large

CITY

A

83 -j?

BONDS.
1

■.
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QUACK NOSTRUM-MAKERS,

IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS
NOSTRUM M A K FRS.

inyesters

33.

.«•.

AND

ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing ;
im-.ly, he relies upon M I'.e i;v, and gh«sit
patients, in Pills, Drops. .Ne., so the Ni.struinmaker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts,'
Specific, Antidote, nc., both relying upon its ctl'ects in
few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in various
curing
ways throughout the land; but, alas! nothing Is said ot
tin balance, some ol whom die, others grow worse and
are left to linger and sailer for months or years, until relieved or cured, it posssible, by competent physicians.
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwif h.-t.-uiding rite loregoing facts ure known to
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
of the file and health of others, there are those among
them who even perjure tlit'tnseh es, contradieting giving
mercury to their patients, or that It is contained in their

GILLUM.
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NO, (.1 \/.lN(i, (.11.HINT., and HAITI:
HANfilNii executed in the in atc-t Mvle, Mill
CABINS drained, varnish--I ami poli-he.l in tin mModern and Best Style. BLINDS paint..i it a low.
price than can he done t am oilier Shop, it done beloi.
the 1st .,1 April or May.
Al-o, rAlHUAiib FAIN I
IN(i at the lowe.s ( AMI j.rie -s.
on
%Va«hiu^(oik nit. !<<>ir;ot >1**.
1
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No. 5 PHENI X ROW.
Best Gorman Corsets, 75 cts.
;

Spool Cotton. 200 yds for 2 ets.
Prints, 0, 10, 12 and 11 cts por yd.

A

large

M. D

(LATE

before

Retail

(IoihIs

SURGEON DENTIST

Having

selling

at

Small i’mliu

I J'ISS t let n (
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Billiard Tables,
hjkn nx

106

HEIM s,

Sudbury Street,

BOSTON, MASS.
Manufacturer ol Id 1,1,1 A UD I Aid.I.S, with th
t«*itt <’oaial»iiiittioit strip < iisIimmi.
n|>. 11
to any now in use, at leiluct <1 j.i
4£~A!1 order* promptly intended to.
mp

HOWES & CO.

<;. i\ TjOjMhakd,

Wholesale

or

m i i:m x wow.

Iff, Tie.
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;it
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GOLD, SILVER,

S. A

October,
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and well si’lede-l stock of

11R\ GOODS I<> be closed out
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STUART,

OUT !

New Goods at

TJ TION

book entitled1-'! in: S< ikm b of Lifb on Sfi.f Prb.skrvationY’ written by Or. Hayes. It treats upon the
J'.rrors of Youth, Premature /decline of .1 fanhooil, Seminal H'caLncss, and all Diseases and Abuses of the Dennought ami sold and highest price paid by
j
eratire Organs. Thirty thousand copies sold the last !
It
is
for
indeed
a
book
men
in
year.
every man—young
particular. Price only $1.00.
lit
This Institute has just published the most
trea- j
tisc of the kind ever ottered to the public, entitled
“Sbxual Piiysiolooy- of Woman and IIkii Dis- !
basics,” profusely illustrated with the very best engrav- 1
i/igs. This book is also from the pen of Dr. Hayes,
Among the various chapters may be mentioned, The !
Mystery of Lite,— Beautiful Offspring, —Beauty, its value i
to Woman,—Marriage,—General llygeine of Woman,— i
Puberty,—Change of Life,—Excesses of the Married,—
Prevention to Conception, &c. In beautiful Erench cloth,
OFFICE OVF.lt II. II. JOHNSON'S NTOltK,
$-.00; Turkey Morocco, full gilt, $:?.GO. Either of these I
x non. iiDir tHT n i■ >r
books are sent by mail, securely sealed, postage paid, on
receipt of price.
clergymen recommend these books for their
i>k. isukgkss, he
bought out
high moral tone, and all eminent and skilful physicians
will be 11:l[jjsy to wait on bis old customers and the
earnestly recommend them to the public as the only
Teeth Idled and restored to their origgenerally.
scientific and reliable treatise of the kind published in inal
shape. Teeth with exposed nerves treatedund tilled.
America.
Artificial teeth ol the best, quality inserted at reasonable
“Avoid am.Quack ok Advbrtising Doctoksand rates. Gold and Silver date taken in
exchange. All
Gbt Tm SB Popular Books.’’—;Amur. .Journal of work warranted. Teeth extracted without
pain il desired.
.1 roilieal Sci$n••<?.]
G. 1*. 1.0 A! BAKU.
I n io “I*Ba rodv .lotMtNAL of Hbaltii,” I>r. Hayes,
Editor. Terms, one dollar a year in advance. Address
as above.
JOHN D. LINCOLN, M. 1>., Brunswick; J. If. LOMtfa~.VLP.KKT II. IIayks, M. !>., Resident and
BARD, Dentil', Brunswick; A. V. METCALF, Alcrsuiting Physician.
N. It. -Dr. II. may bo consulted in strictest ccnfidence chant, Brunswick ; A. G. TENNEY, Editor Brunswick
|
on all ili '•a.si s requiring skill, secresv and experience.
IVIcgraih; It, II. Cl NNINGHAM, M. D„ Wi-casaet;
I OWEN St, c. O'BRIEN M. I).. Bri-tol.
InvlOL.vp.u $i:« i:i:sy and Cbidain Rbi.u i, lyrl
ttt.

Thoughtful

it

e

(J it AIN 1

o

M\rOL\T(LL»: HE t<

j

B. MATHEWS

i A DF< T M uN of the i. ..inI.;; -ion- t
I ] ui. i.
^ Revenue, just received, the-e bond arc
>? !
to the internal revenue tux ot FIVE l*ICR
L,\
railroad bonds, or bond given by town- oreiti* in
a railroad, or by way of a loan’..f credit t
.,;
a
company.
This consideration gives Belfast rity Bonds A ;,IH \
ADVANTAGE over the bonds of town uni m- u b
are subject to this tax, and makes them
by far the iuodesirabh* Investment in the in irk. t.
Nearly fifty thousand dollar o| the.-, bonds wa r*
before t la* deci-ion of the Coenni- i-ci.
was reeeh» .1
and
will find it in: their a*l\antage to semi in
immediately, as no assurance can be given that any thine
more than a limilid amount u ill be disposed ot :tf'formrates.
I I Mu. THORN hi K F,
City Treasurer.

false cert itieates and references, and recommendations ot their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose
or contradict them; or who, besides, to further their impositions. copy from medical books, much that is written
of the quaiith s and ell< ets of dill'erent herbs and plants,
and ascribe all the same to tlieir Pills, Extracts, Specifics
dec., most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
oft he ancient belie! of its “curing everything!” but now
known to “kill more tliah Is cured,” and those not
killed, constitutionally injured for life.

through

tJ.tr
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Physician <fc
Surgeon,
liOSTON.

STREET,

perfect

Challenge Accepted.

; Foundry.
C. D. FIELD.

imposition

foils, Krafts and Komis,

Instruction.
FLETCIIEH. Principal.
Miss H. B. COFFIN, Miss .L E. SWEET. Miss A. P
CATE, Teachers.
Mr.W. DRESSER, Teacher of Music.
Mr. MARK II ARDEN, Teacher of Penmanship,
0w.‘>l
Dr. N. T. TRUE. Lecturer on Geology.
Hoard of

«. T.

■

Dlt. DIX

GEO. A.

PEABODY MEDICAL IN 5TITUTF,

it males 11.
Each pupil must bring a certificate of good
moral character. For particulars address Principal.

best of workmen, which enahles u- ft. offer gn at in.in
ments to all who want really good Furniture at low
j.ii
All goods of our own manufacture are warrant! d. \
sold to go into the country will be packed with can
di-patch. Call anil sec. Sliipt abinet Work and tuini;
of all descriptions *U»ne to order. Work
Shop a; B

Ron.

Revere House,,
BOSTON,
Tuition andmost of the Text Books frees (Opposite
rill IE Trustees of this Institution take pleasure in auBoard $.‘>.50 per week. Good accommodations for self.X
nomicing that they have secured (lie services of the
boarding, in rooms neatly furnished, each convenient for eminent and well known Du. A. II. II AYES, late surtwo students, may be obtained for 00 cents per week.
geon U. S. Army, Vice. President of Columbia College
Expenses may thus be reduced to about $ : per week.
of Physicians and Surgeons, &c.
Applicants, if females, must beat least 10 years of age;
This Institution now publishes the popular medical

sealed miASs< K I

>w,

i;<

BELFAST,

DOW. Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 F.nihn
L>
ox, is consulted daily lor all diseas- i
is
to the female system. Prolapsus Uteri or1
ol
the
Fluor Albus, .Suppression, and1
Womb,
Fulling
other menstrual derangements, are all treated on new
and
speedy r< in f guaranteed in a
pathological principle.',
very lew day', so invariably ceitain is this new mode
treatment.
that,
most
obstinate
of
complaints yield under
it, and the alUicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow lias no doubt had greater experience in the
cure of diseases of women than any other physician in
Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients who may wish
to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment.
Dr. Down since 1815, having conlined his whole attention to an ollice practice for the cure ol Private Diseases
and Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior in the
Failed States.
N. B.—All letters must contain one dollar, or they will
not be answered.
Office hours from 8 A. m. to 9 r. >t.
Boston, .July 25, 1869.
Iy4

bought elsewhere.

MAINE,

Sent in
a better MANHOOD.
no more spirit in the other world than he EVILS,
HO\VA RD
velopes. free of charge. Addiv
had in this, it's not worth bothering about." TION, I'.ox P, Pliit:idi‘l]ihi:i, Pa.
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uch other

FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little ot the nature and character of Special
Diseases, and less to their cure. Sonic exhibit torged
Diplomas ot Institutions or Colleges, which never existed
in any part of the world; others exhibit Diplomas ot the
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only assuming and
advertising in names of those inserted m the diplomas,
but to further their imposition assume names of other celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived
1)V

•

He returns thanks for the liberal iiatronage heretofore
received, and invites the public to call and examine bis Stock, satisfied that he can sell them
SUITS CHEAPER than they can be

Fall term of this Institution will begin

SELF-HELP
desire

on no

FURNITURE!

FIFED & MATHH\VS

proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians—
many of whom consult him in critical cases, because of
Ids acknowledged skill ami reputation, attained through
so long experience, practice,and observation.
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
in not rob!»ed and a.id to your suffering' in being deceived
by the lyin" boasts, misrepresentations, false promises,
aiid pretentious ot

DtS.
incident

HATS, CAPS AND CLOTIIS.
All of which

DAVID L. CROSS, of Lincolnviilo, has
S I)U^ out il hand-bill relative to his stallion
/
Young Buchanan, in which he makes the fol■Til Uifc lowing challange :
The owner of this horse will be ready, in fifteen days
A young lady, while walking with a gentleafter the mare season is over, to match him against any
man stumbled, and when her companion, to stallion
six years old, raised and owned in Waldo or
Counties,”
prevent her falling, grasped her hand some- Knox
accept the above challenge, and name as the stallion
what tightly, she simpered “Oh, sir, if it to I trot
against Young Buchanan, the Bay Stallion Harry
comes to that, you must ask my pa”.
Ilayford, owned by Jlarrison 11 ay ford, of Belfast. I
will match him, as above, for $100 a side. The trot to
take place on the Belfast track, on the 21st day of AuA lady whose deceased husband had not gust next, mile heats, best three in five, to harness.
DAVID FLAVILL.
a
ilow'Vif
continuous
enjoyed
felicity during Belfast, July 27, 1800.
b4wJ
life, was asked at a seance one night if she
would not like to have a communication from
FOR THE ERRING. Words of Cheer
for Young Men, who have fallen victims to SOCIAL
his spirit. “I believe not,” she said, “if lie’s

Freight

To Females in Delicato Health.

of

;ii»iS 'l «“»!•», liiiirii
£ infer <RannentN.

Also

Eastern State

The

that

numerous

O

mm.

to inform the pul»li<* flint lie has JUST
RECEIVED a splendid new stock ol

consisting

Proin irtor,
I2i‘ifa»t, Haine.

CASTINE,.-

hear

..

Till Steamship Wyi.TlMIEETr*
" 'H leave Howe’s
Wharf, lloatou, lor Kin
«KE99l£or every Thurydayat Id .M., touching
lielfast, .Satidy 1’oint, Ituiksport and Wint.i-poit. 1:
turning will leave Winl.rport every Monday, at hi
M„ touching at the hove porta.
tak.-u :,| ....
somtble r ites.
H. I1MIH «\ ( O.
t ueiitn.
Ho. <>'* fl.liii Wti'«T(
Belfast, Oct. 26.
l,,n

FURNITURE!

never so* or

IAN I

fniaLgL

I»IV*

that the “usual fee” may be obtained for
professedly curing, or the dollar,” or fraction of it,”
may be obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that many
are deci ived, also, and spend large amounts for experiments witli quackery.
DR. DEWS
charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly
ami
all
may
confidential,
rely on him with the strictest
secrecy am! eonlidenee, whatever may he the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Expiv." to all parts of the
United States,
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar L
insure ail amswt r.
Address I)i:. L. Dix, No :! Endieott St. Boston, Ma.v.
Boston dan. 1 1869— l.vr

pleasure

CoatM,

more

nostrums,

READY MADE CLOTHING,

PATENTED, May is, 1X00.
Price 75 cts. By Mail $1.00.
J. C. tEll

MKltClI ANTS

PEAVY,

iio. 7 piikkix

the most Distressing cases of Phthisic in :< few minutes,
inhaled with the breath, it goes directly to the Lungs
and air cells, and relief is immediate and certain.

tr»0

Boston and Penobscot River

..

Clothing! Clothing!

Phthisic!!

quacks,
cities,

otln
to all his

au.i

INHALANT,for

so

To avoid and escape

Through

liis medicines are prepared with the express purpose
of removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargements ot the womb, also all
discharges which How from a morbid state ol the blood.
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar
style, both medically and surgically, all diseases ot the
female sex, and they are* respectfully invited to call at

Ho. SO

As to durability, we will come under bonds that they
shall last as long as any reasonable man expects
Furnace to last.
And will warrant every cue to give perfect satisfaet ion.
-.Stove and Furnace work ol all kinds promptly anil
H. H. SiE2**EY <& KOS.
faithfully executed.
Yo. 4*> .VBuiii Street.’
SnfDSiS

LEWIS’

.,

in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so well
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel
Proprietors, &e., that he Is much recommended, and particularly to

no

female complaints.

public.

Phthisic!

>

engaged

arranged tor tlioi;

\ having devoted over twenty years to this
particular branch ol tie treatment ol al! diseases peculiar
to females, it is now conceded by all. (both in this country and Lurope,) that he excels all other known praeticioners in the sate, speedy and effectual treatment ol all
Pit. P

giving

pints

Wagons

Alter this dale at reduced prices lor m cash. 1 will say
to the public that this is the best lot of carriages
that I have ever built in IF Hast.

Id the result of thirty years' practical experience in
the Furnace business, and not only combines in one Furnace all valuable and well tried
principles, but steps in

pan

patients

that

\

••

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.

the

Buggies

Vermont.3j
West Virginia.3

above flt«»
itv. Failsful

arranged

i:. ■»<.\

i» .n

!«.■-turning

SIXTEEN YEARS

My entire stock ol'

Virginia.s

representation.
The adoption of the several

No. 10

ax

lookFIookT!

give without them.
By placing the vapor

1.

ui»t.

il.av- .'. Splendid A-sm-iincut of
supen-.r \\ \| m
applying it his ollice.
1'A Kid lit FI KN1II lit-., envtj.-d with Hair * lotli,
DR. DIX
Room lumiiMv, Cot tap* ( haml»
&<*.,
Repps,
Lnniug
boftl/y asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by Furniture, Extra Ilair M:,‘rr. .-si
l.. 1- Nota
quacks, who will say or do anything, ev- u perjun them- Bedsteads, (’hairs of all varieties, inSpring
f-cf "a rvthin
.■
selves, to impose upon patients,) that In
the way ot Furniture.
IS lilt: ONIA
UltliD.AU UKAUtATK. 1'liVSH lAN £
VV'e manufacture most of our goods, and
f
employ
ADVKUTlSINMi IN' BOSTON.

If lily's Linen Collars an<i

nY

same

KKMIMONli,

hesitate

Eagle Furnace

heating surface than any furnace of the

so

family interruption,

For Sale.

more

1

Recollect, the only entrance to his other is Xu. 'It. huv
ing no connection with his residence, consequently no

bid. Sic wart’s mineral Pooling, especially
adapted to Hat roofs.
1 also hold myself well prepared to move or raise
buildings to any height desired.
J. N. STKWAUT.
June 15, 1 S(i‘t,
.hnosdU

heat to the

»

by all Druggistsln Belfast.

Dll.

is

Rhode Island....... 2
South Carolina.4
Tennessee.s
Texas.I

states, to which in slaveliolding states threefifths of the slaves were to be added, by 2:5:5,
and the product of such division to be the ratio
of representation of the several states. As the
fractions would lie sufficient by such division
lo reduce the number of representatives, it
was therefore proposed bytlie law to assign to
so many states having the largest fraction one
additional member each, for its fraction, to
make up the requisite number of representatives. This law also provided that upon the
admission of a new state one representative
should lie given to such states, out such additional representatives in excess of 233 should
only continue until the next succeeding apportionment of representatives under the next
succeeding census. It was thought this law
would render all future legislation unneessary,
lmt il was subsequently ascertained that it
worked injustice, and by the law of March 1,
1X02, tlic number of representatives was increased to 241, from and after the 3d of
March, 1803. lnmakingupthe apportionment
it lias been the aim of congress to make the
constituencies in every state approximate
If the law of 1X50 had not
nearest the ratio.
been thus amended the ratio of representation would have been one to every 127,000.
Rhode Island had a population of 175,000,
and would have been entitled to hut one
member of congress, and Verment, with 315,000 people, would have had hut two, who
would each have represented nearly 15S,000
constituents, while the basis was 127,000. il
was simply justice to these and other stales
i to amend the law of 1X50, and thus equalize

OF

PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
£1 Eiulit ott litreet, llonton, 31 .»•»».

Wool,.

Oregon.I
Pennsylvania.24

The law of 1850, approved May 2:5, was
supposed to settle the difficult question of
representation by fixing the number under
It was proposed to dieach census as 2d:!.
vide the number of free population of the

Steamer & Railroad

ri''in: sii.AMKi: cn v ok
imcii.m-iMi >,,,
1 Hrru put ill complete order the
p.i-l wlnt.-r U1
eommeiiee her regular ihriee weekly
trip, heiweeu p
ami amt landings on the
IVnoloout iiivei amt i.
leaving I ortlnml on Monday, April nth, .1 ].... ,1... i
-M., or on the arrival oi the express t rain 11 .,
ios on. Leaving lieltast on
Monday, W, .Ine-.l ;> e
rlday mornings at •.* o'clock.
Kasseugers will he tick, led through to lioston and
intermediate
ion*, arriving the same evening
will leave Portland ever'. Mom! n \\ a,i.
-lay mi. 11* ridav evening, at lo o'clock.
Hi Richmond is one ol tlu*
strong*>t and .t.-t i„.
ever built, of remarkable
speed, el. an and ..mfortab:
I assengei.- are assured that
cverv pains will h.- |:i|,, u
ensure tlu ir comfort and
if. : •.,
b-i.'.i.
Belfast, April
tJ:u,

Incident to Married and Single Ladies*
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS,
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of the
s-kin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and ether Weaknesses in youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

WOOL!!

I

S. S. HERSEY&SON, 78 Main St.

....

Wisconsin.u

(MIA

Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,

USII AND T IK IIKiliF.sr PUICK PAID FOU

Missouri.0
Nebraska.1
Nevada.I
New Hampshire
3
New Jersey.5
New York.31
North Carolina.7
Ohio.19

Mississippi.5

gol

WOOL

■

—s ir; AM I.It—

SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

*tO Iff ¥'.ff ur«. By sending 35 cents.
age, height, color of eyes ami hair, you will :
return mail, a correct picture of your future !
In 1790 there were sixteen states and ono husband or wife, with name and date of marriage. AdV)JIM 1' N (J F. M K \ T (lay is W KDN 1 .SI»A Y, .1 uly Htli
hundred and six members: in 1800, seventeen dress \\. Fo.\, 1*. O. Drawer No S, Fultonvillc, New f
Candidates for admission to college will bo exV
slates and one hundred and forty-two mem- York.
amined in ADAMS 11 ALL, on Friday, .July loth, at s
o'clock, A. ]![.; also on the opening ol' tin* college term
bers : in 1810, nineteen states and one hundred
on fit l ;11S DA Y, S ?pt,2d.
A¥i.—Young men who have injurand eighty-three members: in 1820, twentySAMILL IIA UiilS, President.
J ed themselves by certain secret habits, which unlit
four states and two hundred and thirteen them for business, pleasure,
llwl'.i
Pirunswick, June 14, isoy.
or tin1 dutie- ol married life;
_¥.
receive

wd

Ip4. ,t,

til

Through by

W ILL BE FORFEITED BY Du. I..DIX
if failing to cure in less time than
any
other physician, more effectually and permanently, with
less restraint from occupation or less exposure to all
weather, with sale and plea.-aht medicines.

Green1'! Laiiiiiiig, Vl«*.
Sale, Wholesale and Retail, by
W. t. I*OWEM A ( O
Belfast, Maine.

J|.'

I

markable

O

Mondays

o’clock P.
To Lon ell.

ut..

freight must tie accompanied by Steamer'
duplicate. Freight hills nm-l l„ pud
Goods.
Orders received at No. Id Pheiiix Row
OF KICK ON HIE WHARF.
GEO. G. WEI.I S
Belfast, June 1H.19.
ihm
agin,

eeipts

an

I

\\ I

o'eln, 1; P. .\|.

ul

liveryot

torpidity
stimulating

Pi

Total.12935 4133 38 312027 rpHIl TS
with

boston
NESDAYS and FRIDAYS,
race to Ho,ion, i t.30

i.-uve

PRICE, $1.00 PER BOTTLE.

.Mailed

FRIDAY'S

HKTt IlYI
for itiii.fast,

literally

For Liver Complaints, arising from
of the Liver, it is an excellent
remedy,
the Liver into healthy activity.
For Bilious Disorders and Liver Complaints,

£

N^and'e^’/

CL

NKSDAY’S, uml

Un acclimated persons, either resident in, or
travelling through miasmatic localities, will be protected by taking the AGUE CUBE daily.

Q

nil,

i,

/■

’£

v-\

n l;„

r»i:

tricts.

m

t2-\

^

.si ui-.

K VTA II DIN,
111.NBA s. UP' i J, will run us follows
l.euvr BELFAST for BOSlitN. MONDAYS
OAI’I.

number and importance of its cures in the ague disare
beyond account, and we believe
without a parallel in the history of Ague medicine.
Our pride is gratified by the acknowledgments wo
receive of the radical cures effected in obstinate
eases, and where other remedies had wholly failed.

«

—'

a

OAI1.J. I*. ,1011 NSON, and the Favorite Stouii.

As its name implies, it does Cure, and does not
fail. Containing neither Arsenic, Quinine, Bismuth,
Zinc, nor any other mineral or poisonous substance
whatever, it in nowise injures any patient. The
\

;;io

(;am mil i hi i],

poisons.

„_..

l*er Week!

riiKKtirrs kkm ci.iv

For Fever tmd Ague. Intermittent Fever,
Chill Fever. Remittent Fever, Dumb
Ague, Periodical or Bilious Fever, &o.,
and indeed all the affections which arise
from malarious, marsh, or miasmatic

w e

Trips

alter June 7th, the New ;«i!tl Flegnnt st«

ox and

Ayer’s Ague Cure,

OOLONG
RA 1SINS

Mt'SCO\ ADO

Three

maintained.

purchasers to call and examine, and we will
make prices satisfactory.
WM. B. SWAN,
A. CU ITER SIBJ.EV.
Belfast, May 1, ISil'.t.
tli.‘i

h

youb*

Troatnieiit
TiaillTV

COFFEE,

.JAPAN TEA

TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FIS1I, \r.
full and complete assortment of Groceries, which

9

td-

S i.

AMU

.JAVA
uin

invite

Agents to sell the Home Sui

*8 RiVff tint

J

NOTICE.

WARRANTED

-00-

ARRANGEMENT FOR THE SEASON OF Is.-.
Two Steamers oil the Route

fcolds

American House

the

For BOSTON and LOWELL.

series of years, and among most of the races of
men it has risen higher and higher in their estimation, as it has become better known. Its uniform
character and power to euro the various affections
of the lungs and throat, have made ii known as a reliable protector against them.
While adapted to
milder form of disease and to young children, it is
at the same time the most effectual remedy that can
be given for incipient consumption, and the dangerous affections of the throat and lungs. A a provision against sudden attacks of Croup, it should
be kept on hand in every family, and indeed as all
are sometimes subject to
and coughs, all
should be provided with this antidote for them.
Although settled Consumption is thought incurable, still great numbers of cases where the disease seemed settled, have been complete!-, cured,
and the patient restored to sound health by the
Cherry Pectoral. So complete is its mastery
over the disorders of the Lungs and Throat, that
the most obstinate of them yield to it. When nothing else could reach them, under the Cherry Pectoral they subside and disappear.
Singers and Public Speakers find great protection from it.
Asthma is always relieved and often wholly
cured by it.
Bronchitis is generally cured by taking the
Cherry Pectoral m small and frequent doses.
So generally are its virtues known that we need
not publish the certificates of them here, or do more
than assure the public that its qualities are fully

BOSTON, NEW YORK,
PHILADELPHIA, PITi'SBURG,
ALBANY, BUFFALO,
NIAGARA FALLS,

DUNKIRK, S A!. A M A N C A,

MUSKET

Independent Line!

Cough, Bronchitis, Asthma,
and Consumption.
Probably never before in the whole history of
medicine, has anything won so widely and so deeply
upon the confidence of mankind, as this excellent
remedy for pulmonary complaints. Through a long

TO ALL POINTS

zioy s herald to Jan. 1st, i*;o. a
first-class Illustrated Religious Journal ot 10 pages.
200 Contributors; 5 Editors. The cheapest paper in the
land.
$2 50 a year in advance. Specimen copies free.
E. 1). WINSLOW, Publisher, 11 Cornhill Boston.

Aromatic

SANFOIUFS

For Diseases of the Throat and Dungs,
such as Coughs, Colds, Whooping

ONLY ©MB DOLLAR

lioston Journal, July 13.)

I

Great Reduction of Fares!

Jibbcitiscmciits.

Belfast

Savings Bank.

rilil Is I \ST1 I I I ION is now pr« pun tl to n e< ive I >.
1
posits in .sums ol One Oollar ami upwattk 1? the
Banking Hoorn, No. Is Main St, 1,1'orim I> Bankol t'otninerce KoomD
Interest allowed on deposits of Five Dollars mnl ov* r.
Money deposited on or Indore tin lirsl «l.i\s ol .lime,
•Inly, August, September or October, will he | laeeil upon
intetes1! at the rate of si\ per cent., or such other rak- as
the proUts will allow, the intcri'st pav.thle mi tin fir-t
Monday t*l Decemher, lor earh full inuiilli the same 'h ill
li.iv remained on depositeal that tlun-.
ASA FAliNi I
President.
John II. Quimby, Trens.
111 >} t
Belfast, May lo 1N<»9.
..
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